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This translation into English of Henri Lefebvre's classic if
contested text is long overdue. La Reyolution urbaine first appeared in 1970, in the aftermath of the May 1968 uprising in
Paris. Cities around the world from Detroit to Tokyo, Prague
to Mexico City, were the scene of major revolts, connected
less through any organizational affiliation than through political empathy linking highly diverse struggles, and as the
19605 culminated in worldwide challenges to capitalism, war,
racism, patriarchy, imperialism, and the alienation of modern urban lifc, the book was inevitably received as a political
testament to the possibilities for fundamental political and
social change. Although the "revolution" of 1968, as it has
come to be seen, ultimately failed, the appeal to qrban revolution captured the aspirations of the period, and nowhere
more than in Paris; it was as realistic as it was anticipatory,
and the book became a pivotal if controversial intellectual
text on the European and Latin American left. Nang with
some of Lefebvre's earlier work, it put the urban on the agenda as an explicit locus and target of political organizing.
Most surprising, perhaps, is that despite the turbulent
vii
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circumstances of its writing and publication, and especialJy
despite Lefebvre's direct involvement in the events of the
time, La Revolution urbaine is remarkably sober, politica lly
if not always philosoph icaUy, avoiding both the wild effervescence of "the moment;' as Lefebvre would have put it, and
the suicidal agony of defeat. It expresses an inveterate hopefulness and openness toward the future that has often been
hard to sustain in the three decades since its publication but
wh ich character izes Lefebvre's philosophically induced inte!lec·tual and political optim ism. At the same time, as an examination of this careful translation attests, this is no mere
1 historical document. In some ways even more than when it
,\ was first published, it bears a strong sense of political im m~diacy and contemporary relevan ce. Lefebvre was seeing
thmgs at the end of the 1960s that many of us. often with his
help, came to see clearly only in more recent years and now
are still discovering. It is worth highlighting some of these issues by way of providing a few signposts to the text.
But first some biog raphical context. Born at the turn of
the twentieth cent ury in a small Pyrenean village in southern France. Henri Lefebvre came to political consciousness
am id the horrors of World War I and the promises of the
Russian Revolution. In the early 1920S he moved to Paris to
study at the Sorbonne and became engulfed in an extraordinary creative. political, cultural. and intellectual ferment that
mixed avant-garde artists with communists and a new breed
of young radicaJ philosophers. The eclectic range of influ ences on Lefebvre's political and intellectual development
derived first and foremost from this period as be devoured
Hegel, Marx, and Nietzsche, among others, as well as the
emerging work of Heidegger. He joined the Communist
Party in 1928. combining poli tical activism with intense writi~g that. ~cross the span of his ninety years, would eventually
~1~Id an astonishing string of book-length philosophical. pohtlcal. and sociological studies. An emerging intellectual fig-
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ure by the eve of World War II . he was forc~~ fro~ Paris and
from his university post following the NaZI invaSion and he
lived out the war as a Resistance fighter in southe rn France.
Despite becoming one of its most heralde~ intellectuals. Lefebvre's relatio nship with the Commumst Party ,~as
testy at best, and, as the party's Stalinism retrenched ':Ith
the cold war closing in, he chafed more and more at the hnes
it took. As with so many others, his end came after the 195 6
Khrushchev repo rt unveiled the authoritarian violence and
corruption of Stalin's regime; after an unsucce~sful attempt
to reform a recalcitrant party he was expelled m 1958. Over
the next few years he published two books on Marx and two
selections of Marx's work, but he also turned his attention
to a series of questio ns that interested him deeply but on
which the Communist Party leadership had often frowned.
Via the themes of ideology. alienation, and everyday life, he
returned to a long-standing conce rn with rural sociology
and also picked up an earlier, broader. critical analysis of the
quotidian in an effort to explore the political fabric and fabrication of the everyday. Although the rural focus continued.
by the mid-1960s he turned his attention to the urban everyday, announced by Le Droit it la :ille (The. right to the city).
still untranslated in its entirety mto Enghsh. Between 19 66
and 1974 he produced, in addition to several other titles. no
fewer than eight books devoted to understanding the ur~an
and, more broadly, the production of space (as he put It ).
"From Heraclitus to Hegel to Marx," Lefebvre once observed "dialectical thinking has been bound up with time,"
and aliliough his effort was most focused in this period. a
central theme of Lefebvre's lifework involved the attempt to
rethink the dialectic in terms of space. If, as Foucault once
co mmented, the nineteenth-cen tury obsession with history brought a "me nacing glaciation of the world:: L~febvre
sought to reinvigorate our grasp of modern cap11a],sm
~eezing it through the neglected sieve of space. Along With
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La Production de I'espace (1974; English translation, 1991), Tire

Urban Revolution stands as the most enduring exploration
fro.m this period. It was and remains the pathbreaking ana~ytlCal work connecting urban research not just with marx]st th~ory. but with social theory and philosophy, broadly
conceived.
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!o, a~prcciate the novelty of what Lefebvre was trying to
do It IS Imp,ortant to recall that urban research in the 19605
was dramatically undertheorized. Throughout the social sciences. an,d especially in sociology, urban analysis was largely
descnptlve. ~ere it aspired to theory, most notably in the
work of the Chicago school. which remained influential into
~e 19605, or in the case of social ecology, urban research relied more on empirical generalizatio ns than on theory per
se: Innovations in social theory that helped codify the social
sciences after World War J (the work of Max Weber Freud
Malinows~, the Frankfurt school) largely avoided an 'explici~
concern With the urban, even if the earlier theoretical work
of Durkheim all.d certainly Simmel did help to frame a generally untheoretlCal urban sociology. Louis Wirth, for exampl~, ~riting about "urbanism as a way of life," applied Durkhelm s social p.ositivism to advance the themes of the Chicago
scho~l. Questions of housing, industrial organization, segreg~tlOn,. or conununity development certainly arose in the
socl~1 SCiences but were generally framed in technocratic
fashIOn acco ~ding to the impress of liberal policy requiremen~s. M~rxlst theory, constrained by no such injunction,
prOVided httJe alternative: many marxists rejected the notion
that the urban represented a specific social realm, and the
~oshvar Stalinism of the communist parties was openly hos~Ile to the proposal of an identifiable urban regime, arguing
Instead Ihal the.urba n represented a superstructural appurtena?ce rooted III the basal social and economic forces and
relatlons.of production. This was Lefebvre's primary target.
By focusmg on what he identified as the urban revolution,
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he sought to tu rn this state of affairs on its head. As late as
the 1960s it was a novel proposition that the urban had to be
theorized: "The expression 'urban society,'" he says, "meets
a theoretical need." At the same time he insisted that when
it cam e to processes of urbanization, it made little sense to
separate the experiences of capitalism and "socialism," as
found "o n the ground." In this sense, more than a decade
after he disavowed party membership, The Urban Revoilltion
represents a forceful rebuttal of the closed-mindedness of
the cold war French communist party.
By "u rban revolution," Lefebvre sought to connote a far )
more profound change in social organization than that symbolized by the momentary urban revolts of the 1960s, much

as these were symptomatic of this larger picture. "Urban
revolution" identifies a long historical sh ift, from an agricultural to an industrial to an urban world, according to
Lefebvre's account, but it also cap tures a shift in the internal territorial form of the city, from the originary political
city through the mercantile, then industrial, city to the pres- )
ent "critical phase," the harbinger ~f a cert~in globalizati~n
of the urban. Integral with these ShiftS, the unage of the City
also transforms, as do the concept of the urban and the ideology of urbanism. Long before the notion of «postin.du~trial
society" beca me popularized in the 1970s, Lefebvre IS nghtIy critical of the intent of such a label, yet ~t the, same t~m.e
his central argument is that the problematiC of IIldustnah zation, which has dominated capi talist societies for more
- than two centuries, i~increasingly superseded by the urban:
" the urban problematic becomes predominant." The ~o.liti
cal crisis of 1968, he suggests, was more profoundly a cnsls of
-urban society than a crisis of capitalist industrialism . .
For English-language readers, one of the remarkable aspects of this book is Lefebvre's engagements with a broad
range of social theorists whose work during the 1960s subsequently became influential in Anglo-American circles. Not
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all of these encounters are obvious or well referenced, but all
are implicitly if not explicitly critical. Somewhat ciliptically,
Lefebvre appropriates Althusser's notion of "continents"
of knowledge but immediately launches into a critical discussion of ideological "blind fields," before then using this
topographic metaphor to frame the temporal transition
from agrarian to industrial to urban worlds. His discussion
of heterotopy clearly engages Foucault. Where Foucault's
heterotopias are evoked almost randomly in relation to
time and space-cemeteries, malls, rugs, brothels, colonies,
gardens-Lefebvre envisaged heterotopias in a more critical
register, rooting them in a sense of political and historical
deviance from social norms. The archetypal heterotopias for
Lef~~vre are the places of renegade commercial exchange,
pol~t~cally. and geog raphically independent from the early
poiJtlcal City: caravansaries, fa irgrounds, suburbs. Less successfully, in an oblique effort to distinguish scales of sociospatial reality, Lefebvre differentiates between the "global"
"m ixed ," and "private" levels, and draws on the work ~f
Pierre Bourdieu (but with Heidegger clearly hovering over
the text) to designate the private as the "level of habiting." In
the process he insists on a distinction between the place and
process of habiting: "habiting" takes precedence over habitat
or habitus. His discussion of the "blind field" of ideology,
together with references to revolution in the streets, continues a ~ong-term dialogue with the Situationists, particularly
engagmg Guy Debord's Society and the Spectacle, published a
year earl ier. Blind fields for Lefebvre are places cum practices
that obscure constitutive sociospatial relations.
Much as The Urban Revolution expresses the rich intellectual and political ferment of Paris in the period, it also
represents the unfolding of Lefebvre's own thinking. Many
of the formulations in this text can be seen as precursors to
arguments that are more fully developed and explored in
11,e Production of Space. published six years later, and more
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familiar to English-speaking audiences. The discussion of
heterotopy fades but not that of utopia, while the conc~rn
with "habiting" broadens into a much dense~ explorat.lon
of spatial practice and form. The concern with ur~antsm
as an ideological blind field is likewise broadened iOta an
interrogation of spatial ideologies; urban practice be:o~es
a subset of spatial practice. And there is a clear contll.lll1ty
between the evolution from a political to a commercial to
an industrial urbanity on the one hand and on the other the
historical transition posited in The Production of Space, from
absolute space to historical, abstract, and ultimately differential space. The contin uities between ~h.ese ~exts a~e re~l,
but so too are the discontinuities. A pohtlcallmmedtacy 1O
particular marks Tile Urban Revolution as a quite different
text from the more abstract and more expansive work of a
few years later.
.
Whereas space came alive in early-twentteth-cen.tury art,
physics, and mathematics, in social theory and philosophy
it was a quite different story. Space there w~s more ~ften
synonymous with rigidity, immobility, stasIs; space Itself
had become a blind field. For Lefebvre. by contrast. space
holds the promise of liberation: liberation from th.e tyranny
of time apart from anything else. but also from social re~res
sian and exploitation, from sel f-imprisoning categonesliberation jnto desire. Space is radically open for Lefebvre;
he refuses precisely the closure of space that so dominated
western thinking and in some circles co ntinues to do so.
Only when we pause to reflect on the radical c1os~re,of.s~ace
represented by contemporary financial capitalists VISions
of globalization, or left-wing parodies of the same. does the
genius of Lefebvre's spatial insistence b.ecome clear. When
The Urban Revolution was originally wntten, the world was
certa inly more open to change, but it was far less op~n ~o
seeing political change in spatial ~er.ms. ~he very sluft 1I1
political thinking to embrace a spatlaitzed view of the world,
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in significant part due to Lefebvre's work, makes it difficult
loday to see how genuinely iconoclastic this position was.
The Urban.R.e~~/ution is a paean to the space of the city and
to the poss ibilitIes of revolutionary social change that comes
from the streets.

to his argument, but it does work as a kind of counterpoint
to his sense of space. In the context of the late 1960s, Lefebvre
was weU ahead of his tim e in his willingness not only to
take environmental questions seriously but also to theo rize
nature while criticizing the emerging environmental movement. Quite unlike the radical openness that characterizes his
treatment of space, the treatment of nature is less nuanced.
For Lefebvre the transition from agriculture to industry
brings a feti shism of nature at the same time that nature is
subjected to unprecedented ravages. The transition to urbanization brings a further shrinkage of nature, while the
signs of nature, by cont rast, proliferate; the steady, violent
death of nature is matched by an obsessive "ideological
naturalization" of society and the parodic reproduction of
nature as denatured "open spaces," parks, gardens, images
of femininity. In clear contradistinction to his treatment of
space, nature for Lefebvre seems radically closed as a venue
for political change. Whether this closure of nature drew
from his early and enduring experience with the southern
French peasantry and the steady erosion of peasant life or
whether it simply co ntinued a prejudice of certain narrow
readings of marxism is not clear, but th is putative connection would seem to cry out for an engage ment with some
of the contemporaneo us work of Raymond Williams. In any
case, the making of nature, unlike space, represents a cause
for lament, even as he criticizes various romanticisms of the
environmental movement. Space in the end retains an optimistic Hegelian a priorism vis·a-vis nature, Philosophically.
the (unfulfilled) promise of Einstein's relativity theory, namely
a recombination of space and matter in favor of the philosophical primacy of the latter, remains unglimpsed.
But it would be a regrettable mistake if The Urban Revolution were to be read simply through the lenses of Lefebvre's
later work, which adopts the rubric of space more explicitly.
The book's initial reception predated that work. Indeed, it

But this radical openness comes with costs attached. Whereas Lefebvre is unrivaled in the analysis of the circulation of
signs, capi tal, meanings, and ideas into and out of urban
space and exp./oring [he possibilities for political change
~at result, he IS less adept at ferreting out how certain soCial meanings become fixed, however temporarily. in and as
s~a~e a~d place. In the present text he makes a synchronic
dls~mctlOn.between "global," "mixed," and "private" levels of
SOCiety, which are roughJy equated with the state the urban
d "h b"
..
I ,
an
a lting, respectively. In contemporary parlance this
;.epr~~ents a halting effort at what migh t now be called a
POlttlCS of scale," but Lefebvre's reluctance, in deference to
the openness of space, to allow this production of "levels" to
c.rystallize into anything approaching coherent spatial entities fo~ecJoses. Our understanding of the political processes
by which social assumptions a re written into the scaled
~artography of everyday places. rn The Produ ction of Space
lIlt~nt on a un ifi ed science of space, he tackled this issu:
agam, but backed away from the discussion of levels. Instead
he proposed, as part of a well-known conceptual triad the
noti02 of "representational spaces." AJthough "differe~tia1
space becomes Lefebvre's spatial code for socialis m the
fut.ure, always coiled in the beUy of the capitalist beas: his
~hilos~phical insistence on the openness of space aU~ws
little hmt at all about how that differentiation of space is
made and. remade. Yet the architectonics of scale, as he might
h~ve put. It,. become the most vibrant technology of spatial
differentiatIOn: the spatial arbiters of What gets empowered
and what gets contained.
Lefebvre's treatment of nature is nowhere near as central
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might be suggested that in the English.language world The
Urban Revolution has suffered insofar as several widely read
critiques quickly saw the light of day in the 19705, more than
a quarter century before the book was finally translated,
and these have established a certain pattern of response. By
the same token, the prominence of these critiques has also
heightened the anticipation for this English translation.
With greater or lesser amounts of respect, Lefebvre's provocative thesis that the "urban problematic" not only globalizes itself but also supplants industrialization as the motive
force of historical change was quickly critiqued by two other
of the most prominent urbanists of the twentieth century. A
student of Lefebvre and a witness to the Paris spring of 1968,
Manuel CasteUs responded immediately to La Revolution urbaine, and his critique was triple-barreled. In the first place
he identified a certain romanticism in Lefebvre's sense that
urban propinquity created a unique quotidian environment
available for future reconst ructions of sociability and desire.
A philosophical utopianism, he suggested, undergirds the
enterprise. Second, more generally and more decisively, Castells challenged the very presumption that "the urban" represented any kind of coherent scientific object available for
study; the urban , for Castells, was at best an ideological con struction, requiring desquamation rather than exaltation.
Third, and most viscerally, Castells objected to the fact that
Lefebvre's announcement of the urban revolution displaced
marxist analyses of history, politics, and economics: implicitly reinstating the party line about base and superstructure
(an argument often erroneously attributed to Marx), Castells
complained that Lefebvre moves from a marxist analysis of
the urban to an urbanist analysis of marxism (La Question
IIrbaine, 1972; English tran slation,1977).
The seco nd critique came not from Paris but from Baltimore. Completing a book that affected English-language
urban social science much as La Revolution urbaine did in
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France and elsewhere, David Harvey, recognizing both the
importance of Lefebvre's text and the critical convergence
with his own work. engages Lefebvre in the conclusion to
Social Justice and the City (1973). For Harvey. despite the
broad commonality of effort with Lefebvre, it was simply
unrealistic that the contradictions between urbanism and
industrial capitalism are now resolved in favor of the urban.
Where Castells deployed a structu ralist critique fashioned
over a blueprint of marxism, Harvey came at Lefebvre with
a political economic critique of the sort that typified (not
least because of Harvey's own efforts) Anglo-American
marxism after the 1960s. Harvey was certainly sympathetic
to Lefebvre's assault on party dogma, but for him industrial
capitalism continues to create the conditions for urban ization, rather than the other way around, and the surplus
value produced by capital accumulation, and especially its
mode of circulation. is the raw material out of which urban
change crystallizes. Urbanization here is the excrescence of
the circulation of capital. The global spread of urbanism,
he concedes, is real, but the circuit of industrial capitalism
still predominates over that of property capital devoted to
urbanization.
The present translation comes at a time when Lefebvre
is gone and both Castells and Harvey have significantly developed their ideas. but these critiques remain relevant both
vis-a.-vis the text itself and as regards our understanding
of twenty-first-ce ntury capitalism. CasteUs has long since
moved on from the structuralism that drove his early critique, and Harvey has engaged critically and decisively with the critiques of structuralism that were hatching in
Lefebvre's work, as well as with postmodernism, with which
neither he nor Lefebvre had much sympathy.
Castells's accusation of utopianism is, as readers will find
out, precisely aimed yet, especially in the present context,
off target. One of the strengths of Lefebvre, especially when
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viewed with the benefit of three decades of hindsight and
in the context of a would-be rw-cnty-first-century American
imperium, is his indefatigable optimism that a different
world is possible. This book stands as a thoroughly contemporary antidote to the sense that "the re is no alternative" to
capitalism, a notion popularized in the grim 19805 by British
prime minister Margaret Thatcher and globalized in brutal
form in the early twenty-first-century "war on terrorism"
that, outside the blind field , is in actuality an endgame to the
globalization of ruling-class U.S. power. That Lefebvre's political optimism appears to spring directly from his philosophyand from his social theory rather than from a detached,
facile political ebullience is even more remarkable. As for the
question whether the urban constitutes a real object of social
science inquiry, the conditions of this critique seem to have
been set by a strange convergence berween a positivist social
sc ience that insists on an "object" of analysis and a structuralist reformulation of official marxism that embraces much
the same presumption. To that end, Castells's critique mobilizes Louis Althusser against Lefebvre, yet even by the time
of the English translation of The Urban Question in 1977,
Castells was coming to see the formalism of this critique
as excessive. On the other hand, the language of base and
superst ructure, which also appears in Lefebvre's text, seems
by the beginning of the twenty-first century to be thankfully
obsolete.
The rema ining critique. that indust rial capital ism st ill
provides the framework for urbanization ralher than the reverse. as Lefebvre claims, needs to be taken more seri ously.
If in quite different tones. Castells and Harvey in the early
1970S effectively agreed in their critique: urbanization. powerful as it was, in no way supplanted industrialization as the
motor of capital accumulation. This insistence might be
written off as merely a defense of marxist political economy:
certainly Lefebvre's argument would seem to challenge the

theory of surplus value or at the very least to suggest that the
historical development of capitalism increasingly circumscribes the validity of the theory in favor of something else.
But that something else is never theorized. If Lefebvre is correct, it would presumably be important to know how the p~
litical economic transition from industrialization to urbaOlzation operates. That is neither a rhetorical point nor is it .a
question that Lefebvre himself addresses in any systematlc
manner. His answer is oblique and incomplete. Thus by the
time he wrote The Production of Space he had reconstructed
the orthodox teleology of modes of production-primitive
communism, slavery, feudalism , capitalism, socialism-into
his evolution of space: absolute, historical, abstract. and
differential spaces. Although it might seem like an .o~vi 
ous overture to argue that the supersession of industnalization by urbanization marks the transitional moment from
abstract to differential space, in the language of the later
work Lefebvre resists this move. Instead. by the lime
. he
writes the four volume De I'erat in the mid -1970S, he IS barely concerned with urbanization and theorizes instead ~bout
(among other things) the globalization of the state. It IS .not
at aU clear how we are to fit together the victory of urbaOlzation over industrialization, the production of space, and the

.

. .
globalization of the state.
Yel on several levels there is something emplflcaUy very
appealing about Lefebvre's argument. First, purely in qua~ti
tative terms: As Lefebvre was writing The Urban RevolUtIOn,
just over a thi rd of the world's population was urbanized,
according to United Nations statistics. By 2002 the figure
was almost 50 percent. The most explosive growth has been
in countries that in the 1960s would have been considered
"Third World" but that have now undergone perhaps the
most rapid industrialization and urbanization in hist~ry.
Between 1970 and 2000 Mexico City grew from a population
of 8.8 million to 18.1 million. Similarly, Sao Paulo went from
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8·3 million to 18 million. Both have superseded New York City.
Bombay (Mumbai) grew in the same period from 6.2 million
to 16.1 million , and is projected to supersede the New York
metropolitan area by 2005. Only TokyofYokohama is larger
than these three rapidly growing metropolises. The language
of world cities and global cities emerged in the 19805, but already in 1968, pr ior to most of this explosive urban growth,
we find Lefebvre talking explicitly about "world cities" (in fact.
he attributes the concept to Mao). But there is more than
simply a quantitative aspect to the dominance of the urban,
and here the relationship with industrialization is intense. The
true global cities of the twenty-first century may welJ be those
large metropolises that are simultaneously emerging as production motors not of national economies but of the global
economy. Industrialization and urbanization are more, not
less, interwoven, and the cities of most intense population
growth are also those of greatest industrial expansion. In
any case, as this language of world cities indicates, the transformation of urbanization is tied to transformations at the
global scale captured, however ideologically, in the language
of globalization: as Lefebvre sensed, the evident quantitative
growth of urban areas does indeed express a much more
complex shift.
Most urban growth has taken place at the periphery of
the world's larger cities, whether as fun ctionaUy integrated
suburban development, industrial expansion, or burgeoning
squatter settlements and favelas. But something symptomatic is happening in urban centers at the same time. Lefebvre
remarks on the gentrification ("embourgeoisement") of
urban centers, but that process, too, has changed dramatically since the 1960s. There are of course significa nllarge-scale
precurso rs, such as Hausmann in Paris in the nin eteenth
century, but the contemporary experience of gentrification
dates to the post-World War II period and is usually associated with small-scale renovation of neighborhoods that
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had experienced major economic disinvestme nt. Since the
1980s, gentrification has become increasingly generalized as a
strategy of global urban expansion. Central urban reconstruction increasingly integrates residential with all other kinds
of land uses--offices, retail, recreation, transport-and is
also increasingly integrated into not just the overall urban
economy hut into the global economy. A highly mobile global
capital increasingly descends to and aspires to the remake of
urban centers. At the same time there is a more seamless collaboration among property capital, the state, retail capital,
and financial capital than at any prev ious time. This process has probably gone farthest in Eu rope, where neoliberal
"urban regeneration" (a label Lefebvre would have abhorred
as patently ideological) has become ofFIcial urban policy in
the European Union and in individual stales as well as cities.
The massive reconstruction along the Thames in London
exemplifies the way in which gentrificat ion generalized has
become a highly significant part of the city's productive
economy. Nor is this process restricted any longer to c it ~
ies in Europe, North America, or Oceania. From Shanghai
to Beirut, Kuala Lumpu r to Bogota, the reconstruction of
urban centers has become the means of embedding the logics, threads, and assumptions of cap ital accumulation more
deeply than ever in the urban landscape. One can see here
a glimmering of the co nceptual inversion Lefebvre poses
between the industrial and the urban.
It is a deliberate part of Lefebvre's style to pose exaggerated opposites in order to force the dialectic forward. It is
of course a style he shares with Hegel and Marx and many
others. Different readers will surely interpret differently the
argument that urbanization supplants industrialization and
conclude differently about the veracity or usefulness of the
argument. It may well be that in this stark form the argument
is less useful than when seen as pa rt of a larger tendency, a
logical as much as historical movement with un certain end.
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Certainly this is how Lefebvre interpreted his own notion

nest, paradoxical interweaving and all, together with a clutch
of delicate eggs laid alo ng the way. This present text has its
share of diversions but it is also well directed. His dearest
desire in this book is that the eggs laid would hatch and that
the "urban problematic" would give way again to a new generation of urban revolutionaries and urban revolutions. But
why, Lefebvre wants to know, have the eggs of urban revo-

of "the complete urban ization of the world," The point was
not that the planet was already fuUy urbanized and rurality
forever gone but that the tendency toward that end was very
powerful. The distinction benveen urbanization a nd industria1izatio n may well be morc important as a means to get us
to recognize this point rather than as an enduring reality.
Finally, a word about Lefebvre's style. Evoking the di minut ive name of the small genera of birds (titmice) and the
exqu isiteness of their gemlike eggs, the Scottish poet Hugh
MacDiarmid once explained his own lifework: "My job. as I
sec it, has never been to lay a tit's egg, hut to erupt like a volcano, emining not o nly flame but a lot of rubbish." Without
in any way indicting the quality
Lefebvre's work, I think,
judging by the sixty-six books that pepper his life's work,
that this French poet of social theory and philosophy must
have approached his work in a simila r fashion. At times, especially to English-speaking audiences, his writing can come
across as a stream of philosophical consciousness that mixes
coherent analytical agendas with fascinating diversions, apparently casual o r completely int ended, that might double
back or end abruptly, before picking up the thread of the
argument again--or stretching fo r a related thread that the
reader must struggle to connect. Lefebvre is always suggestive, reaching, pushing his argument farther than he would
later want to go in o rder to get a point out, less than direct,
retracing steps, electing a different path. He always embraces
a tension between rigor and fantasy, hard-nosed critique and
political desire, which is why he is so exciting to read . He
embodies the magic of a marxism liberated from dogma, yet
this philosophical adventu rousness also makes it fa irly easy
to find apparent paradoxes in his work. Recognizing that
he rarely if ever provides a linear argument, these nonetheless have to be taken seriously, but there is a la rger picture.
Lefebvre actually gives us the braided complexity of the tit's

or

lution not hatched before?
The aftermath of 1968 tested Lefebvre's optimism. As with
so many others, nol just in Paris but around the world, he
had thought that revolutionary change was at hand , and,
defeated as they were, they were only half wrong. In the conclusion to this text Lefebvre makes a wistful comparison between Paris in 1968 and the extraordinary political, cultural,
and social transformations that took place in Russia in the
192 0S while the revolutionary moment remained alive. Such
leaps of optimism are precisely what makes this text not
simply contemporary but forward-looking. The tremendous
creativity of Russia in this period has had to be destroyed
and forgotten by those enforcing the "blind fi eld"-before
1989 but especially afterward-in order to justify the global
consummation of cap italism. But the globalization of everything, as Lefebvre might have put it, cannot possibly succeed.
An antiglobalization movement that wants to build a new
anticapitalist internationalism can take a lot of insp iration
from the ferment in Russia in its pre-Stalinist days, but it can
also learn a lot from Lefebvre 's insistence on urban revolution
and the prospect of a globalized creativity, urban and otherwise, delinked from the effects of a ubiquitous economic and
ideological slavery that Lefebvre understood as so deadening, but which he knew could never win.
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I'll begin witfl the following hypothesis: Society has been completely urbanized. This hypothesis implies a definition: An
urban society is a society that results from a process of complete urbanization. This urbanization is virtual today, but will
become real in the futu re.
The above definition resolves any ambiguity in the use
of our terms. The words "urban society" are often used to
refer to any city or urban agglomeration: the Greek polis, the
oriental or m edieval city, commercial and industrial cities.
small cities, the megalopolis. As a result of the confusion. we
have forgotten or overlooked the social relationships (pri marily relationships of production) with which each urban
type is associated. These so-called urban societies are often
compared with one another. even though they have nothing
in common. Such a move serves the underlying ideologies of
organicism (every urban society, viewed on its own, is seen as
an organic "whole"). continuism (there is a sense of historical
con tinuity or permanence associated with urban society).
and evolutionism (urban society is characterized by different
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periods, by the transformation of social relations that fade
away or disappear).
Here, r use the term "urban society" to refer to the society that results from industrialization, which is a process
of domination that absorbs agr icultural production. This
urban society cannot take shape conceptually until the end
of a process during which the old urban forms, the end result of a series of discontinuous transformations, burst apart.
An important aspect of the theoretical problem is the ability
to situate the discontinuities and continuities with respect to
one another. How could any absolute discontinuities exist
without an underlying continuity, without support, without some inherent process? Conversely, how can we have
continuity without crises, without the appearance of new
elements or relationships?
The specialized sciences (sociology. political economy.
history, human geography) have proposed a number of
ways to characterize "'our" society, its reality and deep-seated
trends. its actuality and virtuality. Terms such as "industrial
and postindustrial society," "the technological society." "the
SOciety of abundance," " the leisure society." "consumer society." and so on have been used. Each of these names contains an element of empirical or conceptual truth, as well as
an element of exaggeration and extrapolation. Instead of the
term "postindustrial society"-the society that is born of industrialization and succeeds it-I will use "urball society," a
( term that refers to tendencies. orientations. and virtualities,
\ rather than any preordained reaJity. Such usage in no way
precludes a critical examination of contemporary reality.
such as the analysis of the "bureaucratic society of controlled
consumption."
Science is certainly justified in formulating such theoretical hypotheses and using them as a point of departure. Not
only is such a procedure current among the sciences. it is
necessary. There can be no science without theoretical hy-
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potheses. My hypothesis. which involves the so-called social
sciences. is based on an epistemological and methodological
approach. Knowledge is not nece~sarily a copy or reflection ,
a simulacrum or simulation of an object that is already real.
Nor does it necessa rily construct its object for the sake of a
theory that predates knowledge. a theory of the object or
its "models." In my approach, the object is included in the
hypothesis; the hypothesis comprehends the object. Even
though this "object" is located outside any (empirical) fact.
it is not fictional. We can assume the existence of a virtual
object, urban society; that is, a possible object, whose growth
a nd development can be analyzed in relation to a process
and a praxis (practical activity). Needless to say, such a hypothesis must be validated. There is, however. no shortage of
arguments and proofs to sustain it, from the simplest to the
most complex.
For example, agricultural production has lost aU its autonomy in the major industrialized nations and as part of
a global economy. It is no longer the principal sector of the
economy. nor even a sector characterized by any distinctive
features (aside fro m underdevelopment). Even though local
and regional features from the time when agricultural production dominated haven't entirely disappeared. it has been
cha nged into a form of industrial production . having be-\!
come subordinate to its dema nds, subject to its constraints.
Economic growth and industrialization have beco me selflegitimating, extending their effects to entire territories, regio ns. nations. and cont inents. As a result, the tradition v
al unit typical of peasant life, namely the village, has been
transformed. Absorbed or obliterated by larger units, it has
become an integral part of industrial production and consumption. The concentration of the population goes hand in
hand with that of the mode of production. The 14rban fabric
grows, extends its borders. corrodes the residue of agrarian
life. This expression, "urban fabric;' does not narrowly define
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the built world of cities but all manifestations of the dominance of the city over the country. In this sense, a vacation
( home, a highway, a supermarket in the countryside are all
part of the urban fabric. Of varying density, thickness, and
activity, the only regions untouched by it are those that are
stagnant or dying. those that are given over to "nature."
With the decline of the village life of days gone by, agricultural producers, "farmers," are confronted with the agricultural town. Promised by Khrushchev to the Soviet peasants.
agricultural towns have appeared in various places around
the world. In the United States, aside from certain parts of
~he South, peasants have virtually disappeared, and we find
Islands of farm poverty alo ngside islands of urban pover~
ty. As this global process of industrialization and urbaniza~
tion was taking place, the large cities exploded, giving rise to
gro\.vths of dubious value: suburbs, residential conglomera.
tions and industrial comp lexes, satellite cities that differed
little from urbanized towns. SmaU and midsize cities became
dependencies, partial colonies of the metropolis. In this way
my hypothesis serves both as a point of arrival for existing
knowledge and a point of departure for a new study and new
1 projects: com plete urbanization. The hypothesis is anticipa·
lory. It prolongs the fundamental tendency of the present.
I
Urban society is gestating in and through the "bureaucratic
society of controlled consumption."
A negative argument, proof by the absu rd: No other hy·
pothesis will work, no other hypothesis can cover the entire
range of problems. Postindustrial society? Then what hap·
pens after industrialization? Leisure society? This addresses
only part of the question, since we limit our examination of
trends and virtualities to " infrastructure," a realist attitude
that in no way circumvents the demagoguery inherent in this
definition. The indefinite growth of mass consumption? Here,
we measure current indices and extrapolate from them,
thereby running the risk of reducing reality and virtuality to
only one of their aspects. And so on.

I
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The expression "urban society" meets a theoretical need.
It is more than simply a literary or pedagogical device, or
even the expression of some form of acquired knowledge;
.! it is an elaboration, a search, a conceptual formulation. A
movement of thought toward a certain concrete, and perhaps
toward tile concrete. assumes shape and detail. This move·
menl, if it proves to be true, will lead to a practice. urban
practice, that is finally or newly comprehended. Needless to
say, a threshold will have to be crossed before entering the
concrete, that is, social practice as understood by theory.
But there is no empirical recipe for fabricating this product.
this urban reality. Isn't this what we so often expect from
"urbanism" and what "urbanists" so often promise? Unlike a
fact.filled empiricism with its risky extrapolations and frag.
ments of indigestible knowledge, we can build a theory from
a theoretical hypothesis. The development of such a theory
is associated with a methodology. For example, research in ·
volving a virtual object. which attempts to define and realize
that object as part of an ongoing project, already has a namv
J transduction. The term reflects an intellectual appro~ch to·
1 ward a possible object, which we can employ alongSIde the
more conventional activities of deduction and induction.
The concept of an urban society. which I introduced above,
thus implies a hypothesis and a definition.
Similarly. by "urban revolution" I refer to the transformations that affect-cont~mporary society, ranging from the
period when questions of growth and industrialization predominate (models, plans, programs) to the period when the
urban problematic becomes predominant, when the search
for solutions and modalities unique to urban socie ty are
foremost. Some of these transformations are sudden; others
are gradual, planned, determined. But which ones? This is a
legitimate question. It is by no means certain in advance that
the answer will be clear, intellectually satisfying, or unam·
biguous. The words "urban revolution" do not in themselves
refer to actions that are violent. Nor do they exclude them.
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But how do we discriminate between the outcome of violent
action and the product of rational action before their occurrence? Isn't violence characterized by its ability to spin out of
control? Isn't thought characterized by the effort to reduce
violence, beginning with the effort to destroy the chains that
bind our thought?
There are two aspects of urbanism that we will need to
address:
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delineate a landscape that is not merely part of the "real,"
the accomplished, occupied by existing social, political,
and economic forces. It is a utopian critique because it
steps back from the real without, however, losing sight
of it.
We can draw an axis as follows:

0-------------------100%
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1. For years scholars have viewed urbanism as a social practice

that is fundamentally scientific and technical in nature.
In this case, theory can and should address this practice
by raising it to a conceptual level and, more specifically,
to the level of epistemology. However, the absence of any
such urban epistemology is striking. Is it worth developing such an epistemology, then? No. In fact, its absence
is highly significant. For the institutiotral and ideological
nature of what is referred to as urbanism has-until a
new order comes into being-taken precedence over its
scientific nature. If we assume that this procedure can
be generalized and that understanding always involves
epistemology, then it is dear that it plays no role in contemporary urbanism. It is important to understand why
and how.
2. As it currently exists, that is, as a policy (having institutional and ideological components), urbanism can be
criticized both from the right and the left. The critique
from the right, which is well known, is focused on the
past and is frequently humanist. It subsumes and justifies
a neoliberal ideology of "free enterprise," directly or indirectly. It opens a path for the various "private" initiatives
of capitalists and capital. The critique from the left, frequently overlooked, is not associated with any so-called
leftist group, club, party, apparatus, or ideology. Rather,
it attempts to open a path to the possible, to explore and

The axis runs from the complete absence of urbanization
("pure nature," the earth abandoned to the elements) on the
left to the completion of the process on the right. A signifier
for this signified-the urban (the urban reality)-this axis
is both spatial and temporal: spatial because the process
extends through space, which it modifies; temporal because
it develops over time. Temporality, initially of secondary
importance, eventually becomes the predominant aspect of
practice and history. This schema presents no more than an
aspect of this history, a division of time that is both abstract
and arbitrary and gives rise to operations (periodizations)
that have no absolute privilege but are as necessary (relative)
as other divisions.
I'd like to plant a few signposts along this path delineated
by the "urban phenomenon" (the urban, in short)_ Initially
there were populations that had been identified by anthropology and ethnology. Around this initial zero, the first
human groups (gatherers, fishers, hunters, possibly herders)
marked out and named space; they explored it while marking it. They indicated place-names, fund amental topoi. It
was a topology and spatial grid that peasants, attached to the
soil, later perfected and refined without upsetting the overall fabric. What is important is that in many places around
the world, and most certa inly any place with a history, the
existence of the city has accompanied or followed that of
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the village. The representation according to which culti·
vated land, the village, and farm civilization slowly secreted
urban reality reflects an ideology. It generalizes from what
took place in Europe during the breakdown of the Roman
Empire and following the reconstruction of the medieval
city. It's just as easy to maintain the contrary position, how·
ever. AgricuJture was little more than gatheri ng, and was
only formalized through pressure (authoritarian ) from the
urban cen ters, generally occupied by skillful conquerors who
had become protectors, exploiters, and oppressors, that is,
administrators, the founders of a state, or the rudiments of
a state. The political city accompanies or closely follows the
establishment of organized social life, agriculture, and the
village.
It goes without saying that such an assumption is meaningless when it involves endless spaces characterized by a
seminomadic existence, an impoverished itinerant agriculture. It is obviously based primarily on studies and documents concerning "Asian modes of production," the ancient
civilizations that created both urban and agricultural life
(Mesopotamia , Egypt, and so on).1 The general question of
the relationship between the city and the countryside is far
from being resolved. however.
I'm going to take the risk of locating the political city
at the point of origin on the space-time axis. The political
city was populated primarily by priests. warriors, princes.
"nobles." and military leaders, but administrators and scribes
were also present. The political city is inconceivable without
writing: documents, laws, inventories, tax collection. It is
completely given over to orders and decrees. to power. Yet it
also implies the existence of exchange to procure the materials essentiaJ to warfare and power (metal. leather. and so on),
and of artisanship to fashion and maintain them. Thus. such
a city also comprises artisans and workers. The political city
administers, protects. and exploits a territory that is often

vast. It manages large-scale agricultural projects such as
drainage, irrigation , the construction of dams, the clearing
of land. It rules over a number of villages. Ownership of the
land becomes the eminent right of a monarch, the symbol
of order and action. Nonetheless, peasants and communities
retain effective possession through the payment of tribute.
In such an environment. exchange and trade can only expand. Initially confined to suspicious individuals, to "strangers;' they become functionally integrated into the life of
the city. Those places given over to exchange and trade are
initially strongly marked by the signs of heterotopy. Like
the people who are responsible for and inhabit them, these
places are at the outset excluded from the political city: caravansaries, fairgrounds. suburbs. This process of integrating
markets and merchandise (people and things) in the city
can last for centuries. Exchange and trade, which are essential to the survival of life, bring wealth and movement. The
political city resists this with all the power at its disposal, all
its cohesiveness; it feels, knows, that it is threatened by markets, merchandise, and traders, by their form of ownership
(money, a form of personal property, being movable by definition). There is ample evidence that Athens, a political city,
coexisted with Piraeus, a commercial city, and that attempts
to ban the presence of merchandise in the agora, a free space
and political meeting place, were unsuccessful. When Christ
chased the merchants from the temple. the ban was similar,
had the same meaning. In China and Japan. merchants were
for years an urban underclass. relegated to a "special " (heterotopic) part of the city. In truth, it is only in the European
West, at the end of the Middle Ages, that merchandise. the
market, and merchants were able to successfully penetrate
the city. Prior to this, itinerant merchants-par t warrior, part
thief--deliberately chose to remain in the fortified remains
of ancient (Roman ) cities to facilitate their struggle against
the territo rial lords. Based on this assumption, the renewed
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political city would have served as a frame for the action that
was to transform it. During this (class) struggle against the
overlords, who were the owners and rulers of the territory, a
prodigiously fecund struggle in the West that helped create
not only a history but history itself, the marketplace became
centralized. It replaced and supplanted the place of assembly
(the agora, the forum ). Around the market, which had now
beco me an essential part of the city, were grouped the church
and town hall (occupied by a merchant oligarchy) , with its
belfry or campanile, the symbol of liberty. Architecture fol-

interaction among the three essential aspects of function,
form , and structure. Market towns and suburbs, which were
initially commercial and artisanal-Beaubourg, Saint·Antoine,
Saint- Honore-grew in importance and began to struggle
with centers of political power (institutions) for influence,
prestige. and space, forcing them to compromise, en tering
with them in the construction of a powerful urban unity.
At one moment in the history of the European West, an
event of great importance occurred, but one that remained
latent because it went unnoticed. The importance of the city
fo r the social whole became such that the whole seemed to
shift. In the relationship between town and country, the emphasis was still o n the countryside: real property wealth, the
products of the soil, attachment to the land (owners of fiefs
or noble titles). Compared with the countryside, the town
retained its heterotopic character, marked by its ramparts
as well as the transition to suburban areas. At a given mo·
menl, these various relationships were reversed; the situation
changed. The moment when this shift occurred, this reversal
of heterotopy, should be marked along our axis. From this
moment on, the city would no longer appear as an urban
island in a rural ocean, it would no longer seem a paradox, a
monster, a hell or heaven that contrasted sharply with village
or country life in a natural environment It entered people's
awareness and understanding as one of the terms in the op·
position between town and country. Country? It is now no
more than-nothing more than- the town's "environment,"
its horizon, its limit. Villagers? As far as they were concerned,
they no longer worked for the territo rial lo rds, they produced for the city. for the urban market. And even though
they realized that the wheat and wood merchants exploited
them, they understood that the path to freedom crossed the
marketplace.
So what is happening around this crucial moment in his·
tory? Thoughtful people no longer see themselves reflected

lows and translates the new co nception of the city. Urban
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space becomes the meeting place for goods and people. for
exchange. It bears the signs of this conquered liberty. which
is perceived as Liberty- a grandiose but hopeless struggle.
In this sense, it is legitimate to assign a symbolic value to
the bastides. or walled towns, of southwest France, the first
cities to take shape around the local marketplace. History is
filled with irony. The fetish ism associated with merchandise
appeared along with the rise of merchandise. its logic and
ideology. its language and world. In the fourteenth century
it was believed that it was sufficient to establish a market and
build stores, gateways, and gaUeries around a central square
to promote the growth of goods and buyers. In this way,
bo th the nobility and the bourgeoisie built merchant cities
in areas that were undeveloped, practically desert, and still
crisscrossed by herds and migratory, scminomadic tribes.
These cities of the French southwest, although they bear the
nam es of some of our great and wealthy cities (Barcelona,
Bologna, Plaisa nce, Florence, Grenada . and s o on), were
failures. The merchant city succeeded the political city. At
this time (approximately the fourteenth century in western
Europe), commercial exchange became an urban fun ction,
which was embodied in a form (or forms, both architectural
and urban). This in turn gave urban space a new structure.
The changes that took place in Paris illustrate this complex
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nature, a shadowy world subject to mysterious forces.
Between them and nature, between their home (the focal
point of thought, existence) and the world, lies the urban
reality, an essential mediating factor. From this moment
on society no longer coincides with the countryside. It no
longer coincides with the city, either. The state encompasses
them both, joins them in its hegemony by making use of
their rivalry. Yet, at the time, the majesty of the state was
veiled to its contemporaries. Of whom or what was Reason
an attribute? Royalty? Divine right? The individual? Yet this
is what led to the reform of the city after the destruction of
Athens and Rome, after the most important products of
those civilizations, logic and law, were lost from view. The
logos was reborn, but its rebirth was not attributed to the
renaissance of the urban world but to transcendent reason.
The rationalism that culminated in Descartes accompanied
the reversal that replaced the primacy of the peasantry with
the priority of urban life. Although the peasantry didn't see
it as such. However, during this period, the image of the city
came into being.
The city had writing; it had secrets and powers, and clarified the opposition between urbanity (cultured) and rusticity
(naive and brutal). After a certain point in time, the city
eVelo ped its own form of writing: the map or plan, the
science of planimetry. During the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, when this reversal of meaning took pla~
uropean cities began to appear, including the first maps of
' the city of Paris. These are not yet abstract maps, projections
of urban space onto geometric coordinates. A cross between
vision and concept, works of art and science, they displayed
the city from top to bottom, in perspective, painted, depicted, and geometrically described. This perspective, simultaneously idealist and realist-the perspective of thought and
power-was situated in the vertical dimension, the dimension of knowledge and reason, and dominated and constiIn
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tuted a totality: the city. This shift of social reality toward the
urban, this (relative) discontinuity, can be easily indicated
on a space· time axis, whose continuity can be used to situate
and date any (relative) breaks. All that is needed is to draw a
line between the zero point and the terminal point (wh ich
I'll assume to be one hundred).
This reversal of meaning can't be dissociated from the
growth of commercial capital and the existence of the mar- \
keto It was the rise of the mercantile city, which was grafted!
onto the political city but promoted its own ascendancy, that
was primarily responsible. This was soon followed by the appearance of industrial capital and, consequently, the industrial city. This requires further explanation. Was industry associated with the city? One would assume it to be associated
with the non-city, the absence or rupture of urban reality. We
know that industry lnitially developed near the sources of
energy (coal and water), raw materials (metals, textiles), and
manpower reserves. Industry gradually made its way into the
city in search of capital and capitalists, markets, and an abundant supply of low-cost labor. It could locate itself anywhere,
therefore, but sooner or later made its way into existing cities or created new cities, although it was prepared to move
elsewhere if there was an economic advantage in doing so.
Just as the political city resisted the conquest-half.pacific,
half-violent--of the merchants, exchange, and money, similarly the political and mercantile city defended itself from
being taken over by a nascent industry, industrial capital,
and capital itself. But how did it do this? Through corporatism, by establishing relationships. Historical continuity and
evolution mask the effects and ruptures associated with such
transitions. Yet so mething strange and wonderful was also
taking place, which -helped renew'=diakcttcal thought: the
non-city and the anti-city would conquer the city, penetrate
it, break it apart, and in so doing extend it immeasurably,
bringing about the urbanization of society.!r:d the growth qf
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the urban fabric that covered what was left of the city prior
to
the arrival of industry. This extraordinary movement has
(
escaped our attention and has been described in piecemeal
fashion because ideologues have tried to eliminate dialectical
thought and the analysis of contradictions in favor of logical
thought-that is, the identification of coherence and nothing but coherence. Urban reality, simultaneously amplified
and exploded, thus loses the features it inherited from the
previous period: organic totality, belonging, an uplifting
image, a sense of space that was measured and dominated
by monumental splendor. It was populated wit~~gns of
the urban within the dissolutio[L Qf _ur~.~lJltr; it became
stipulative, repressive,_marked.by-sj&'I!?I~~ s.l!.l!!mary gldes f9r
circulation (routes), and signage.1t was sOITletimes read as a
rough draft, sometimes as an authoritari~~ mes~age~ ft-was
imperious. But none of these descriptive terms completely
describes the historical process of implosion-explosion (a
metaphor borrowed from nuclear physics) that occurred:
the tremendous concentration (of people, activities, wealth,
goods, objects, instruments, means, and thought) of urban
reality and the immense explosion, the projection of numerous, disjunct fragments (peripheries, subu-rbs~' v~~~
homes, satellite towns) into space.
The industrial city (often a shapeless town, a barely urban
agglomeration, a conglomerate, or conurbation like the Ruhr
Valley) serves as a prelude to a critical zone. At this moment,
the effects of implosion-explosion are most fully felt. The
increase in industrial production is superimposed on the
growth of commercial exchange and multiplies the number
of such exchanges. Th is growth extends from simple barter
to the global market, from the simple exchange between two
individuals all the way to the exchange of products, works of
art, ideas, and human beings. Buying and selling, merchandise and market, money and capital appear to sweep away all
obstacles. During this period of generalization, the effect of
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the process-namely the urban reality-becomes both cause
and reason. Induced factors become dominant (inductors).
The urban problematic becomes a global phenomenon. Can
urban reality be defined as a "superstructure" on the surface
of the economic structure, whether capitalist or socialist?
The simple result of growth and productive forces? Simply
a modest marginal reality compared with production? Not
at all. Urban reality modifies the relations of production
without being sufficient to transform them. It becomes
a product ive force, like science. Space and the politics of
space "express" social relationships but react against them.
Obviously, jf an urban reality manifests itself and becomes
dominant, it does so only through the urban problematic.
What can be done to change this? How can we build cities or
"something" th3:t replaces what was formerly the City? How
can we reconceptualize the urban phenomenon? How can
we formulate, classify, and order the innumerable questions
that arise, questions that move, although not without considerable resistance, to the forefront of our awareness? Can
we achieve significant progress in theory and practice so that
our consciousness can comprehend a reality that overflows it
and a possible that flees before its grasp?
We can represent this process as follows:
Political
city

Mercantile
city

Industrial
city

Critical
zone

--------0----------------+---------------. 100%
transition from agrarian
to urban

I

implosion-explosion
(urban concentration, rural
exodus, extension of the urban
fabric, complete subordination of
the agrarian to the urban)
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What occurs during the critical phase? This book is an
attempt to answer that question, which situates the urban
problematic within the overall process. rue the theoretical
assumptions that enable us to draw an axis such as the one
shown above, introduce directed time, and make sense of the
critical zone sufficient to help us understand what is taking
place? Possibly. In any event, there are several assumptions
we can make now. Lacking any proof to the contrary, we can
postulate that a second transition occurs, a second reversal
of direction and situation. Industrialization, the dominant
power and limiting factor, becomes a dominated reality during periods of profound crisis. This results in tremendous
confusion, during wh ich the past and the possible, the best
and the worst, become intertwined.
In spite of this theoretical hypothesis co ncerning the
possible and its relation to the actual (the "real"), we should
not overlook the fact that the onset of urban society and the
modalities of urbanization depend on the characteristics of
society as it existed during the course of industrialization
(neocapitalist or socialist, full economic growth or intense
automation ). The onset of urban society at different times,
the impl ications and consequences of these initial differences, arc part of the problematic associated with the urban
phenomenon, or simply the "urban." These terms are preferable to the word "city," which appears to designate a clearly
defined, definitive object, a scientific object and the immediate goal of action, whereas the theoretical approach requires
a critique of this "object" and a more complex notion of the
virtual or possible object. Within this perspective there is no
science of the city (such as urban sociology o r urban economy), but an emerging understanding of the overall process,
as well as its term (goal and direction).
The urban (an abbreviated form of urban society) can
therefore be defined not as an accomplished reality, situated
behind the actual in time, but, on the contrary, as a horizon,
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an illuminating virtuality. It is the possible, defined by a
direction, that moves toward the urban as the cul mination
of its journ ey. To reach it- in other words, to realize it- we
must first overcome or break through the obstacles that currently make it impossible. Can theoretical knowledge treat
this virtual object, the goal of action, as an abstraction? No.
Fro m this point on, it is abstract on ly in the sense that it is a
scientific, and the refo re legi timate, abstraction. Theoretical
knowledge can and must reveal the terrain , the foundation
on which it resides: an ongOing social practice, an urban
practice in the process of fo rmation. It is an aspect of the
critical phase that this practice is currently veiled and disjointed, that it possesses only fragments of a reality and a
science that are still in the future. It is our job to demonstrate
that such an approach has an outcome, that there arc solutions to the current problematic. The virtual object is nothing but planetary society and the "global city," and it stands
outside the global and pla netary crisis of reality and thought,
outside the old borders that had been drawn when agriculture was dominant and tha t were maintained during the
growth of exchange and industrial production. Nevertheless,
the urban problemati c can't abso rb every problem. There
are problems that are un ique to agriculture and indu stry,
even though the urban real ity modifies them. Moreover,
the urban problematic requires that we exercise considerable caution when explorin g the realm of the possible. It is
the analyst's responsibility to identify and describe the various form s of urbanization and explain what happens to the
forms, functions, and urban structures that are transformed
by the breakup of the ancient.fi ty and the process of generalize'd urbanization. Until now the critical phase was perceived
as a ki nd of black box. We know what enters the box, and
sometimes we see what co mes out, but we don't know what
goes on inside. Th is makes conventional procedu res of fore casting and projection useless, since they extrapolate from
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the actual, from a set of facts. Projections and forecasts have
a determined basis onJy in the fragmentary sciences: demography, for example, or political economy. But what is at stake
here, "objectively," is a totality.
To illustrate the depth of the crisis, the uncertainty and
perplexity that accompany the critical phase, an element of
cont rast may be useful. Is this merely a question of style?
Yes, but not entirely. Here, I would like to introduce the pros
and cons of streets and monuments. I'll leave other issuesnature, the city, urbanism, the urban-for later.
For the street. The street is more than just a place for
movement and circulation . The invasion of the automobile
and the pressure of the automobile lobby have turned the car
into a key object, parking into an obsession, traffic into a priority, harmful to urban and social life. The day is approaching when we will be forced to limit the rights and powers of
the automobile. Naturally, this won't be easy, and the faU out will be considerable. What about the street, however?
It serves as a meeting place (tapas), for without it no other
designated encounters are possible (cafes, theaters, halls).
These places animate the street and are served by its animation, or they cease to exist.ln the street, a form of spontaneous theater, I become spectacle and spectator, and sometimes an actor. The street is where movement takes place,
the interaction without which urban life would not exist,
leaving only separation, a forced and fixed segregation. And
there are consequences to eliminating the street (ever sin ce
Le Corbusier and his nouveaux ensembles): the exti nctio n
of life, the reduction of the city to a dormitory, the aberrant
functionalization of existence. The street conta ins functions
that were overlooked by Le Corbusier: the informative function, the symbolic function, the ludic function. The street is
a place to play and learn. The street is disorder. All the elements of urban life, which are fixed and redundant elsewhere, are free to fill the streets and through the streets flow
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to the centers, where they meet and interact, torn from their
fixed abode. This disorder is alive. It inform s. It su rprises.
The work of Jane Jacobs has shown that, in the United States,
the street (highly trafficked, busy) provides the only security
possible against criminal violence (theft, rape, aggression).
Wherever streets disappeared, criminality increased, became
organized. In the street and through the space it offered, a
group (the city itself) took shape, appeared, appropriated
places, realized an appropriated space-time. This apprOpria-)
tion demonstrates that use and use value can dominate exchange and exchange value.
Revolutionary events generally take place in the street.
Doesn't this show that the disorder of the street engenders
another kind of order? The urban space of the street is a
place for talk, given over as much to the exchange of words \
and signs as it is to the exchange of things. A place where .
speech becomes writing. A place where speech can become j'
"savage" and, by escaping rules and institutions, inscribe
J
self on walls.
'
Against the street. A meeting place? Maybe, but such meetings are superficial. In the street , we merely brush shoulders with others, we don't interact with them. It's the "we"
that is important. The street prevents the constitution of a
group, a subject; it is populated by a congeries of people in
search of ... of what exactly? The world of merchandise is
deployed in the street. The merchandise that didn't make it
into specialized locales or markets (marketplaces, halls) has
invaded the entire city. In antiquity the streets were merely
extensions of places with specialized functions: the temple,
the stadium, the agora, the garden. During the Middle Ages,
artisans occupied the streets. The artisan was both producer
and seUer. The artisans were followed by merchants, who, although only merchants, soon became masters. The street became a display, a corridor flanked by stores of various kinds.
Merchandise became spectacle (provocative, attractive) and

it;!
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transformed the individual into a spectacle for others. Here.
more than elsewhere. exchange and exchange value take precedence over use, reducing it to a residue. Therefore, the critique of the street must be morc incisive: the street becomes
the focus of a form of repression that was made possible by
the"real "-that is, weak, alienated, and alienating-character
of the relationships that are formed there. Movement in the
street, a communications space, is both obligatory and repressed. Whenever threatened, the first thing power restricts
is the ability to linger or assemble in the street. Although the
street may have once had the meaning of a meeting place, it
has since lost it, and could only have lost it, by reducing itself,
through a process of necessary reduclion, to nothing more
than a passageway, by splitting itself into a place for the passage of pedestrians (hunted) and automobiles (privileged).
The street became a netwo rk organized for and by consumption. The rate of pedestrian circulation, although still tolerated, was determined and measured by the ability to perceive
store windows and buy the objects displayed in them. Time
became "merchand ise time" (time for buying and selling,
time bought and sold). The street regulated time outside of
work; it subjected it to the same system, the system of yield
and profit. It was nothing more than the necessary transition
between forced labor, programmed leisu re, and habitation as
a place of consumption.
In the street, the neocapitalist organization of conswnption is demonstrated by its power, which is not restricted to
political power or repression (overt or covert). The street, a
series of displays, an exhibition of objects for sale. illustrates
just how the logic of merchandise is accompanied by a form
of (passive) contemplation that assumes the appearance and
significance of an aesthetics and an ethics. The accumulation
of objects accompanies the growth of population and capital; it is transformed into an ideology, which, dissimulated
beneath the traits of the legible and visib le. comes to seem
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self-evident. In this sense we can speak of a colonization of
the urban space, which takes place in the street through the
image, through publicity, through the spectacle of objectsa "system of objects" that has become symbol and spectacle. ,
Through the uniformlzation of the grid, visible in the mod/
ernization of old stree ts, objects (merchandise) take on the
effects of color and form that make them attractive. The
parades, masquerades. balls. and folklore festivals authorized
by a power structure caricatur ize the appropriation and reappropriation of space. The true appropriation characteristic of effective "demonstrations" is challenged by the forces
of repression, which demand silence and forgetfulness.
Against the monument. The monument is essentially re·
pressive. It is the seat of an institution (the church, the state,
the university). Any space that is organized around the monument is colonized and oppressed. The great monuments
have been raised to glorify conquerors and the powerful.
Occasionally they glorify the dead or the beauty of death
(the Taj Mahal) in palaces and tombs. The misfortune of
architecture is that it wanted to construct monuments, but
the idea of habiting them was either conceived in terms of
those monuments or neglected entirely.2 The extension of
monumental space to habiting is always catastrophic, and
for the most part hidden from those who are subject to it.
Monumental splendor is formal And although the monument is always laden with symbols. it presents them to social
awareness and contemplation (passive) just when those sym·
bois. already outdated, are beginning to lose their meaning,
such as the symbols of the revolution on the Napoleonic Arc
de Triomphe.
For the mont/metlt. It is the only conceivable or imaginable site of collective (social) life. It controls people. yes, but
does so to bring them together. Beauty and monumentality
go hand in hand. The great monuments were transfun ctional (cathedrals) and even transcultural (tombs). This is what
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gave them their ethical and aesthetic power. Monuments
project onto the land a conception of the world, whereas the
city projected (and continues to project) social life (globality). In their very essence, and sometimes at the very heart of
a space in which the characteristics of a society arc most recognizable and commonplace, monuments embody a sense of
transcendence, a sense of being elsewhere. They have always
been u-topic. Throughout their height and depth, along a
dimension that was alien to urban trajectories, they proclaimed duty, power, knowledge, joy, hope.

2

II

Blind Field

In this book I have not, for the most part, followed the his-

I,
"

torical method as it is generally understood. Superficially it
may appear that I have been describing and analyzing the
genesis of the city as object and its modifications and transformations. But my initial concern has been with a virtual
object, which I have used to d escribe a space-time axis. The
future illuminates the past, the virtuaLalJ.Q:ws..us..to_examine....
and situate the realized. The breakdown of the preindustrialist and precapitalist city caused by the impact of industry
and capitalism helps us understand the conditions and antecedents of the industrial city. Its predecessor. the mercantile
city, in turn enables us to comprehend the political city on
which it was superimposed. Marx believed that adulthood
comprises the child as subject (awareness) and enables us to
understand its point of departure, the rough form that may
be richer and more complex than the adult. as a real object.
And it is bourgepis SO.ficty,_h.m:.·i~yc.r.mmplex..a.ru:LQp.aque it\
might be, that allows us to under.s~n4 the !TI0st transparent
societies. ancient-and medieval SOCM!ty. NOJ. .the.......ap.PQsite.
With the arrival of time and historicity, our awareness is""'"
23
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able to grasp two opposing movements: regressive (from the
virtual to the actual. the actual to the past) and progressive
(from the obsolete and completed to the movement that
anticipates that completeness, that presages and brings into
being something new).
Historical time can be broken down (periodized) by mode
of production: Asiatic, slave. feudal. capitalist, socialist. This
breakdown has certain advantages and certain disadvantages.
When pushed too far, when we emphasize the divisions. the
internal character of each mode of production, the con-

(greater than the average profit from their investments). For
these three aspects of surplus value, the urban center plays
an increasingly important role, an aspect of urban centrality
that is essential yet misunderstood (unnoticed) within the
mode of capitalist production. This contradicts the belief
that the city of old and the contemporary urban center were
no more than superstructures and had no relation to productive forces and the mode of production.
The space-time axis can be used to situate both certain
relationships between city and cou ntry and their transformations. It neither reflects nor contains all of them. For example, it contains neither the conditions nor the elements of
concepts associated with those relationships: nature {physis}
and logos (reason). It fails to reveal the genealogy of the idea
of Nature and its development. The diagram in chapter I indicates a reversal with in European history at a moment that
is currently referred to as the Renaissance. What happenea
exactly to the concepts and representations des ignated by
the terms "nature" and "reason" during th is critical phase?
Because therelationship between city and country was profoundly altered, was there any correspondence or distortion
between these alterations and the alteration of the associated
concepts? Can the unique polysemy of "nat ure" and "reason" be analyzed and explained on the basis of history given ,
above? Possibly. Whrdid the fetishism of nature occur at the
end of the eighte~!b and beginning of the nineteenth cen -:
tU!Y? What did ~ mean? Wasn't there a n ....ofo ld negation of
nature, as something prior to thought and "human" action,
a twofold negation by the city and by industry, which once
again exposed and mirrored nature? From this moment on,
the City appeared as a second natu ;e of slone and metal,
built on an initial, fundam ental nature made of earth, air,
,~ater, and fire. This second nature acquired its paradigm, its
system of pertinent oppositions-light and dark, water and
stone, tree and metal, monstrous and paradisiac, rough and

sisten cy of each mode as a

total~,

the transition between

them becomes unintelligible at the very moment when their
i;;-dividual intelligibility -becomes most evident. Moreover.
each mode of production has "produced" (not in the sense
of any ordinary thing but as a privileged work) a type of city,
which "expresses" it in a way that is immediately visible and
legible on the environment, by making the most abstract
relationships-legal, political, ideological-tangible. This
discontinuous
of time cannot be pushed so far as to
-.----aspect
.. _.
make continuity unintelligible. A relatively continuous cumulative process is also at work in the city: the accumulation
of knowledge, technologies, things, people, wealth, money,
and ca pital. The city)s where this accumulation occurs, even
though capit;l ~ay arise -from wealth 'th~t has been created
in the countryside and even though industrial investment
may be detrimental to the city.
The Marxist theory of surplus value di stinguishes the
formation of surplus value from its realization and distribution. Surplus value is initially formed in the countryside. This
formation is shifted to the city to the extent that it becomes
the center of production, craft activities, and industry. In
contrast, the commercial and banking system found in cities
has always been all organ for the realization of su rplus value.
in distributing wealth, those who controlled the city have
also attempted to retain the majority of this surplus value
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polished, savage and artificial-in and through the poets
(Ruga, Baudelaire). This in turn refers us back to the myths
of the city. which I'll discuss below. But what becomes of the

attempt, inherent in urban space, to reunite the spontaneous and the artificial. nature and culture? There is no city,
no urban space without a garden or park, without the simulation of nature, without labyrinths, the evocation of the
ocean or forest, without trees tormented into strange human
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,<Y1d inhuman shapes. What can be said, then, about the gardens and parks that are just as responsible for the quality of
urban life in Paris, London, Tokyo, and New York as their
squares and network of streets? Are these spaces the site of a
term-for-term correspondence, or nearly so, between the city
and the country? Could they be the visible re-presentation of
an elsewhere, the utopia of nature? Do they provide an essential reference point against which urban reality can situate and perceive itself? Or are they only a neutral clement of
he urban agglomeration? What happens to these functions
(multifunctional or transfunctional realities) in these "open
spaces"? Wasn't the problem resolved, arbitrarily and with6ut awareness, by this neutralization of unbuilt space, with
its illusory devotion to a fictive nature, to "open space"?
These aspects of the urban problematic (which are not
minor and are more insightful than the commonplace im ages of the "environment" because they imply an analysis of
some sort) do not appear in the diagram. However, they are
part of the critical phase, which contains them. Depending
on the metaphor used, we can say that this phase is a b!t:mk (a
void) or a dark moment (a "black box"), or that it designates
a blind field. ~ritical'phase-! natu~ ~e~!rs~e
of the key problems. Industrialization and urbanization,
togeiliCror in competition, ravage nature. Water, earth, air,
fire-the elements-are threatened with destruction. By the
\
• year 2000, whether or not there has been nuclear war, our
waler and air will be so polluted that life 011 earth will be difficult to maintain. It is now possible to conceive of a form of
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"socialism" that differs considerably from what is commonly
understood by the word or from what Marx defmed. Goods
that were once scarce are now abundant, such as bread and
food in general (which are still scarce in a large, poorly developed, part of the world, but superabundant in the developed
part). In contrast, goods that were once abundant have become scarce: space, time, desire, water, earth,light. Unless we
intend to produce or re-produce everything that was "nature,"
we will have to collectively manage new types of scarcity.
The partial problematic concerning "nature" can be determined in this way. Theoretically, nature is shrinking, but the
signs of nature and the natural are multiplying, replacing and
supplanting real "nature." These signs are mass-produced
and sold. A tree, a flower, a branch, a scent, or a word can
become signs of absence: of an illusory and fictive presence.
At the same time, ideological naturalization becomes obsessive. There is a continuous reference to nature in advertising, whether it be for food or textile products, housing or
vacations. To provide meaning and content (illusory), the
re-presentation of nature is accompanied by the full range
of «floating signifiers" employed by rhetoric. What no longe~'
has a meaning is given one through the mediation of a fe i
tishistic world of nature. Undiscoverable, fugitive, ravaged) the residue of urbanization and industrialization, nature can
be found everywhere, from femininity to the most mun dane object. Parks and open spaces, the last word in good '
.intentions and bad urban representation, are simply a poor
substitute for nature, the degraded simulacrum of the open ,{
space characteristic of encounters, games, parks, gardens, ,
and public squares. This space, which has been neutralized
by a degrading form of democratization, has as its symbol '
the square. The urbanist passively obeys the pressures of
number and least cost; the functionality he thinks he has created is reduced to an absence of " real" functions, to a function of passive observation.
Critical phase. Black box. The architect and the urbanist,

\
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sometimes confused as partners in an ambiguous duo, sometimes as twins or warring siblings. as distant colleagues and
rivals. examine the black box. They know what goes in, are
amazed at what comes out, but have no idea what takes place
inside. My schema won't help them. For it assumes that the
city (the urban ccnter) has been a place for c reation and not
simply a result, the simple spatial effect of a creative act that
occurred elsewhere. in the Mind, or the Intellect. It stipulates
that the urban can become "objective," that is, creation and
creator, meaning and goal.
There are three layers. Three periods. Three "fields." These
are not simply social phenomena but sensations and perceptions. spaces and times, images and concepts, language and
rationality, theories and social practices:

and the heavy cumulus of scientism. They are languages, or
metalanguages, halfway between the real and the fictive, between the realized and- the possible:-They float freely, escaping the incantations of sorcerer philosophers.
Between fields, which are regions of force and conflict,
there are blind fields. These are not merely dark and uncertain, poorly explored, but blind in the sense that there is a
blind spot on the retina, the center-and negation-of vision. A paradox. The eye doesn't see; it needs a mirror. The
cen ter of vision doesn't see and doesn't know it is blind. Do
these paradoxes extend to thought, to awareness, to knowledge? In the past there was a field ben-veen the rural and the
industrial-just as there is today between the industrial and
the urban-thal was invisible to us.
What does our blindness look like? We focus attentively
on the new field , the urban , but we see it with eyes, with
concepts, that were shaped by the practices an d theories of
industrialization, with a fragmentary analytic tool that was ~
designed du ring the industrial period and is therefore reduc- I
tive of the emerging reality. We no longer see that reality; J
we resist it, tum away from it, struggle against it, prevent its
birth and development.
The urban (urban space, urban landscape) remains unseen. We still don't see it. Is it simply that ou r eye has been
shaped (misshaped) by the earlier landscape so it can no
longer see a new space? Is it that our way of seeing has been
cultivated by village spaces, by the bulk of factories, by the
monuments of past eras? Yes, but there's more to it than that.
It's not just a question of lack of education, but of occlusion.
We see thinKS incompleteliHo;many people perceive "perspective," angles and contours, volumes, straight and curved
lines, but are unable to perceive or conceive multiple paths,
complex spaces? They are unable to leap over the quotidian,
manufactured according to the co nstraints of industrial
production and the consumption of ind ustrial products,

• the rural (peasant)
• the industrial
• the urban

They are accompanied by eme rgences and interferences,
shifts, advances and delays, various inequalities of development. There are painful transitio ns, crit ical phases. The
space-time axis reveals a number of highlights or divisions,
so many theoretical assumptions in need of verification.
But what happens between two periods, at the point of
transition between two periods, within the break or fold
(tod ay, betw'een the industrial and the urban)? Verbal layers, detached floating signifiers whose signified (industry,
rationality, and practice) is no longer sufficient. even though
it is necessary. These verbal layers, wandering about their native soil, are unable to attach themselves to a "philosophical
subject" or a "privileged object" or a "historical totalization."
We can look at them the way we look at various cloud layers
from an airplane. Here, high above the earth , floating lightly,
is the cirrus of ancient philosophy, the nimbus of rationality,
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to the urban, which has shaken off those determinisms and
constraints. They are unable to construct a landscape, composing and proposing a specifically urban idea of ugliness
and beauty. The urban reality, even before its inception and
affirmation, is reduced by the rural (garden suburbs, so-called
open spaces) and by the industrial quotidian (functional units
of habitation. neighborhoods, relations. monotonous but required routes), an everydayness that is subject to the requirements of the enterprise and treated in accordance with corporate rationality. This involves a reduction that is both social
and mental, toward trivialization and toward specialization.
In a word, the urban is reduced to the industrial. Blindness,
our not-seeing and not-knowing, implies an ideology. These
blind fields embed themselves in fe-presentation. Initially,
we are faced with a presentation of the facts and groups of
facts. a way of perceiving and grouping. This is followed by a
re-presentation, an interpretation of the facts. Between these
two moments and in each of them. there are misrepresentations. misunderstandings. The blinding (assumptions we accept dogmatically) and the blinded (the misunderstood) are
complementary aspects of our blindness.
The notion of a blind field is nei ther a literary image nor a
metaphor, in spite of the paradox of combining a subjective
term "blind" and an objective term "field" (which. moreover,
is always thought of as being illuminated). There are several
ways to elucidate the concept, which can be approached both
philosophically and scientifically; that is, as a result of philosophical analysis and through the understanding. I This concep t ha s nothing to do with the trivial distinction between
shadow and light, eve n if we add to this the fact that intellectual "illumination" has its limits, pushes aside or ignores
some things, projects itself in certain places and not others,
brackets certain pieces of information and highlights others.
In addition, there are things we don't know and things we
are unable to explain.
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What we find in a blind field is insignificant, but given
meaning through research. Was sex significant before Freud?
Yes. Sin and shame were part of Western (Judeo -Christian)
culture. As were ideal patterns in poetry. for certain poets at
least. Giving these things a meaning was an act. Before Freud,
sex: was isolated, torn apart. reduced, rejected (repressed). It
passed through a blind field. populated with shadows and
phantoms, driven back from any concrete identity under
unrelenting pressure, some fundamental alienation. Nothing
was better suited to a "mystical chiaroscuro."
Is the unconscious the substance or essence of a blind
field? Remember. these are fields and open to exploration:
for the understanding they are virtu ality, for action they
are possibility. How and why are they blind? Bad faith, misunderstanding, and a fa ilure of recognition (false awareness
and possibly false consciousness) playa role. It would be more 1/
accurate therefore to speak of the unrecognized than the unconscious. However, these terms are unsatisfactory. Why do
"I" (or "we") refuse to see, perceive. or conceive something?
Why do we pretend not to sec? How do we arrive at that
point? There are undeveloped regions (unappropriated) of
the body. including sex. However,_theseblind fiel ds are bo.th
\/ menta!.a.!ld-social. To understand them, we must take into accoU'nt the power of ideology (which illuminates other fields
or brings fictional fields into view) and the power of language.
There are "blind fields" whenever language fails us, whenever
there is surfeit or redundancy in a metalanguage (discourse
about discourse, signifiers floating far from thei r signifieds) .
This brings us back to the contrast between the blinding and the blinded. The blinding is the luminous sourc
(knowledge or ideology) that projects a beam of light. that
illuminates elsewhere. The blinded is our dazed stare. as well as
the region left in shadow. On the one hand a path is opened J
to exploration; on the other there is an enclos ure to break
out of, a consecration to transgress.
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Three fields or domains. We can express this as the discovery, emergence, and constitution, or historic creation. of
three continents: the agrarian, industrial, and urban. This
is analogous to theoiSCovery of mathematics, fcHowed by
physics, followed by history and society in the process of
understanding, a succession ackn owledged by epistemolo ~
gy. However, within this succession, there are no "ruptures"
as co ntemporary epistemology understands the term. Not
only are there simultaneities, interactions. or inequalities of
development th rough which these moments (these "con ti nents") can coexist, not only would such a notion of"rupture" cast into darkness relations of class and production,
but so-called underdeveloped co untries are now characterized by the fact that they undergo the rural, the industrial,
and the urban simultaneously. They accumulate problem s
without accumulating wealth. We can also say that these
moments correspond to the tripartite division that is found ,
although with a slightly different emphasis. in every social
practice: ,!e~d , wqrk, enjoyment. Need would correspond to
the agrarian period, one of limited production. subject to
"nature" and interspersed with catastrophe and famine, a
domain of scarcity. Work would correspond to the industrial
period, one of feti shized productivity and the destruction of
nature, including the nature that lives or survives in a human
being. Would enjoyment correspond to urban society? It remains to be seen.
Three fields. These do not reflect a given historical, economic. or sociological approach, but a (doubly) global concept: a succession of periods and those periods taken individually. The term "field " does not refer only to successive
or superimposed layers of facts or phenomena, but also to
modes of thought, action, and life.
The "rural -peasa nt" field , for example. comprises a representation of space or, another way of putting it, a spatial
grid that implies o rientation, markin g, and the ability to
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grasp sites and name places (p!~s~-names, topoi in defined
spaces that are attached to particularities of "nature"). It
assumes a form o f ~pont~neity that is-.h.ighly co nstrained
by the il?cessant action of a community. This cannot occur
\;rthout mental and social particularities, without an or iginality that results from a group's origin (ethnicity, climate,
geographica l fr amework, "natural" product ion modified
by agricultural activities. ·etc.). The particularities of such
groups find their primary expression in _the confluence of
~o activities that are distinct yet tendentiously opposite:
mag ic an<J ..re ligion . They require priests and sorcerers.
Through their joint operation, the simple cycles and rhythms
(days, seasons, years) take place within the great cosmic
cycles. ~l!medjate thought, which is also-a thought-of the
immediate (that which takes place here and .now, what needs
to be done today or tomorrow), is integrated within a much
more expansive way of thinking that encompasses entire life times and the events in those lifetimes-births, marriages,
deaths, funerals-as well as the succession of generations.
Sorcerers dispose of the immediate; priests take ca re of the )
world at large. TheJural -peasant, although primordial and
a dominant field for centur ies, only took shape after being
acted upon by its conquerors, by administrators in the po litical city. Such cities can have only a political existence,
donlinating a rural world whose rivers bathe, nou rish, and
occasionally submerge it. The political city is not yet urban.
It is barely a presentiment. Still. even though the political
city is as well established as the peasant communiti es and
is strongly marked by that environment, the (fund amental )
division of labor behveen the hvo fragments of society has
already taken shape. The distinction between the city and the
country becomes associated with other oppositions that will
develop in time: material and intellectual labor, production
and trade, agriculture and industry. These oppositions are
~lly c~~_e.lementary. then virtually contradictory, then '/
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_conflicting. The countryside corresponds to forms of land
ownership (real property) that are tribal and later feudal.
The city corresponds to other types of property: movable
(initially hardly disttnct from real property), artisanal, then
capitalist. During this prehistory, elements and forms come
together that will later become history, breaking apart and
combating one another.
I
The industrial field replaces natural, or presumably natu,ral, particularities with a methodically and systematically
imposed homogeneity. This is done in the name of reason,
law, authority, technology, the state, the class that holds hegemonic power. All the elements are in place to legitimize and
establish a ..s!neral order ~at Jollows the la:gic of cOffiI1l.0dities, the "world" of commodities realized on a global scale
by'~ap-it;iism and the bourgeoisie. It has sometimes been
asked whether socialism ca n circumvent the reign of political economy. This project of generalized rationality literally
creates a void before it. It destroys mentally bef9rejtdestro}:s
through its efficiency. It creates a blind__ fiel d-beGaus~is
~!!-!!en. Just what ~~es this project for universal ratio.nality
consist in? It extends to all activities what began as an experiment, ·namely, the industrial division of labor. Within
the enterprise, labor is divided up and organized so it can be
completed without the products of that labor or the labor itself passing through the marketplace. The_g~aJeSJ. challenge
i to the industrial era, a project that-has been undertaken reI peatedly but never accomplished, has been....to. extend-th.e-e.fficiency of industrial division to the sociaJ diyisi~ut _qflaho.r~
The soci-at" divi~ion of labor has been ~illiified..(.w.i thout,
however, ever being rationally organized) until it is nO.lhing
more than the dusty remains of separate ac;.tivities. This applies to both materially productive labor and unproductive
but socially necessary labor (intellectual, scientific). Analytic
fragmentation becomes so intense that the unity (synthesis)
supposedly supplied by a dominant religion, philosophy,

state, or science is artificially superimposed on the dust of
"disciplines," laws, and facts. The general, that is spatio temporal, organization of social practice has the appearance
of being completely rational because it is constructed from
order and constraint. The homogeneous space-time that
practice attempts to realize and totalize is filled with the
dust of objects, fragmented activities, situations, and people
in situations, a congeries whose coherence is only apparent,
especially since such appearance makes use of imperious
systematization.
There is indeed something suspect in th~Jnd.us.triill city,"
D~es it e~~t? In this sens~, yes._lILanother. sense, no. It is a
phantom, a shadow of urban realiJ..y,..a spectral analysis of dispersed and external elements that have been reunited through
constraint. ~everallogic5 meet head-on and sometimes clash:
th~logic 5!.f commodities...{s.tr!!tc.he.4..mJat..as to attempt to
organjz~. production on the basis of consump.tion), the logic
of the state and the law, the organization of space (town and
Country planning and urbanism), theJogic of the object, of
daily life, language, informatiq~, communication. Because
each logic wants to be restrictive and complete, eliminating
anything that is felt to be unsuitable, claiming to govern the
remainder of the world, it becomes an empty tautology. In
this way, communic~.!.ipn only transmit£ the cQm~unicabk
But all these logics and all these tautologies confront one another at some point. '[hey share a common space: the logic
of surplus value. The city, or what remains of it or wnatit
will become, is better suited than it has ever been for the accumulation of capital; that is, the accumulation, realization,
and distribution of surplus value, However, these logics and
tautologies deny nature. There is nothing abstract about this
negation, nothing speculative, By rejecting particularity, industrial rationality si!!lply ravages natureano..everythiris..?ssoc.i.ated.'.rith '~aT~~lism."·ThIs.r~suks i!lob;ession, a second
state of awaJ::~n~~,Jh.o_ugh1:,..andJanguage. _
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Analytic thought, which daims to be a form of integral
rationality (integrating and integrated), requires an intermediary to perform effectively. The reign of rational finality,
therefore, changes in impo rtance with the nature of the intermediary. In fac.~_ this rationality follows from a misguided
application of orga~izati-onai processes a~dappropriate to tfieenterprise. It confides· parti".J .t~sks..to social
auxiliaries, who struggle to achieve autonomy.: .hureaucrats,
merchants, publicists, advertisers. Since generalized dislocation and separation are common, a general malaise accompanies the satisfactio n obtained from ideology, consumption, and the predominance of the rational. Everything
becomes calculable and predictable, quantifiable and transferable. Everything must be part of an order (apparent and
fictional) enhanced by constraints-everything except a residue of disorder and freedom, which is sometimes tolerated,
sometimes hunted down with overwhelming repressivetorce.
It is during this period that "history" accelerates its course,
strips off any particularities, lops off whatever was characterized by privilege or distinction, whether works of art or
people. [t is a period of warfare and revolution, which abort
as soon as they appear to realize themselves in the cult of the
state and the fetishism of production, which is itself the realization of the fetishism of money and commodities.
These events arc succeeded by the urbatl. I will try to show
that this is a new field, still unknown and poorly understood.
,D uring this new period, what once passed as absolute has
ibecon--;erelativized: ' reason, history, the state, mankiiid.We
[express this by saying that those entities, those fetishes,.have
:died. There is something true in this claim, but fetishes do
not all die the sa me death. The death of"ma~" affects only
our philosophers. The end of the state is always tragic, as is
the end of morality and the family. Reflective thought allows itself to be captivated by these dramas and turns its
gaze from the field before it, which remains blind. To explore

this field, to see it, change is necessary, the abandonment of
earlier viewpoints and perspectives. During this new period,
differences are known and recognized, mastered, conceived,
an_4..signified. These mental and social, spat ial and temporal
differences, detached from nature, are resolved on a much
higher plane, a plane of thought that can grasp all the elements. Urban thought (not urbanism), that is, the reflecti~of urban society, gathers the data that was established
a~~p.a(ated by history. Its source, its origin, its stronghold,
is no longer within the enterprise. It~!1!1_ot prevent itself
fr~ assuming the point of view of the encounter, of simultaneity, of assembly, the specific features of urban form. In
this way it rediscovers the community and the city, but at a
higher level, on a different scalc, and after their fragmenta -I
tio.n..{negation).lt recovers the key concepts of a prior reality
and restores them in an enlarged context: form s, functions,
urban structures. It is constituted by ~!.l~.w.ed..space-time .
a_topoJggy that is distinct from. agrarian (cyclic and juxtaposing local particularities) and industrial (tending toward
homogeneity, toward a rational and planned unity of cons.!!!~nts) space-time. Urban space-time, as soon as we stop
defining it in terms of industrial rationality-its project of
homogenization- appears as a differential, each place and
each moment existing only within a whole, through the contrasts and oppositions that connect it to, and distinguish it
from, other places and moments. This space-time is defined
by utlitary (global: constitutive of whol~s, of groups.formed
ar~~nd a center, of diverse and specific centralities) as weIhs
dualjstic properties. For exam ple, the street can be cOllsiden;d
an incision-suture. We should also learn to distinguish, with out separating them, location and exchange, the transfer of
information and the transport of material goods. To define
these- properties of urban differential space (time-space), we
need to introduce new concepts, such as isotopy, heterotopy,
:nd utopia. An isotopy is a place (topos) and everything that
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surrounds it (neighborhood, immediate environment),2 that
is, everything that makes a place t.~~.2lt!ce. If there is a
omologous or analogous place somewhere else, it is part of
that isotopy. However, alongside this "very place" there is a
ifferent place, an other place.
•kl--ji..., What is it that makes such a place different? Its heterotgpy:
a difference that marks it by situating itJ§itu.atingitsdfUYith
ry o ((' ,ry _resnect
to the initial place. This difference can extend from a
._ L
i yJI:""I.¥
highly marked contrast all the way to conflict, to the extent
that the occupants of a place are taken into consideration .
1 , 'i J) . These places are relative to onc another in the urban comC,.QJ1:r pJ_e~.:rhi;-~·ssu~es the ~sten<;:_~.Qf;i..ne.uir2.1d.WiW1, which
y- can consist of the incision-suture of juxtaposed places:
street, s(l.~are, intersection (intersectio~n_qf streets.an<i£.athsl ,
garden, park Now, there is also an else':'f.h~~e
that has no place and seeks a place.of.its_o:w_n . Vertica~ty, a
height erected an}'\vhere on a horizontal plane, can become
the dimension of elsewhereness, a place characterized by the
,~. presence-absence: of the divine,of power, of the half-fictional
., ..... half-real, of sublime thought. Similarly, subterranean depth
~'S is a reversed verticality. Obviously, ~he u-topic. in. thi.i$nse
,':)
has nothing in common with an abstract imaginSlry. It is real.
It is at the very heart of the real, the uL~a~ _~c:~Ety that can't
exist without this ferment. Within ~~ac~:-elsewhe~e
is everywhere an.d_ll<lli'he re, It has been this way ever since
tpe(e h3:v~ i::.e!: citi~nd ever since, alongside objects and
Jctions, there have-ceen situations, especially those involv.i ng people (individuals and groups) associated with divinity,
~ower, or the imaginary. This is a paradoxical space where
(~aradox becomes the opposite of the everyday. Monumentality is diffused. radiates, becomes condensed. concentrated. A
monument extends far beyond itself, beyond its facade (assuming it has one), its internal space. Height and deRth are
generally part of monumentality, the fullness of a ~ace that
overflows its material boundaries. In
cities the ancient
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world, I).othing escap.ed this mo.ou.meRtalit.r-because. it was
plyral (plurality-=- .~ed buildin gs....p.<iliticaLb.uildings,.pal ..
a~s. theatrica1j1&.clme.e.ting..places,..stadiums y etc.). So what
had no place to speak of-divinity, majesty, royalty, justice,
liberty. thought-was at home everywhere. Not without contradictions, of course .
This urban space is concrete contradiction. The study of
its logic and formal properties leads to a dialectical analysis of
its contradictions. The urban center fills to satl!t:ation; it decays or explodes. From time to time. it reverses direction and
surrounds itself with emptiness and scarcity. More often. it
assumes and proposes the concentration of everything there
is in the world, in nature, in the cosmos: the fruits of the
earth, the products of industry, human works, objects and
instruments, acts and situations, signs and symbols. These
can be embodied anywhere. ~ame ..ahome,
a place of convergence, a privileged site, to the extent that
e"Very urban ~~ce bf<!r£""Yi!binj (this ppssible-impossible,
itulWIUJ.egation-to the.exlen.LthaLexery ur.ban space was.
is, and will be concentrated and po ly(multi) centric. The
shape'";i the urban 'space~ e~okes and p~~vok~s this process
of concentration and dispersion: crowds, colossal accumulation, evacuation, sudden ejection. The urban is def!Q~)U.
the place where p'eol2k.FAlk-aool:lfld,Bncl--1:hemselvss standing before..~nd)nside pile§.Q.lobjects,-Gxperience..the mtertwining of the threads of their activities until the~e
uE!.ecognizable, entangle situations ~a .way thaUhey
epgender un~ected situ<!ilims. The definition of this space
contains a null vector (virtuaUy); the cancellation of distance haunts the occupants of urban space. It is their dream.
their symbolized imaginary, represented in a multiplicity of
ways--on maps, in the frenzy of encounters and meetings,
in the enjoyment of speed "even in the city." This is utopia
(real, concrete). The result is the transcendence of the closed
and the open, th~ ~~mediate and the mediate, ne~r and fur
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orders, within a differential reality in which these terms are
/ no longer separated but become immanent differences. A
thought th;t is moving toward concrete unity (selectively)
reuses particularities that have been raised to the level of difference: local, regional. national, ethnic, linguistic, ethical.
aesthetic. In spite of any efforts at homogenization through
technology, in spite of the constitution of arbitrary isotopies.
that is. separation and segregation, no urban place is identical to another. My analysis may seem somewhat formal In
fact, it applies to New York and Tokyo as much as it does to
Paris. It is a way of illuminating an urban society, with its
immanent d ialectic, which extends past and future along
a new plane. Perhaps, through tbis uni~ry and differential
thoQgh1- ~~ will e!1!er a period that is no. lo.!!&~r part of hisI torr0 time· when particulari.!.ie~.-,~.nfronted _o~le a~~ther,
When uniformity struggled with heterogeneity. Gatherings,
en·counters, and meetings (although not without their specific conflicts) woulc!..~EPl~t th!.. s~rug.sl <: between separate and now antinomic elements. In this sense, it would be

borrows the objects and products, the industrial operations
and technologies of the previous epoch of industrialization.
The urban is veiled; it flees thought, which blinds itself, and
becomes fixated only on a clarity that is in retreat from the
actual.
The (relative) discontinuitie!...between the industrial and
the urban are masked and misleadingly smoQthed over (as
th~y were and often still are between the rural and the industrial). If this blindness toward industry, its possibilities
and· demands, had not existed, would we have allowed it to
invade the world, ravage nature, sow the planet with horror
and ugliness throughout the course of a blood-soaked history? Would we have placed our limitless confidence in its
rationality? Such considerations may seem utopian-and
they are! And yet both Saint-Simon and, later. Marx believed,
projected, that we could control and guide the process of industrialization. They weren't satisfied with understanding a
blind process by leaving it in darkness or even simply illuminating it. Today, the urban reality itself•.with its problematic
and practice, is hidgen, r~la ced by representations (ideological and institutional) thaLhear the. name-"urbanism."
The name plugs the hole, fills the in-between. I'U return to
this later.)
The confusion between the industrial {practice and theory,
whether cap~alirt~r sociaf0T3rurtJieurban ends u'p_by
subordinatiE.S .Q~ to the other in a hierarchy of actions,
considering the urban as a_n effect, a result, o r a means. This
confusion has sa-ious consequences, for it leads to the production of a pseudoconcept of the urban, namely, urbanism,
the application of industrial rationality, and the evacuation
of urban rationality.
The (difficult) transition is methodological and theoretical as much as, if not more than. it is empirical.
Every era has its own forms of authoritarianism, reformism, and revolution. We could also say that every period,

posthistoric.
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Therefore, the urban considered as a field is not simply an
empty space filled with objects. If there is blindness, it does
not arise simply because we can't see these objects and the
space appears empty. No, the urban is a highly complex field
of tensions, a virtuality, a possible-impossible that attracts
the accomplished, an ever-renewed and always demanding presence-absence. Blindness consists in the fact th'!1 we
cannot see the shape of the urban, the vectors and J~.nsions
in~e rent in this fie ld, its logic and d ialectic movement, its
immanent demands. We see only things, operations, objects
(functional andlor signifying in a fully accomplished way).
With respect to the urban, there is a twofold blindlJ~ s~,
whose emptiness and virtuality are masked by plenitude.
The fact that this plenitude is called urbanism only serves to
more cruelly illuminate the blind. Moreover, this plenitude
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every era, every sphere has its own for ms of alienation and
disalienation, which conflict in ways that are unique to them*

The symptoms of the transition to the urban period are
already beginning to manifest themselves. Urban paternal ism is rampant, although masked by the figures of previous
ages. The urban "notables" who exercise authority share
in the prestige of the Father and the Captain of industry.
Urban reform, which would clear the soi l of the servitude
that results from private property (and consequently from
speculation), already has a revolutionary component. Entire
continents are making the transition from earlier forms of
revolutionary action to urban guerriUa warfare, to political
objectives that affect urban life and organization (without
being able to omit or resolve the problems of industrial and
agricultural organization superimposed on this). The period
of urban revolutions has begun.
This confirms the assumption of three successive fields
throughout historical time. I shou ld add that the most recent, the one that is currently emerging, acts simultaneously
as a catalyst and analyst of the field, or rather of preexisting
fields (agrarian and industrial). It focuses and precipitates
characteristics that were vague and confused. It clarifies unresolved conflicts and contradictions by reactivating them (for
example. in South America). Thus. the rise of industrialization. along with the new relations of production (capitalist),
revealed the characteristics of peasant (and feudal) society,
relations that were veiled within a turbid transparency for
those who "lived" them without understanding them.
The hierarchy of this society (experienced as family and
neighborhood relation ships), the exploitation (experienced
as a protective relation. as subordination of the community
to the seigneur as "judge"), appeared for what they were.
Similarly, today, the urban reveals the industrial, which appears as a hierarchy that is paired with a highly refined form
of exp loitation. Decision-making centers (urban ) help us
read these complex relationships in_situ. They project them
onto the soil, visibly contrasting the organizational activity

selves. In the first field, the agricultural sphere, historically the
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family and patriarchal society grow and flourish (and slavery
can seem like a positive development). This is followed by the
growing importance of family life and the social relations of
feudali sm (at least in Europe, where feudalism is established
on a territorial basis, the seigneur being "eminent" master of
a fief, the head of one or more villages). Since agrarian structures generally shift toward a concentration of property, history retains the signs of countless revolutionary movements:
local or generalized revolts, jacqueries. brigandage, vigilante
groups motivated by varying ideologies, frequently mystical.
Finatly, the concentration of property in the hands of aUied
or rival feudal lords, followed by a bourgeoisie that' itself
joined forces with or fought those feudal lords, resulted in
agrarian refonu projects. The widespread demand for land
and the transfer of vast amounts of property provided the
impetus for revolutionary movements that would transform
the entire society: the French revolution of 1789, the Russian
revolution of 1917, the Chinese and Cuban revolutions.
The period of industrialization gave rise to the well-known
paternalism of the company owner or boss. At times, and
even now, patriarchalism (peasant) and paternalism (industrial) became superimposed and strengthened one another.
giving rise to an ideal head of state. Because industrialization
makes considerable demands (capital accumulation, the use
of all of a country's resources. a form of planned organization that extends corporate rationality to every aspect of a
country's life), it has contradictory political co nsequen ces:
revolution and authoritarianism, with both processes interacting in so-called socialist countries. These reforms and
revolutions. the result of the process of industrializ.ation,
have beco me intertwined, a phenomenon that characteriz.es
the period that has just ended.

,
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of the "decision makers," supported by those who own and
administer the means of production, with the passivity of
the "subjects" who accept this domination. Moreover (although this is not the place to develop the idea fully), societies that did not experience a crisis during industrialization
will undoubtedly do so during urbanization, since these two
orders of causes or reasons can be superimposed, combined,
or offset. Using these concepts, we can study the current
situation in the United States, South America, nonsocialist
Asia, and so on.
During this vast process of transformation, space reveals
its true nature as (l) a political space, the site and object
of various strategies, and (2) a projection of time, reacting
against and enabling us to dominate time, and consequently
to exploit it to death, as it does today-which presagfS1the
liberation of time-space.

3

II

The Urban Phenomenon

From this point on I will no longer refer to the city but to the
urban. Having introduced the concept of the urban and its
virtual nature in chapter 2, I would now like to analyze the,
phenomenon in the context of the "real" (the quotes around \
the world "real" reflect the fact that the possible is also part /
of the real and gives it a sense of direction, an orientation, al
clear path to the horizon).
/
Today, the urban phenomenon astonishes us by its scale;
its complexity surpasses the tools of our understanding and
the instruments of practical activity. It serves as a constant
reminder of the theory of complexification, according to which
social phenomena acquire increasingly greater complexity.
The theory originated in the so-called natural sciences and
the general theory of information, but has shifted toward sodal reality and our understanding of it. Social relations have
never been simple, even in archaic society. The Cartesian
schema of primitive simplicity and the complication obtained by combining simple elements must be abandoned.
The theory of complexification may seem to be philosophical and even idealistic (ideological), but is in fact based on
45
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scape in various places: the marketplace, stock and commodities exchanges, labor exchanges, et cetera. Their projection
enables us to identify those relations but not to grasp them.
Once they are grasped at this level, the urban reality assumes
~'Jifferent appearance.Ttoecomestfie
the home of
va'riol!§..rnarkets: the !!liil<.etlor Egrip,!ku!al products (local,
regional, national), industrial products (received, manufactured, di.st_~ibuted on site or
the's urrounding territory),
capital, labor, lodging, land for development, a's well as the
market for works of art and the intellect, signs and symbols.
'Ih!.t it is'i)01..enough to define the urban by the single faQ
that it is a place of passage and exchang~=The urban re~lity I
15 not associated only with consu~p.tion, with "tertiary" ac- I
tivities, distribution netwmks, It intervenes in production~n(f the relations of production. The constraints associated
with description impede thought at this level. We elude the
problematic, we avoid crucial questions such as those involving the center and centrality, and thereby risk promoting
the decay of these centers or their development as elitist
and authoritarian structures. In doing so we substitute ideology for description. In place of this, we should abandon
phenomenology for analysis and logic for dialectics, To give
you some idea of the analytical difficulties at this level, I'd
like to refer to a study conducted by the Institute for Urban
Sociology in France. The study attempted to break down the
urban phenomenon into various factors, indicators, and indexes, It began with macro information (number of inhabitants per acre, age of the buildings, etc.) and gradually moved
toward increasingly greater detail (fertility rates, education
of qualified laborers, etc.), The number of indexes that were
identified rose to 333. The analysis was stopped at th is figure,
arbitrarily, although an increasingly finer breakdown could
have been attempted, After reducing the number to about
40 of the most typical indexes, the data set became difficult
to manage, even on a computer. The urban phenomenon

a number of scientific arguments. Every reality contains
"elements" that can be revealed by analysis. These constitute
its internal order (its consistency and coherence) but appear
to us in a state of disorder that yields information within
redundancy (repetition of order, of a preexistent grouping
made up of discrete units or cataloged elements). For information brings with it an element of surprise and increasing
variety, a disorder that arises from a new form of intelligibility, a new redundancy, a different and more complex momentaryardeL I
The urban phenomenon is based on descriptive methods,
which are themselves varied. f~Q]Q~desc ri bes a "habitat,"
inhabited areas, neighborhood units, types of relations (primary within a neighborhood, secondary or derivative within
an enlarged space). Phenomeno.!.2si£..~cscription, which is
more subtle, investigates the links between city dwellers and
a site; it studies the environment, the disparities of space,
monuments, the movements and boundaries of urban life.
Empirical descrip?on emphasizes morpho~t accurately
measures what people see and do within an urban framework,
a given city, a megalopolis {a dispersed city that forms an administrative and politiGal whOJ~; inaiJding- uf15aii'''fuIi''Cfi''Oils,
even when the older forms and structures have disappeared}.
These methods reveal certain aspects, certain features of
the urhan phenomenon, primarily its enormity and complexity, But will they enable us to get closer to this phenomenon?
After a certain point, description, no matter how detailed,
turns out to be inadequate, and the limits of morphology
and ecology are soon reached. Description is unable to explain
\ (ertain social refatjons-!wp~e'.ltlt~.bstract wi~l.!..re~ect to
,.llie giye_f!.. _'!!ld the.:' li.'-:.ed:'-.....l"~i~l: '!Ep,e~r s.Qncre~ ~<l:.re
only immediate. These include relations of production _<:t:fld
exchange and market relations (although we shQ_u.ld ~~aUy
sp~~k of ~ark~~). :rnese relations are both legible and illegible, visible and invisible. They ire projected onto
land-
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was presented as a global (or even a total) reality involving
the entire range of social practices . Such globality can't be
immediately comprehended. It is far morc convenient to
approach the global through a series of levels and stages-a
difficult procedure, for with each step we risk running into
various obstacles and mazes. With each faltering movement,
with every advance, an ideological interpretation arises, and
this is immediately changed into some form of reductive and
partial practice. A good example of these totalizing ideologies
(which reflect harmful practices) can be found in the representations of economic space and development that culminate in the elimination of a specific urban space through the
absorption of social development into industrial growth, the

subordination of urban reality to general planning. The poli.
tics of space sees space only as a homogeneous and empty
medium, in which we house objects, people, machines, industrial facilities, flows, and nenvorks. Such a representation
! is based on a logistics of restricted rationality and motivates
: a strategy that destroys the differential spaces of the urban
I and "habiting' by reducing them.
Every specialized science cuts from the global phenomenon a "field ," or "domain," which it illuminates in its own
way. There is no point in choosing between segmentation
and illumination. Moreover, each individual science is further fragmented into specialized subd isciplin es. Sociology
is divided into political sociology, economic sociology, rural
and urban sociology, and so forth. The fragmented and specialized sciences operate analytically; they are the result of
an analysis and perform analyses of their own. In terms of
the urban phenomenon considered as a whole, geog raphy,
demography, history, psychology, and sociology supply the
results of an analytical procedure. Nor should we overlook
the contributions of the biologist, doctor, or psychiatrist, or
those of the novelist or poet. Geography studies the site of
an agglomeratio n and its situation in a regional, national,
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or continental territory. Along with the geographer, the climatologist, geologist, the specialist in flora and fauna also
supply key information. Demography studies populations,
their origins, sex. ratios, fertility rates, growth curves, and so
on. What does the economist study, whether a specialist in
urban reality or in general phenomena of growth? There is no
1
shortage of objects: production and consumption within the.
urban context, income distribution, strata and classes, types'
of growth, the structure of the population (active or passive~
secondary or tertiary). Historians are preoccupied with th~
genesis of a given agglomeration, the events and institution~
that have affected its development. Without the progressive
and regressive m9.v~rnents (in time -:mcr-spa-ce) of analysis,
without the multiple divi~ions and fragmentations, it would
be impossible to conceive of a science of the urban phenome- ,
non. But such fragments QQ not constitute knowledge.
Every discovery in the fragmentary sciences leads to a new ,analysis of the total phenomenon. Other aspects, or elements,
of the totality appear, are revealed. It's not impossible that,
starting with the theory of hierarchical interactions (homeostases), we could define certain urban realities by replacing
the old organicism and its naive finality with more rational
concepts. Starting with a formalized theory of graphs (trees
and lattices), it wouldn't be impossible to elaborate models
of urban space. 2 In terms of methodology, it has been recommended that we approach the urban phenomenon using
the formal properties of space before studying the contradictions of space and its contents, that is, the dialectic method.
Linguistics has recently made a number of advances, which
have enabled it to identify the concept of a system of signs
(and significations). Nothing prevents us from considering the
urban phenomenon using this method or from this point of
view. That ~he city an.d the!!!pan ph~nomenon are rich (or
p~or) in sign~>_ sig~l_i_~,:?~ions, and meanings is certainly not
without interest. That the city and the urban phenomenon

,
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constitute a system (definable by signs that can be ide ntified
using a linguistic model, whether that ofJakobson, Hjelmslev,
or Chomsky) has become dogma. The concept of a system of
signs doesn't encompass the urban phenomenon, however.
Although there may be a language of the city (or language in
the city), or urban discourse and "writing," and therefore the
possibiJity of semiological research, the city and the urban
phenomenon can't be reduced either to a single system of
signs (verbal or otherwise) or to a semiology.
- Urban practice overflows these partial concepts and, consequently, theory. Among other things, this practice teaches
us that we produce signs and significat ions that we sell and
consume (for example, the advertising rh etoric of real estate). Also, it is unlikely that there is, in the city and withi n
the urban phenomenon, a (unique) system of signs and significations; rather, there are several, on severalle;vels. They
include the modalities of daily life (objects and products,
signs of exchange and use, the deployment of merchandise
and the market, the signs and significations of lIabiting and
"habitat"), of urban society as a whole (the semiology of
power, st rength, and culture considered as a whole or separately), of particularized urban space-time (the semiology of
features characteristic of the city, its landscape and appearance, its inhabitants). If, within the urban space. there were
only a single system of signs, associated with objects or acts,
it would become dominant; we would never be able to escape its power. But how would we have entered it? VVhatever
the limitations of semiology applied to urban reality may be,
ir is still remarkable that recent developments in science reveal new aspects of that reality. From this point of view, our
research has just begun. It poses problems that we are unable
to separate from the "urban problematic" but nevertheless
need to distinguish.
Let's conside r for a moment the speech act, the event,
from a convent ional point of view. Ever since Saussure, we

have analyzed discourse (parole) as a manifestation of language and language itself as a system. The actual manifestation (the event: I spe~k!o ~Qmeon.e) has. as a precondition
theexistence of the system. its virtual existence. What makes
commuruc~ti-~n possible-namely the act of communication as a succession of operations (encoding. decoding)-is a
set of rules: phonological, morphological, grammatical, lexical, semantic. These rules enable us to construct, to produce,
comprehensible arrays (sentences). Such an array is collective, whereas the act (the event) is individual. It has a coherent form (systematized, intelligible). However, this systematic array, which has been investigated over time from Saussure
to Chomsky. controls the act (the event) without ever being
completely manifested in it. Whether we arc dealing with an
ordinary succession of words or a subtle phrase, the system
is the same. Speakers may employ it without realizing it,
but they don't necessarily ignore it. The sentences produced
have very different qualities (expressions, interdependence,
relation to logical or practico-sensible referents). All speakers know their language. They have no need to del iberately
specify the rules, and they use them as they see fit. A condition for the efficiency of this systematic array is the absence
of system at the level of effects. acts. and events, even though
its presence is manifest to varying degrees. In action the system operates within this presence-absence. Communication
is possible only to the extent that the speaking "subject," the
everyday speaker. remains blind with regard to that which
determines and structures his discourse: the language system
with its paradigms and syn tactic structures. Once he begins
to think about it, he enters a realm of metalanguage. And yet,
it is not-being-blind that is respo nsibl e for the qual ity of the
discourse. The system conceals itself from our awareness yet
clarifies it more or less. for better or wo rse. This necessary
concealment cannot be absolute, and understanding brings
it out into the open. Incidentally, what is true for language
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is true for music. The effect, the impression or emotion, in
no way implies a knowledge of the system's laws (harmony,
composition).
Couldn't the urban be conceived along these lines? Couldn't
it be considered a virtuality, a presence-absence? In this sense,
linguistics could contribute to an analysis of the urban phenomenon. This is not to say that the urban is a language or
sign system, but that it can be considered to be a whole and
an order, in the sense given to those terms by linguistics.
It would be tempting to adopt this approach, connecting it with a theory of blind fields and differential analysis.
But we should be on our guard and not overlook the limitations (as shown by earlier studies) of conceiving language
as a system of differential elements (strictly determined and
defined by their differences). Such a theory claims that all
signification results from a process of differentiatiqn, whose
elements (discrete constitutive units) have a given signification through their oppositions or combina tions but not in
and of themselves (unless they are ready to enter this system
of oppositions and combinations). In this sense, phonemes
(sou nds, which are assigned letters in Western languages) and signs are arbitrary. As are words. This creates a significant problem. Can such a theory, developed by Saussure
and Trubetzkoy and their disciples, stand, given that meanings are constituted from relations among already signifying
Imits?3
The Saussurian postulate presents us with a rule, according to which analysis is based on differences within the object,
which we can intelligibly subdivide and reconst ruct. Can
this be done with units that are already signifying? Can we
broach the distance (which has almost become "institutionalized") between the data of "lived experience;' that is, the
data of social practice, and the discourse used to articulate
them? Between reality and its description or transcription?
Possibly, to the extent that signifying elements are grouped

into new oppositions and enter into dearly determined sequences. Is it the same for the urban , however? The urban
groups elements from the countryside or from industry.
Does it add to them or impose on them an order of some
kind? Do known oppositions--center and periphery, open
and dosed, high and low-constitute urban paradigms or
syntagms? Possibly. Only in-depth analysis can tell us whether the relation established between distance and discourse is
valid or demonstrate the importance of such a formal structure and its limitations. Most likely we wiU have to refine our
notion of difference, as developed by linguists, if we want to
understand the urban as a differential field (time-space).
This complexity makes interdisciplinary cooperation essential. The urban phenomenon, taken as a whole, Cannot
be grasped by any specialized science. Even if we assume as
a methodological principle that no science can turn its back
on itself but that each specializatio n must maximize the use
of its own resources to comprehend the global phenomenon,
none of these sciences can claim to exhaust it. Or control it.
Once we've acknowledged or established this, the difficulties
begin. How many of us are unaware of the disappointments
and setbacks that resulted from so-called inter- and multi disciplinary efforts? The illusions of such studies. and the
myths surrounding them, have been abundantly criticized.
Participants at colloquia speak at cross-purposes and without any common ground among them ; their main problem
is one of terminology. in other words, language. Rarely do
they agree on the words and terms they use, and even less
rarely on the underlying concepts. Their assumptions and
theories are for the most part incompatible. Confrontation
and disagreement pass for success. Discussions skirt controversial topics. Assuming they actually succeed in identifying
the "objects" of their discussion, they rarely follow the wellknown rule of substituting the definiens for the definiendum
without a breach of logic.

•
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The methodological and theoretical difficulty increases
once we take into account the fact that individual researchers
are attempting to synthesize information. However, so-called
interdisciplinary research remains open-ended, or rather
exposed, empty, inconclusive. Frequently, it simply wraps
itself around some artificial synthesis. While it is true that
the urban phenomenon, as a global reality, is in urgent need
of people who can pool fragmentary bits of knowledge, the
achievement of such a goal is difficult or impossible. Specialists can only comprehend such a synthesis fTOm the point of
view of their own field, using their data, their terminology,
their concepts and assumptions. They aTC dogmatic without realizing it, and the more competent they are?the more
dogmatic. This gives rise periodically to a kind of scientific
imperialism in fields such as economy, history. sociology, de·
mography, and so on. Every scholar feels o ther "disciplines"
are his auxiliaries, his vassals or servants. He oscillates be·
hveen scientific hermeticism and confusion-academic Babel.
During interdisciplinary conferences, it becomes impossible to maintain specifici ty without separa tion, or unity
without mixture. Because participants have to stop at some
point, because seminars and colloquia-as well as academic recognition-are not limitless, the result is usually some
form of mediocre compromise. Convergence fades into the
distance.
The urban phenomenon is universal, which would be sufficient justification for the creation of a university devoted to
analytic research on the subject. In doing so, there is no need
to insist on absolute priority over other kinds of research
and disciplines that are already institutionalized-the humanities, arts, and sciences. What is needed is a department
that can focus existing disciplines on an analysis of the urban
phenomeno n: mathematics (statistics, set theory, information theory, cybernetics), history, linguistics, psychology, sociology. This would require a change in our ideas about edu -

cation, for such a discipline would be based not on a body
of acquired knowledge (or what passes for such knowledge)
that it can dispense but on a problematic. Paradoxically, at
present a certain unity of knowledge can only be created
around a coordinated set of problems. Acquired knowledge
has begun to fragment; it crumbles in our hands, in spite of
the pious efforts of epistemologists (who manage only to assemble the provisional results of the intellectual division of
labor into little "balls" of knowledge). However, the status
of such an institution-university or department- is not so
clear. From the outside, such a project seem s attractive, yet
there are a number of obstacles to be overcome. For one,
we risk duplicating, within an institution, the things that
take place during intermittent exchanges among scholars.
How can we manage to convince specialists that they need
to overcome their own terminologies, their lexicons, their
syntax, their way of thinking, their jargon, their professional
slant, their tendency toward obscurantism, and their arrogance as owners of a domain? Imperialism remains commonplace. We see it today in linguistics and ethnology the way
we once did with political economy. What can be done to
deter specialists from trying to gain ascendancy for their
discipline, which is to say, for themselves? We know from
experience that anyone who is unable t!UIlaru!.UYeT \'lith sufficient tactical skill is quickly redu~~lJd subsery~
encc. The project for creating a department of urbanism (or
"urbanology" or "politology," dreadful neologisms) doesn't
prevent us from yielding to the myth of interdisciplinary studies or the myth of some final synthesis. Research such as this
can't work miracles. Creating such a department will not,
in and of itself, ensure an exhaustive analysis of the urban
phenomenon. Moreover, can there be such an analysis? Or of
any reality for that matter?
The farther a given science pushes its analysis, the more
it reveals the presence of a residue. It is this residue that
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evades its grasp. And, although essential, it can only be
approached using different methods. The econom ist, for
example, is faced with "something" that escapes him, which
is, for him, this residue. Yet this evasive "something" is a part
of psychology, history, and so on. More generally, numbers
and measuremenl reveal dramas of which they are not a
part. The specialist washes his hands of them. Although psy·
chology, sociology, and history can draw atten tion to these
dramas, they are unable to exhaust them or reduce them
to some definite and final knowledge, to known and classified concepts. This would be true of social work, productive
activity in industry, political rationality and irrationality. It
would be truer still of the urban phenomenon-number
and drama. The science of such a phenomenon (ould result
only from the convergence of all the sciences.
However, if every discipline were to succeed in bringing
into view some residue, they would all soon become irreducible. Their difference is reflected in this irreducibility, which
calls into question the possibility of any form of convergence.
Either we affirm the irreducibility of the urban phenomenon
with respect to the fragmentary sciences taken together, as
well as the science of "man" and of"society"-wh ich is not
without risk-or we identify mankind (in general), society
(in gene ral), or the urban phenomenon with the residual
whole. This has theoretical interest but involves risks of a
different sort : irrationality, for example. The problem remains: How can we make the transition from fragmen t ary
knowledge to complete understanding? How can we define
this need for totality?
We can also assume that the complexity of the urban
phenomenon is not that of an "object." Can the concept of
an object (of a science) wiLhstand close examination? Apparently more precise and more rigorous than the concept of a
"domain" or "field:' it nonetheless brings with it significant
complications. For the object presents itself, or is presented,

as real prior to any examination. It is said that there is no
science without an object, no object without a science. Yet
can we claim that political economy explores or possesses or
constructs an isola table object? Does soc iology or history?
Can we claim Lhat urban economy has its own subject, or
urban sociology, or the history of the city? Not as far as I am
concerned. Especially since the "city" object exists only as a
historical entity.
Nor is it reasonable to assume that our understanding of
the urban phenomenon, or urban space, could consist in a
collection of objects--economy, sociology, history, demography, psychology, or earth sciences, such as geology. The
concept of a scientific object, although convenient and easy,
is deliberately simplistic and may co nceal another intention:
a strategy of fragmentation designed to promote a unitary
and synthetic, and therefore authoritarian, model. An object
is isolating, even if conceived as a system of relations and
even if those relations are connected to other systems. It is
the intentionality of the system that is dissimulated beneath
the apparently "objective" nature of the scientific object. The
s~~ght.for system constitutes its object by constitutin&-itself.
The constituted object then legitimates the system. What is
disturbing about this is that the s~~~n under consideration
~...Yrp:ru:.t..tQ. be a omc;tice. _The conceR! o( the city no
longer corresponds to a social object. Sociologically it is a
p~d.oroncept. However, the city has a historical existence
that is impossible to ignore. Small and midsize cities will be
around for some time. An image or representation of the
city can perpetuat.e itself, survive its conditions, inspire an
ideology and urbanist projects. In other words, the "real"
sociological "object" is an image and an ideology!
The urban reality today looks more like chaos and dis- (
order-albeit one that conceals a hidden order-than an
object. What is the scope or role of what is referred to as
urbanism? There are a number of urbanists, some of whom
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are architects. If they are already familiar wi th the urban
order, they have no need for a science. Their urbanism already contains this knowledge; they grasp the object and
enclose it in its system of action. If they are unfamiliar with
the urban order, whether hidden or being formed, they are
in need of a new science. Then what exactly is urbanism? An
ideology? An uncertain and incomplete practice that claims
to be global? A system that implies the presence of technological elements and relies on authority to assert itself? A
heavy, opaque body, an obstacle on a path, a false model? It is
reasonable to ask such questions and to expect a dear, wellsubstantiated answer.
( Rather than being an object that can be examined through
fontemp lation, the reality of the urban phenomenon would
',Pe a virtual object. If there is a sociological concept, it is that
'-pf "urban society." And yet, such a concept is not limited to
<"sociology. Urban society, with its own specific order and
disorder, is in the p rocess of formation . This reality envelops a whole range of problems: the urban problematic. But
where does this phenomenon lead? Where is the process of
urbanization leading social life? What new global or partial
practices does it imply? How can we understand the process
theoretically and provide practical guidance? 1bward what?
These are the kinds of questions urbanists face, and they
have turned to specialists for the answers. But specialists have
no answers, certainly no straightforward answers.
To become global, to overcome its inconsistency, social
practice requires synthesis. Industrial practice, for example,
has achieved a high degree of consistency and efficiency.
mostly through planning and scheduling. Urban practice
assumes it will follow this path. However, interdisciplinary resea rch, which proceeds analytically, must avoid errors
along the path to synthesis; more specifically, it must avoid
extrapolation. Yet theoreticians and practitioners, conceptualizers and users demand synthesis. I must again insist that

such synthesis canno t be the work of the sociologist, or the
economist, or any other specialist, for that matter. Although,
as practitioners, architects and urbanists claim to fulfill this
role by avoiding the imperialism of specialization. Why? Because they can draw, because they possess certain skills, because they carry out plans and projects? Hardly. In fact, they
succumb to the situation mentioned above. The imperialism of know-how, of drafting and the d raftsman, is no better than that of the economist or demographer or sociologist. Knowledge cannot be equated with skill or technique.
It is theoretical, provisional, changeable, disputable. Or it
is nothing. However, there is "something" and someone.
Knowledge escapes the "all or nothing" dilemma. The tech nocratic ambition of being able to syn thesize from a given
technique or partial practice (the circulation of traffic, for
example, or merchandise. or information) falls apart as soon
as it is formulated.
Should we feed aU the data for a given problem to a computer? Why not? Because the machine only uses data based
on questions that can be answered with a yes or a no. And
the computer itself only responds to questions with a yes or
a no. Moreover, can anyone claim that all the data have been
assembled? Who is going to legitimate this use of totality?
Who is going to demonstrate that the "language of the city,"
to the extent that it is a language, coincides with ALGOL,
Syntol, or FORTRAN, the languages of machines, and that
this translation is not a betrayal? Doesn't the machine risk
becoming an inst rument in the hands of pressure groups
and politicians? Isn't it already a weapon for those in power
and those who serve them?
We could use fo recasting for our synthesis. But forecasting ext rapolates from known facts and trends- an order
that is already known. However, we know that the urban
phenomenon is characterized today by a critical situation in
which we arc unable to identify with any degree of certainty
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either definite trends or an order. On what would we base
such forecasts-that is, a set of investigations about the
future--once we have identified the elements for our study?
What would such an effort add to our previously formulated
hypothesis. that of complete urbanization. a hypothesis that
reflects the critical phase we are now entering? In what sense
would a forecast be more precise and more concrete than the
perspective that reveals the intersection of lines identified by
the fragmentary sciences?
We know that this fragmentary (specialized) knowledge
tends toward the global and that, in spite of its claims, it produces only partial practices. which also claim globality (for
example, urban studies of highways and traffic). This fragmentary knowledge results from the division of labor. The
divi sion of labor in the theoretical domain (scientific and
ideological) has the same functions and levels as it does in
society. We need, however. to distinguish between the technical division of/abor, rationally legitimated by the instruments
and tools. by the organization of productive activity within
the enterprise, and the social division of labor, which gives
rise to unequal functions, privileges, and hierarchies. and
which is related to class structure, the relations of production and ownership, institutions and ideologies. The technical division is modeled on the enterprise. The social division
requires an intermediary that has become essential to it: the
market and exchange value (commodities).
The divis ion of labor in knowledge is transformed into
institu tions (scientific, cultural). togelher with their frame works and devices, norms and values, and corresponding hiera rchies. These institutions maintain their separateness and
sow co nfusion. Thus, knowledge is based on distinct institutions and an entity, Culture. Created in and by the social division of labor, that is, in the market, these institutions serve
it in turn, they adopt it by adapting it, as needed. They work
literally for and in the social division of intellectual labor,

which they dissimulate beneath the "objective" requirements
of the technical division of labor, transforming the "technical" relations among sectors and domains, procedures and
methods. concepts and theories into a hierarchy of prestige
and income. administrative and managerial functions. This
va~t operation is based on divisions, which it reinforces
by sanctioning them. Under such cond itions. how can we
achieve. or even hope to achieve, totality? The operation of
such scientific and cultural institutions may extend beyond
the satisfaction of immediate market needs and demands
(for technicians, specialists, etc.), but their "creativity" can
never escape the domain of the ideologies associated with
this market. And what are these ideologies? Like institutions,
they are superstructures that are elaborated or erected during a determinate period, namely industrialization, within
equally determinate social frameworks (competitive capi~
talism, neocapitalism, socialism). At one time competitive
capitalism tried to adapt to industrialization superstructures
that were marked by a long period in which agricultural
production and peasant life were dominant. More recently,
neocapitalism has continued this effort, although it has been
unable to contain the urbanization of society. Yet, by push~
ing illusion and appea rance as far as they will go, a given
institution will attempt to assume control of totality, while
sanctioning divisions and reuniting them only within some
Babelic confusion.
With respect to the approaching urban society. wouldn't
this now be the role. the function of urbanism? Classical
philosophy and traditional humanism thought they could
achieve this by keeping th eir distance from the division of
labor (technical and social) and the segme ntation into frag mentary knowledge, as well as the inherent problems associated with this theoretical situation. Similarly, the university
has for centuries claimed access to universality, in cooperation with classical ph ilosophy and traditional humanism.
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But it can no longer continue to fulfill this "function" to the
extent that it institutionalizes the social division of labor,
helping to organize, nurture, and accommodate it. Isn't this
the function assigned to the university today? To adapt itself to the social division of productive labor, that is, to the
increasingly stringent requirements of the market, the technical division of intellectual labor and knowledge? Science
(like urba n reality) has become a means of production and
has become politicized in the process. Can a philosophy that
arises from the separation of physical and intellectual labor,
and is subsequently consolidated in spite of or even in opposition to this separation, still claim to be a totality?
Th is is a difficult situation. At one point it looked like
abstract thought had successfully undergone the most trying ordeals; it appeared to have come back to life throughout
the sciences after our "'speculative Holy Friday" (Hegel) and
the death of the Logos embodied in classical philosophy.
Pentecost held even more surp rises. The specialized intelligentsia received the gift of languages from the Holy Spirit ,
and linguistics assumed the role of the science of sciences,
a role that had been abandoned by philosophy, which was
supposed to have supplanted religion. Under cover of this
false unity and confusio n, which by no means excluded the
existence of fragmentation and arbitrary segmentation, industrial practice imposed its limitations.
It is worth noting that positivism con tin ues to present itself
as a coun terweight to classical philosophy, to its speculative
developments. The positivist clings tightly to scientific facts
and methodology. He sticks to the facts and treads lightly
among concepts. He is suspicious of theory. There is a posi·
tivism of physics, biology, economics, and sociology, in other
words, physicalism, biologism, historicism, economism, sociologism, and so on. Would n't the re also be an urbanistic
positivism, which accepts and confirms existing facts, which
acknowledges them without asking questions, at times even
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pushing any form of questioning aside? And wouldn't this
be related to technocratism? For positivist thought, it is irrelevant whether the findings fro m which it proceeds result
from division or illum ination, whether or not there is an
"object" before it. Facts are classified and specified as being
part of a given science or technology. However, positivism
has never been able to prevent the leap from empiricism
to myst icism or from lingu istic precision to jargon (more
or less esoteric) . Moreover, this trend, according to which
philosophy no longer has, or never had, mean ing, is not
incompatible with full-fledged imperialism. The specialist
affirms the exclusive validity of science, sweeping aside other
"disciplines" or reducing them to his own. This is how a
logico-mathematical emp iricism has tried to impose mathematical models on all the sciences, impugning the concepts
specific to those sciences. Econom ism, for example, excludes
any level of reality other than that associated with political economy and growth models. For several years now we
have witnessed a growing enthusiasm for linguistic models,
as if linguistics had acqu ired but a single definitive model ,
as if this mode! cou ld be transplanted from its orig inal environment to confer 011 other disciplines-psychology or
sociology-a rigorous epistemological status. As if the science of words was the sup reme science because everything is
spoken and written with words!
In poi nt of fact, the above in terpreta tion fi nds fert ile
ground in philosophy; it is already (o r still) philosophy, although not as classical ph ilosophy understood it. Whenever
positivism attempts to extend its properties (its own domain) and scope of activity, whenever it threatens or invades
other territories, it moves fro m science to philosophy. It utilizes, consciously or not, the concept of totality. It abandons
the fragmentary, the divisional, the analytic. As soon as we
insist on syn thesis and totality, we extend classical philosophy by detaching its concepts (totality, synthesis) from the

,
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contexts and philosophical architectures in which they arose
and took shape. The same is true for the concepts of system.
order, disorder, reality and possibility (virtuality), object and
subject, determinism and freedom, structure and function,
form and con tent. Transformed by scientific knowledge,
can these concepts be separated entirely from their philosophical development? At this point we enter the realm of
metaphilosophy.
Philosophy has always aimed at totality. But whenever
philosophy has tr ied to achieve or realize totality using its
own resources, it has failed. And it failed because it lost its
way among speculative abstractions. Yet it is philosophy that
supplies this scope and vision. And it is from philosophy that
other fields have borrowed the concept of totality whenever
they extrapolate from so me form of acquired knowledge
that they believe to be final and from which they attempt
to draw some kind of universal rule. The philosopher and
philosophy can do nothing by themselves, but what can we
do without them? Shouldn't we make use of the entire realm
of philosophy, along with scientific understanding, in our
approach to the urban phenomenon? So we can examine
its processes, its trajectory, its horizon, and especially. when
considering "humankind's being," its realiza tion or failure
in the coming urban society? Nothing prevents philosophy
and its history from assuming a different form as project
(but whose?) while on this trajectory. Philosophy already assumed this guise when illuminated by industry and an emergent industrial practice. What prevents it from assuming the
meaning it had in connection with the ci ty and the town.
metaphilosophy separating from philosophy the way urban
society eme rged from the dispersed city? This meditation
won't take place outside phi losophy or inside philosophy,
but beyond philosophy, as a specialized, constituted, and instituted activity-the very definition of metaphilosophy.
Because it is situated beyond philosophy, metaphiloso-

phy frees itself of the institutional discourse associated with
philosophy as an institution (academic, cultural). Philosophy si nce Hegel has become institutionalized; it is a public
service in the service of the state, and its discourse can only
be ideological. Metaphilosophy does away with this serv itude. What exactly does this enigmatic wo rd imply (a word
that corresponds to Aristotelian metaphysics, although on
a completely different level)? That thought takes into account concepts that have been elaborated by philosophy as
a whole (from Plato to Hegel) and not concepts specific to a
given philosophy or system? And just what are these general
concepts? We can identify and enumerate them: theory and
practice, system and totality, element and set, alienation and
disal ienation.
The goal is not to reconstruct a faded humanism, which
has been compromised ever since Marx and Nietzsche subjected it to their scathing theoretical criticism. But how can
we know if urban society will enable the development of a
new humanism, so-called industrial society, capitalist or
not, having effectively rejected its earlier forms? There is always the possibility that such an investigation of philosophy,
brought about through the intermediary of metaphilosophy, may end in fa ilure. The urban problematic cannot reject
SUdl a possibility out of hand without falling back into the
old idealist categories of faith and defiance.
What could philosophy provide? Initially, a form of radical cri tique. Then, a radical critique of the fragmentary sciences as such. This approach would reject any fo rm of dogmatism, including that of totality or its absence, the efforts
of the fragmentary sciences and their pretension to comprehend and clarify everything, as well as the withdrawal of
the individual sciences to a well-defined object, sector, field,
domain, or system considered as private property. In this
way radical critique can define a methodologi cal and theoretical relativism, an epistemological pluralism, which affects
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objects (includ ing the corpus constituted for and by a given
specific field of research, and therefore including the urban
phenomenon conside red as a corpus) as well as models,
which are always provisionaJ. No method can ensure absolute "scientificity," whether theoretical or practical, especially
in sociology (whether urban or not). Even mathematics and
linguistics are unable to guarantee a perfectly and definitively
rigorous methodology. Although there are models, none of
them can be realized completely satisfactorily, none of them
can be generalized, or transferred, or exported, or imported
outside the sector within which they were constructed without exercising considerable precaution. The methodology of
models is said to continue and refine the methodology of
concepts. There are specific concepts, characteristic of each
partial science, but none of them can completely determin e
an object by tracing its contours, by grasping it. The effective realization of an object involves cons iderable risk; even
if the analyst constructs objects, these are provisional and
reductive. Consequently, there are many models that do not
constitute a coherent and completed whole.
The construction of models in general, and specific mod els in particular, is not devoid of criticism. A model is worth while only if we use it, and using it consists in measuring the
difference between models, and between each model and
the real. Rather than constructing models, critical reflection
provides an orientation, which opens pathways and reveals a
horizon. That is what I am proposing here: not so much to
construct a model of the urban as to open a pathway toward
it. Science, or rather the sciences, move fo rward the way we
build roads or conquer lands by sea. How could there exist a
scien lific "corpus" (corpus scientiarum), a single definitively
established "body" or unchangeable core? Constructing such
a corpus would mean confusing experimental and theoretical, empirical and conceptual research and, in conseque nce,
verifiable and therefore falsifiable hypotheses,· which are re-
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visable and always contain an ideological compo nent once
they have been formalized and axiomatized. What appears
to have been established through demonstration is transformed, appears (or will appear) under a different guise,
including the axioms and forms that thought has isolated
in all their purity. Sooner or later radicaJ critique reveals the
presence of an ideology in every model and possibly in "scientificity" itself.
Today, the philosophicaJ approach can be used to destroy
finalism. Originating in philosophy, and more specifically
in metaphysics, traditional finalism collapses in the face of
the onslaught of criticism. In terms of historical becoming,
an d given the inevitability of change, there is no definite,
prefabricated goal, one that is therefore already achieved by
a god or in his name, by an Idea or absolute Spirit. There is
no objective that can be posited as an object (already real).
Conversely, there is no preexisting impossib ility associated with a planned goal, for an objective that is rationally
claimed to be the meaning of action and becoming. No synthesis can be accomplished in advance. There is no original
and final totality compared with which any relative sit uation
o r act or moment would be alienated-al ienati ng. On the
other hand, there is nothing to contradict the exigency, the
will, and the idea of the total, nothing to enclose th e horizon, except this alienating-alienated attitude, which declares
the exclusive existence, theoretical and practical, of a thing.
The urban (urban society) is not a prefabricated goal or the
meaning of a history that is moving toward it, a history that
is itself prefabricated (by whom?) to real ize this goal. Urban
society provides a goal and mean ing for industri alization
only to the extent that it is engendered by it, encompasses it,
and directs it toward some other thing. It is no longer a metaphysical conception, naively historical, of finality. So from
whom and from what can totality emerge? From a strategy
and a project that extend ancient ph ilosophy along a new
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plane. Thus. the philosopher (or rather the metaphilosopher) no longer claims to provide finality. synthesis. totality.
He challenges the philosophy of history and society just as he
challenged classical metaphysics and ontology. He intervenes
to remind us of the demands of totality. that is, the impossibility of accepting fragmentation and confirm in g separation. He provides a radical critique of finalism in general as
well as the particula r finalism s of economism, sociologism,
and historicism. Once it has become metaphilosophy. ph ilosophy no longer reveals an already accomplished or lost
reality: "mankind." It points toward a path. an orientation.
But although it may supply conceptual instruments to cut
a path to that horizon, it is no longer the terrain through
which the march of time occurs. It reveals the extent of the
problematic and its immanent contradictions. especially the
relation between a self-affirm ing. self-developing. and selftransforming rational ity and an old. collapsing finality. Yet
rationality seemed to imply finalism and in effect did imply
it in its speculative conceptions of the universe. If rationality
is supposed to evolve from speculation to global rational
practice, from political rationality to social rationality. {rom
industrial rationality to urban rationality. it can only do so
by resolving th is immanent contradiction. The goal? The
end? They are conceived. projected. and declared but can
only succeed if they are able to accommodate the most comprehensive strategy possible.
Current discussions of humankind, the human , and hu manism duplicate the arguments used by Marx and Nietzsche
against classical philosophy and its implications. The criteria put forward during these arguments. that of a rational
coherence. which would be substituted for harmony and
"human scale." clearly correspond to a need. Today's society
is in such a state of chaos that it cries out for coherence. However. whether or not coherence alone is sufficient has yet
to be demonstrated. The path that has been opened leads
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toward the reconstruction of some form of humanism in.
by, and for urban society. Theory is cutting a path toward
this emerging "human being," toward fact and value. This
"being" has needs. An analytic of need is required. This does
not mean that a philosophy of need based on Marxism. sociology. psychology, or industrial rationality can be developed.
Quite the contrary. Instead of a "positive" study of needs designed to establish and classify them. such knowledge could
be constituted through the analysis of errors and inadequacies in architectural practice and urban ideology. Wouldn't
an indirect and negative method be more pertinent than
sociological positivism? If there are "functionalizable" needs.
there is also desire. or there are desires. that straddle the
needs in scribed in things and language. Moreover, needs
are only retai ned. received. and classified on the basis of
econom ic imperatives. of social norms and "values." The
classification and the denomination of needs thus have a
contingent characte r and are, paradoxically. institutions.
Institutions are created on top of such needs. controlling
and classifying while structuring them . Prior to those needs
is situated. global yet indistinct. a "something" that is not a
thing: impulse. elan , will, desire. vital energy. drive. Why not
articulate these differences in terms of "id.""ego:' and social
"superego," the id being desire. the superego institution. and
the ego a compromise? What prevents us fro m doing so?
Still, we run the risk of fallin g back into the philosophy of
need and the ontology of desire. Pointlessly.
Looking at this more in terms of our own day-to-day experience and speech. we can say that the human being starts
life as a child, then ente rs adolescence, followed by adulthood. Prematurity and im maturity tend toward maturity.
and life's end. Maturity arrests our human development. is
our death warrant. The dialectical anthropology now being
developed, which is based on a consideration of the urban
(habitin g). would find its point of departure and biological
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support in the theory of fetalization. 5 The progeny of egg·
laying species are left to fend for themselves. Once the eggs
are hatched, usually in large numbers, the young that emerge
nearly fully formed are left on their own. The waste is enor·
mous. Fetalization protects the young, but o nce they are
born, they are unable to take care of themselves. This leads
to a long period of infancy and adolescence, when the off·
spring are simultaneously incomplete, weak, and educable"plastic," in other words. This misery has a counterpart in
educability, but even here there are problems. Sexual rna·
turity doesn't follow overall maturity, whether psychologi·
calor social, but precedes it. This can result in disturbanc·
es (which have been investigated by psychoanalysis). The
human group comprises both incomplete beings, so me of
whom have infinite possib ilities (indeterminate), and rna·
ture, or complete, beings. How can we constitute a form,
habiting, which would help this group to live? This-here
anthropologically formulated-is the question posed by habit·
ing (architecture). The concept deliberately rejects philosophical finalisrn , that of a human ascension free from disrup·
tive contradictions, a preestablished harmony, which is still
found today in the self·satisfied worldviews supplied by of·
flcial Marxism, the followers ofTeilhard de Chardin, and humanist theology. We know that the slow maturation of the
human being, which results in its dependence on the family,
on housing and on "habiting," on the neighborhood and the
urban phenomenon, implies educability and, consequently,
an astonishing degree of plasticity. This being, whose growth
and development are out of sync, possesses both urgent and
deferred needs. There is something in this being that makes
it identical to its predecessors, analogous to its peers, and yet
different Its grandeur results from its misery; its lack ofharmony and dysfunctionality propel it forward, toward its end.
It never casts off this ambiguity. The dramatic and conAictual cha racter of needs and desires has an anthropological
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elemen t. This still uncertain science can only be constituted
dialectically, by taking contradiction into consideration. The
human being has a "need" to accumulate and fo rget, as well
as a need, whether simultaneous o r successive, for security
and adventure, sociability and solitude, satisfaction and dis.
satisfaction, disequilibrium and equilibrium, discovery and
creation, work and play, speech and silence. Home, dwell.
ing, lodging, apartment, neighborhood, quarter, city, and
agglomeration have responded, continue to respond, or no
longer respond to some of these needs. Theories about a
family "environment," a work "environment," a "functional
framework" or "spatial framework," supplied to meet these
needs, are nothing but dogmatic monstrosities, which run
the risk of creating monsters from the human larvae that are
supplied to them.
The current (social and urban) reality reveals a number
of fundamental needs, not directly but through that which
repressively controls, filters, overwhelms, and distorts them.
Those needs are discovered only belatedly. We know the past
from the present, not the present from the past, thus legitimating a historicity without historicism. Marx indicated the
theory and the process clearly in his work. A dialectical an.
thropology could be developed from an urban problematic.
In turn this knowledge would provide data for the problematic and for the solution to related problems. But it couldn't
claim to formulate or resolve all those problems by itself.
Such knowledge is an element of the disciplines involved
and possesses no special status of its own, other than to have
come into existence along with the problematic in question.
An anthropology of this nature brings together elements
or aspects of ancient philosophy. What can it learn from
them? That there is a kind of "human mater ial," which, al.
though governed by laws (biological, physiological), assumes
no preexisting form within so-called social or human reality.
However, it is endowed with extraordinary plasticity and a
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remarkable sense of educability and adaptability. Forms appear, conceived and willed, capable of modeling this material according to various postulates and possibilities. These
forms act at different levels. Within the limits of the possible,
doesn't urban society also present us with a new form?
Even the most die-hard specialists don't disdain the use
of rationality. Can they be ignorant of the fact that the concept of rationality is inconceivable without philosophy, even
and especially if philosophical reason is only a moment or
an element of rationality? By claiming that rationality is free
of context, absolute, we mutilate it and render it unyielding. This is an important point and not without controversy
(see the di agram that follows). Over the years, reaso n has
assumed a succession of different forms. The logical rea son formulated by Greek thought (Aristotle) was followed
by analytic (Descartes and European philosophy) and dialectica l reason (Hegel and Marx, contemporary research).
Each for m served as a critique of its predecessors but did
not destroy them, which led to new problems. Si milarly,
the philosop hical reaso n developed by Western tradition
was foll owed by industrial practical reason (Saint- Si mo n,
Marx, etc.), which has been supplanted more recently by the
emerging urba n ratiol1ality. In a social rather than mental
context, the rationality of opinion has given way to the rationality of organization, which must incorporate questions of
finalit y and meaning associated with the rationality of fulfillment. Wi th respect to that finality and meaning, abstract
humanism (liberal and classical) has been able to maintain
its ideological presence only by being subjected to the examination of critical humanism. This in turn gave rise to a
fully developed (therefore tending toward totality), concrete
humanism. The first stage of humanism corresponds to lhe
image of the human being, an abstract project presented and
represented by philosophy. The second stage corresponds to
the awareness of the existence of a goal, a mea ning. During

the third stage, the concept of and will to plenitude (finished,
relative, but "total") was developed.
Reason and rationality

logic - - - -- - - philosophical- - - -- - opinion
anaJytic
industrial
organization
dialectic
urban
fulfillment
Humanism

abstract humanism - - - -- - -- - critical humanism
developed humanism

image and project
challenge
fi nality (project)

Space (social, urban, economic, epistem ological) is unable
to provide form , meaning, or finality. However, it is common
to see space presented as a rule, a norm, or a superior form,
which has found co nsensus among intellectuals and even
developed into a "corpus" for the sciences. Yet space is only
a medium, environment and means, an instrument and in termediary.It is more or less appropriate, that is to say favorable. It never possesses existence "in itself" but always refers
to something else, to existential and simultaneously essential
time, subjective and objective, fact and value-because it
is a supreme "good " for the living, whether they live weU
or badly; because it is simultaneously end and means. But
this has nothing to do with philosophy or intellectualsphysicists, biologists, historians, sociologists. The articulation of "time-space," or, if you prefer, the inscription of "time
in space;' becomes an object of knowledge. Is this an object
in the commonly understood sense, one that is isolatable, an
object with a definite contour? Certai nly not. Is it a sociological object then? Possibly, but only negatively, so mething
felt to be inadequate. The relation between time and space
that confers absolute priority to space is in fact a social relationship inherent in a society in which a certain form of
rationality governing duration predominates. This reduces,
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and can even destroy, temporality. Ideology and science are
merged. The relation becomes part of an upside.down world
that also needs to be "stood on its feet."
I'd like to return to those fragmentary scien ces for a mo·
ment. How should we think of them? There are several hy·
potheses about how we should go about this:

possess the ability to classify, that is, some administrative
capacity. Sometimes we push them farther. Operator and
manipulator act in concert.
5. Hierarchiwrion. Who is going to establish valuations? Who
is going to claim that sociology is worth more than geog·
raphy or demography? Norms will become the norms of
institutions and their rivalries, the last traces of free com·
petition. Intellectuals will give politicians the keys to the
city of science. They will decide; they will declare what
is normal and what is not, which will result in a gener·
al state of anomie (the abnormal, the pathological), de·
pending on their intentions and representations. Here
the (methodological) concept of level can be used to bol·
ster our argument. But if each specialist occupies a level
in a hierarchy, questions of priority and precedence be·
come essential. Which is. at the very least, inconvenient.
6. Experimentalism. Analysts provisionally dissect "abstract"
objects; they study with the help of different descriptions,
temporarily considered auxiliaries. They then compare
them against experiments (testing) in the field. This is a
feasible approach. but one in which we abandon totality
and with it the objective (if not the object), and thus the
goal and its meaning as well. With totality we lose finality
and the coherence and rationality we have been looking
for. We risk vacillating between abstract utopianism and
shorHerm realism. between irrationality and utilitarian·
ism. We also run the risk of handing over to others (and
they are not even worth identifying by name) the power
to make decisions.

1. Convergence. Convergence is the hope and myth expressed
at interdisciplinary conferences. It is assumed that we can
define cOllvergence on familiar terrain, as if it were a high·
way intersection. But this intersection can't be defined
and can never be reached. If convergence exists, it exists
on the horizon, in perspective. But we still need to de·
termine how to "put things into perspective." In the here
and now, our orientation is not toward traditional "mankind" but toward the reconsidered and reconstructed
" human being" of an emerging urban society.
2. Integration (of fragments defined by fragmentary disci·
plines). But with what? With some intellectual discipline
that has been made dominant? This is unacceptable. With
a praxis? But here the concept of praxis would collapse in
the face of radical critique. If it isn't class strategy, it is
merely a recourse, a postponement. And a likely failli re
made m ore likely by certain worrisome precedents such as
the failure of economism, an ideology and practice based
on a fragmented conception of the world.
3. Pragmarism. This is the use of information supplied here
and there by someone or other (a sociologist, for ex·
ample). This happens often. Scientificity turns into its
opposite-the lack of rigorous criteria.
4. Operationalism. This is a variant of pragmatism. It is
accompanied by an ideology of technocracy and bureau·
cracy, alo ng with its atlendant myths. Only operational
concepts are sought. The validity of concepts is no longer
demonstrated. We limit ourselves to demanding that they

None of these optio ns is satisfactory, rationally speaking.
However, they do reveal something: it is impossible to bring
specialists (in the fragmentary sciences) together around
a table on which we place an "object" to be understood or
constructed. The most competent among them are the least
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reliable. It is im possible to assume that such a meeting could
even take place. Impossible to summarize such specialized,
dispersed knowledge, analyses couched in divergent vocabularies, based on "points of view" that are already disjunct,
particularized, and limited.
What is to be done? I would like to put forth again the
concept of an urban strategy. This implies making distinctions between political and social practice, between day-tofay and revolutionary practice, in other words, between struc(ture and praxis. Social p:a~tice can be !"a~yzed as .industrial
practice an~ urban p:'!.ctlCe. Tlle firs-~ci15J~c~lve_o( thlS stra tegy
would be to strip social practiceIrom industrial pract~ and
orient it toward urban- practice, so- that tne latter- can over-- " come the obstacles barring its path.

4 " Levels and Dimensions

In analyzing the urban ph enomenon, we can make use of the
common methodological concepts of dlmensions and levels.
These concepts enable us to introduce a degree of order into
the confused discourse about the city and the urban, which
mixes text and context, leve ls and dimensio ns. Such concepts can help to establish distinct codes, either juxtaposed
or superimposed, for decrypting the message (the urban
phenomenon considered as message). They serve as lexical
items (readings) in urban texts and writing, or maps, and as
"urban things," which can be felt, seen, and read in the environment. Does this mean there are geographic, economic,
sociological (etc.) read ings of the urban text? Most likely.
Obviously, ordering facts by means of these concepts docs
not exclude other forms of discourse, other classifications,
other readings, other sequences (geopolitical, organizational
and administrative, technological). Ea rlier I briefly discussed
the problem of convergence, at least provisionally.
Diachronically, on the space-time axis, I indicated (withou l insisting on any absolute divisions) the levels reached by
emerging economic and social structures or, as is so often
77
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said, using a somewhat vague term, by "society." In short, the

in agriculture, liberalism in housing, (l imited ) planning in
industry, circumspect control of the movement of capital,
and so on. The global level accommodates the most general,
and therefore the most abstract, although essential, relations,
such as capital markets and the politics of space. This makes
it more responsive to the practico-sensible and the immediate. Simultaneously social (political) and mental (logical
and strategic), this global level projects itself into part of
the built domain: buildings, monuments, large-scale urban
projects, new towns. It also projects itself into the unbuilt
domain: roads and highways, the general organization of
traffic and transport, the urban fabric and neutral spaces,
"nature preserves," sites. It is the level as~iated with what I
refer to as institutional sp-aq f<!long with its corollary, institutional urbanism). This assumes, if not a system or systems
of explicit action, at least some form of systematized action
(o r "concerted" actions that are co nducted systematically).
The very possibility of such logics, of such unitary systemsV
at the state level demonstrates that the old "town-country"
distinction is in the process of disappearing. This does not
mean that it is outmoded. And one has to ask whether
the state, which claims to have undertaken this mission, is
really capable of carrying it out. The...roCiaLdiViSion..Of.labo~
'
in which the market (for products, capital, and labor itself)
is implicit, no 10ng~L~eem§ to function spontaneously. It
requires the control of a su perio':-organizational power. the
state. Conversely, this power, this supreme institution, tends
to perpetuate its own conditions, to maintain the separation
of manual and intellectual labor, as it does the separation
between the governed and the governing, and possibly between town and country. Doesn't this then introduce new
contradictions into the structure of the state? As will, it transcends the separation of town and co untry. This would lead
it to strengthen decision-making centers, changing the urban
core into a citadel of power. And doesn't it also, simultaneously,

rural, industrial, and urban succeed onc another. I would
now like to construct a synchronic picture of this latter term.
Looking at present-day-i.9ciety.-1distinguish a glolzgUQel,
I'll indicate with the letter G; a mixed level, which):U
indicate with the letter M; and a p;ivate level, P, the lev~ of
habiting.

which

Power-the state as will and representation-is exercised
at the globaLlevel. A~ will, ~he power of the state and the
people who hold this power are associated with a politicaJ

""
II

strategy or strategies. As representation, politicians have
an ideologi cally justified political conception of space (or
no conception, which leaves the field open for others to
promole their particular images of time and space). At this
level, these strategies are accompanied by various fogies,
which-although with some reservations-we can refer to
as "class logics," since they generally consist of a strategy that
is piimcd to its ulti.ma~ cOl.!.c;:lu.§jons. Along similar lines, we
can also speak of a "socio-logic" and an "ideo-logic." Political
power makes use of instruments (ideological and scientific).
It has the capacity for action and is capable of modifying the
distribution of resources, income, and the "value" created by
productive labor (surplus value) . We know that in capitalist
countries today, two principle strategies are in use: neoliberalism (which maxi mizes the amount of initiative allowed to
private enterprise and, with respect to urbanism , to devel opers and bankers) and neo-dirigisme, with its emphasis (at
least superficially) on planning, which, in the urban domain,
promotes the intervention of specialists and technocrats, and
state cap italism. None of these strategies is airtight, however.
Neoliberalism leaves a certain amount of space for the "public
sector" and activities by government services. Neo-dirigisme
cautiously encroaches on the "private sector." Moreover, diversified sectors and strategies can coexist: there can be a
tendency toward centralized planning o r even social ization
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represent urbanization and overall development as being decentralized, dividing the country into zones, some of which
will be singled out for stagnation, deterioration, and a return
to "nature"? The state could then be said to be organiz.ing a
pI:ocess of unequal development in an effort toward global
\ homogeneity.
Level M (mixed, mediator, or intermediary) is the specifically urban level. It's the level of the "city," as the teml
is currently used. Let's assume we can mentally withdraw
(remove) from the map of the city (large enough for this
abstraction to have meaning) whatever is part of the global
level, the state, and society-namely buildings such as ministries, prefectures, and cathedrals-and whatever depends
on level P- privately owned buildings. Remaining on the
map will be a built and an unbuilt domain: streets, squares,
avenues, public buildings such as city haUs, parish churches ,
schools, and so on. After withdrawing any global elements,
we have intellectually removed whatever is directly associated with in stitutions and higher-level entities. What remains before us assumes a form that holds some relationship
to the site (the immediate surroundings) and the situation
(distant surroundings, global conditions). TJ'lis specifically
p.rban ensemble provides the characteristic unity of the social
r~I:' or group: forms-functions-structures. In our case we
~a n speak of dual-rurpose functions (in the city and a/the
c,ity: urban funct ions compared with the surrounding territbry and internal functions) as well as dual -purpose structures (for example, for services such as trade and transport,
some of which operate in the "service" of the su rrounding
area-villages, market towns, smaller cities-and others in
the servi ce of urban life strictly speaking).
.Levell' appears (wrongly) to be somewhat more modest, even unimportant. Here only the bull! domain in the
form of various buildings is of interest: housing primarily,
includinglargeapartment buildings, private homes both
large and small, campgrounds, shantytowns. Although the

distinction berw-een "habiting" and "habitat" is already subject to considerable controversy, I still insist that it is useful.
:' H~f ~~~es a concc:pt or rather a caricatural pse~do
-,o_n ,-~p t. Toward the end of the nineteenth century, urban
thought (if it can be characterized as such), strongly and
unconsciously reductive, pushed the term "hab iting" aside,
literaUy enclosed it within parentheses. It opted instead for
"hab itat," a sim plified function, which lim ited the "human
being" to a han_diul of basic acts: eating, sleeping, and.uproducing. These elementary fun ctional acts can't even be
said to be animal. Animal ity is much more complex in its
spontaneity. ~~carLt be unde[stoo.d by opposing tlle
"microsocial," or molecular, with the '< macrosocj<ll:.~t)::P-icaLQ.L
large aggregates or large structures. It isn't only the locus of
minor economic or sociological "agents," such as the family,
neighbors, and "primary" relations (the terms employed by
ecologists and the Chicago school). Hab itat, as ideology and
practice, repulsed or buried habiting'rn-the unconscious. Before habitat became commonplace, habiti~g· was an age-old
practice, poorly expressed, poorly articulated linguistically or
conceptually, seen sometimes as vital and sometimes as degraded, but always concrete, that is, simultaneously functional, multifunctional, and transfunctional. During the reign of
habitat, habiting disappeared from thought and deteriorated
strongly in practice. It required the metaphilosophicalmedita lio ns of Nietzsche and Heidegger to restore the meaning of
the term. Habitat. ideology and practice, had even repressed
the elementary characteristics of urban life, as noted by a
ve-ry"shortsighted ecology. These included the diversity of
ways of living, urban types, patterns, cultural models, and
values associated with the modalities and modulati ons of
everyday life. Habitat was imposed from above as the application of a homogeneous global and quantitative space, a requirement that "lived experience" aUow itself to be enclosed
in boxes, cages, or "dwelling machines."
Although we cannot arbitrarily assimi late habiting to
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the unconscious of psychology and psychoanalysis, there
is a definite analogy-to the extent that our failure to rec·
ognize habiting can serve as an illustration of the theory
of the unconscious. In order to rediscover the word and
its meaning, in order even to utter them, we need to make
use of concepts and categories that fall within the scope
of the inhabitant's "lived experience," in proximity to the
unknown and the misunderstood in the everyday, and go
beyond, to general th eory, to philosophy and metaphilosophy. Heidegge r cleared the way to a restoration of the term
when he commented on the forgotten (or misunderstood)
words spoken by H6lderlin: "Poetically man dwells ..." This
means that the relation of the "human being" to nature and
its own nature, to "bei ng" and its own being, is situated in
habiting, is realized and read there. Even though this "poetic"
critique of "habita t" and industrial space may appear to be
a ri ght-wing critique, nostalgic and atavistic, it nonetheless
introduced the problematic of space. The human being can·
not build and dwell, that is to say, possess a dwelling in which
he lives, without also possessing something more (or less)
than himself: his relation to the possible and the imaginary.
Philosophy tried to locate this relation beyond or within the
"real," the visible and legible. It thought it had found it in
transcendence or immanence, both of which were hidden.
But if this relation is hidden, it is obviously so. One glance
and the ve il faUs away. This relation resides in the dwelling
and in habiting, in temp le s and palaces, the woodcutter's
hut and the shepherd's cabi n. A home and language are
two comp lementary aspects of the "human bei ng," as are
discourse and urban realities. together with their differences
and relations, whether hidden or evident. The "human being"
(and not "mankind ") can not do anything but inhabit as
poet. If we do not provide him with (as an offering and a
gift) the possibility of inhabiting poetically or of inventing a
poetry. he will create it as best he can. Even the most derisive

everyday existence retains a trace of grandeur and spontaneous poetry, except perhaps when it is nothing more than a
form of advertising or the embodiment of a world of commodities. exchange having abolished use or overdetermined
it. Concerning this poetry ofhabiting, we have a great deal to
learn from the East-China and Japan. Japanese homes have
a corner, the tokonoma, that contains a single object chosen
in harmony with the season (the weather). This object can
be simple or precious, a flower or piece of porcelain. Objects.
whether in good or bad taste, and which mayor may not
saturate the space we inhabit, which mayor may not form
a system, including the most atrocious bric-a-brac (kitsch),
are the derisive poetry men and women make use of to remain poets. Nonetheless, never has th e relationship of the
"human being" with the world, or with "nature" and its own
nature (wi th desire, with its own body), experienced such
profound misery as during the reign o f habitat and so-called
"urbanistic" rationality.
Was bedeuten diese Hauser? Wahrlich, keine grosse Seele
stellte sie hin, sich zum Gleichnisse. Nahm wohl ein blOdes
Kind sie ausseiner Spielschachtel? ... Und diese Stuben und
Kammern? Konnen Manner da aus-und ein gehen?
What do these houses mean? Verily. no great soul put them
up as its likeness! Might an idiotic ch ild have taken them
out of his toy box? ... And these rooms and chambers---can
men go in and out of them?1

We have already seen that there is a relationship between
the "human being," understood analytically, and the form
that is given to it and that it receives by habiting. With respect
to this human being, the formal knowledge accumulated by
philosophy teUs us that there is a contradiction beh . . een desire and reason, spontaneity and rationality. Anthropology,
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with the support of other partial forms of knowledge, such
as psychology and sociology, tells us that there are different
ages and sexes. The simplicity of these statements is only ap~
parent. The coexistence of ages, which is necessary if there is
to be a group or a collective subject (famil y, neighborhood,
fr iendships), is no less essential for the concrete (sodal)
perception of time. This time has nothing in common with
what we read on our wall clocks and vofTisnvatches. It is a time
of peril, of finitude. which fills every instant with gravity and
makes every moment precious. The newborn child is not a
tabula rasa, but is somehow still formless. It can only tend
toward form, toward matu rity, which marks an endpoint
(in every sense of the word: finality, meaning, accomplish~
menloperfection. term. terminat ion. co ncl usion ). Maturity
is fulfillment and already death. There is no rcason fo r adults
to behave proudly since they have already reached their end.
Ch ildhood, adolescence, and yo un g adulthood, which are
deficient in reality. cl umsy. pretentious. eve n stupid (see
Gombrowitz. fo r example), arc incomparably rich with the
greatest and most deceptive form of wealth: possibility. How
can we create a habiting that gives form without i mp ove r ~
ishing. a shell that enables the young to grow without pre~
mature closure? How can we provide a "home" for this am~
biguous "human being" whose only escape from ambigu ity
is old age. who is ill-formed but magnifice nt , filled with
contradiction. but in such a way that no single aspect of that
contradiction can vanquish another without serious mutilation, a contradictory situation from which this "being" must
nevertheless somehow escape? These problems already assume a subversive intellect that overturns o ur "model" of
the adult. destroys the myth of paternity, and dethrones maturity as an "end." This, once correctly presented by uniting
scientific knowledge and meta philosophical meditatio n, is
the p roblematic of habiting. Th is level is no less complex
than the others because it is "minimal." A very remarkable
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and very strange ideology. based on Cartesianism and a degenerate fo rm of analytic thought, identifies smallness with
simplici ty, size with complexity. Habiting sho uld no lo nger
be approached as a residue. as a trace or result of so-called
superior levels. It should, it ca n already. be co nsidered as a
source or foundati on, as essential functionality and transfun ctionality. Theo retically and practically, we are reversing
the sit uation, inverting meaning: what appeared to be subordinate is now dominant. The predominance of the global,
of the logical and strategic. is still part of the "right-side- up
world" that we need to overturn. What I would like to attempt here is a reverse decoding of the habitual situation, but
taking habiting rather than the monumen tal (this being not
so much condemned as reconsidered) as the point of departure. The dialectical and conflicted movement between habitat and habiting. simultaneously theoretical and practical,
moves into the foreground. Semiology can playa role here,
whether we use it to better understand the nonverbal signs
and symbols scattered inside and outside our "dwellings" or
the terms and syntagms used in the speech-monologues or
dialogues---of architects and urbanists.
Critical analysis. however. need not be limited to semi ology and linguistic methodology. The use of other concepts
is inevitable, and it would be shortsigh ted to overlook the relationship (which ap pears to be misunderstood rather than
simply unknown) between Eros and Logos. desire and space.
sexuality and society. While it is true that during the industrial period the "reality principal" overwhelmed lhe"pleasure
principle," hasn't the moment for its revenge arrived within
urban society? Isn't sexuality a form of the "extrasocial social"? Social because it is modeled. fashioned, cultivated.
and alienated by society. Extrasocial because desi re, tending
toward anomie. assumes the mantle of mystery. strangeness,
secrecy, even crime, to escape social norms and forms. Love,
conjugal or otherwise, seeks "intimacy." More intense. more
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impassioned because suffused with guilt, because it knows it
is being hunted, it acquires sociality and sociability only to
spite society. How can we express, architecturally and urban-

istically. this situation of a "human bemg" both incomplete

j

and filled with contradictory virtualities? At the highest level,
the socia-logic level, "objects" constitute a system . Every object communicates to every action its system of signifi cation,
which it acquires fro m the world of commodities, for which
it serves as a vehicle. Every object contaminates every action.

However, these systems do not have the characteristics of
plenitude and completion implied by the assumption of a
logic of space or things, for there are faults, voids, and lacunae everywhere. There are conflicts as well, includ ing those
between logics and strategies. The logic of space subjected to
the limitations of growth, the logic of urbanism, of political
space, and housing clash and sometimes break apart when
they come into contact. The same is true for the logic of
things (objects) and the logic of play (or sports). Social logics are located at d ifferent levels; there are cracks and crevices
between them. Desi re insinuates itself through these fissures.
Without it " human material ," being shapeless, would soon
be forced into an absolute form, warranted and inspected
by a state that is solidly resting on a mass of "subjects" and
"objects." Without it everydayness would become hopelessly
uniform. Even subversion would become unthinkable.
Along with the breakdown into various levels, we can also
introduce the followin g:
I. The dimensions of the urban phenomenon. This refers

not to the size but to the essential properties of the
phenomenon:
a. Social relationships have a surface area. This includes
the most abstract relationships, those arising from
commodities and the market. contracts or quasi con-
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tracts among "agents" on a global scale. The urban
phenomenon and urban space, seen from this point
of view. can be considered "concrete abstractions."
Earlier, r pointed out how this dimension harbors a
multiplicity of these abstractions (various juxtaposed,
superimposed, and sometimes conflicting markets
for products, capital, labor. works of art. and symbols.
housing and land).
b. The urban phenomenon and urban space are not
only a projection of social relationships but also a terrain on which various strategies clash. They are in no
sense goals or objectives. but means and instruments
of action. This includes anything specifically associated with level M, namely, institutions. organizations,
and urban "agents" (important people, local leaders).
c. The urban phenomenon and urban space retain a reality and vitality that are specific to them. That is, there
is an urban practice concerning space and its organization that cannot be reduced to global ideologies
or institutions or to specifically "urbanistic" activities,
which serve as means to often unknown ends.

2. Distinctions and differences concerning the topological
properties of urban space, properties that theoretically
constitute a network or system of pertinent oppositions
(paradigm):
a. the private and the public
b. the high and the low
c. the open and the closed
d. the symmetric and asymmetric
e. the dominated and the residual, et cetera.

This is an example of the well-known form of analysis by
dimension, notably the symbolic dimension , which generaUy
refers to monuments and, consequently, to ideologies and
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institutions, present or past the paradigmatic, a set or system
of oppositions, and the synragmatic, a sequence (or path).
Starting wi th the breakdown into levels, it is possible, after
introducing the pertinent oppositions, to construct a grid of
urban space. To each level we assign an index of appropri~
ate topological properties. For example, anything associated
with the global (G) and public level, which is generallyasso~
cia ted with height (h+), comprises mostly open spaces and
other. tjghtly enclosed, spaces (0-), places of power or divini~
ty, or both combined. This space, the space of grandeu r, is
sometimes marked by imposing symmetries (s+) and some~
times gives "free" play to asymmetric elements (S_).2
This is about as much detail as I want to provide here for
this spatial grid. It is a subject that would be more appro~
priate in a work devoted not to the urban phenomenon in
general, but to the analytics and politics of space. to urban
topology. Also, it would risk masking the contributions and
point of view of the present analysis as well as its position.
Essence. foundation. and meaning are supplied by habiting, not by the other levels. Yet, in considering the grid on
its own. all the levels appear to be governed by some general
coherence. by a logic of space. This point of view can't be
explicated without an immediate critique.
As can be seen from the above, these levels have relative
importance. For politicians. the government level is obvi ~
ously the most important, since it is where decisions are
made, at least bureaucratic ones. This group has a st rong
tendency, we could say a tendency backed by force, to con~
ceive of the other levels and dimensions of the phenomenon
in terms of their formal knowledge (representation) and
power (will). It is at this level that industrial practice, that of
the enterprise. becomes ideology (representation) and will
(reductive). The state and politicians are therefore reductive
by their very nature and frequently on the offensive. This is
further exacerbated by the fact that during the critical phase,
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these levels and dimensions tend to blur. The city explodes.
The urban arrives. Complete urbanization is soon under way
and yet, old~line bureaucracies (institutions and ideologies
associated with earlier forms, functions, and structures) de~
fend themselves. adapt to new situa£lons.
The second level (M) appears [0 be essential. But to as~
sume this wouJd imply actively defending urban reality on
the theoretical level. Yet this level is nothing but an intermediary (mixed) between society, the state. global power and
knowledge, institutions, and ideologies on the one hand
and habiting on the other. Wherever the global attem pts
to govern the local, whenever generality attempts to absorb
particularities, the middle level (mixed, M) comes into play:
it is a terrain suitable for defense or attack, for struggle. But it
remains a means. It can never be an end, except temporarily
and on behalf of a strategy that must at so me point throw
down its cards and reveal its hand. Can it protect existing
urban institutions? Possibly. Ca n it promote them? Can it
develop criteria and models? Can it extend to urban society
(virtual and possible) the institutions and ideologies drawn
from the city (of the past)? No. That would be impossible.Although urban reform might proceed in this manner, a more
profound, more radical thought, one that grabbed things by
their roots and was therefore more revolutionary, would affirm the durable primacy of habiting.
The two critical phases that intersect the urban in histori ~
cal time can be defined as follows. During the first phase, the
long dominant agrarian (agricultural production, rural life.
peasant society) becomes subordinate to an urban reality initially propelled and soon ravaged by commerce and indus~
try. There is a second reversal, a secon d inversion of mean~
ing: a dominant industry becomes subordinate to urban reality.
However. within this invers ion a process of subversion is
under way: a level that was always considered unimportant
now becomes essen tial, namely habiting. At this point it can
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no longer be considered an effect, result, or accident with re·
spect to the specific level of the urban, less so with respect to
the global, which remains dependent on the industrial peri·
od (of productivist ideology, of political space subject to the
requirements of growth). The urban is defined by the unity
of these latter levels, with the last, or P level, predominating.
This inversion of meaning is conceived and projected during
the critical phase, increasing the sense of confusion. Aiming
for something doesn't mean we will achieve it This confu·
sion also promotes hostile activities, the extent of which I'll
discuss later. Here, I assume that the urban is primary and
priority is given to habiting. This priority requires freedom
of invention and the establishment of heretofore unknown
relationships between urbanist and architect, with the final
word being given to architecture. Architecture itself responds
to a vague social request, which has never succeeded in becoming a social order. The subversion (theoretically) consists in the following proposition: the implicit request will
become an explicit order.
Until now these social "orders" arose from industrial
growth, that is, the ideologies and institutions established at
level G, the state level. In other words, the urbanist submits
to the requirements of industrialization in spite of his reticence and awareness of, or desire for, something else. As for
the architect, he condenses (in the sense in which the term is
used by Soviet architects between 1920 and 1925, the architect
as "social condenser") existing social relationships.3Whether
he wants to or not, the architect builds on the basis of finan·
cial constraints (salaries and payments) and norms and values, that is to say, class criteria that result in segregation even
when the intention is to bring about integration and inter·
action. More generally, the architect is caught in the "world
of commodities" without realizing that it is in fact a world.
Unconsciously, that is, in good co nscience, he subordinates
use to exchange and use values to exchange values. Social
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orders are imperious, and the only request that is made is
a direct or indirect expression of that order. If it aspires to
something else. the request, being vague, is repressed. This is
not a reason to abandon older cities and the virtual urban in
the face of the attacks to which they are subject. On the contrary. Even if level M is defined only as a mediator (mixed)
and not as something essential or central, it is stiU the site
and nexus of struggle.
These statements may appear paradOxical. But there are
untold numbers of unspoken paradoxes, and we do not
create those we report, just as the person who warns us of a
catastrophe or upheaval is not responsible for its occurrence.
Some people, whether disingenuous or genuinely naive,
blame meteorologists for the arrival of storms. During the
process of general urbanization and the extension of urban
territory, there was an attempt to liquidate urban reality.
Wasn't this paradoxical? An empty challenge? The reflection
of an ideology? Most likely. Yet this ideology drove a number
of projects, or rather, was hidden behind projects with very
different motivations.
These attacks against the «city" are not new. I would like
to briefly summarize the arguments of its adversaries. As
early as 1925. Soviet theoreticians criticized the large city,
the metropolis before it came to be known as a megalopolis.
They saw the metropolis as the creator of capitalism, a result
of the maneuvering of the bourgeoisie to better control the
working class. Although not false, the truth of this analysis
is relative and shor t-lived. They demonstrated, not without subtlety, the defects inherent in the metropolis. Their
argument was frequently used by others, even in the United
States. The large city, monstrous and tentacular, is always
political. It serves as the most favorab le environment for
the formation of authoritarian power. It is cha racterized
by organization and overorganization. Large cities legitimize inequality. Faced with a choice between an overbearing
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sense of order and the everlasting threat of chaos, power,
any power, state power, will always choose order. The large
city has but a single probtem: number. A mass society is established within its circumference, which implies that these
masses be constrained and implies, therefore, the existence
of a permanent state of violence and repression. What about
the insurmountable opposition between "city and country,"
whose interactions have become catastrophic? The countryside knows it serves the city, but the city poisons nature; it
devours it by recreating it in imagination so that the illusion
of activity endures. Urban order contains and dissimulates a
fundamental disorder. The large city is nothing but vice, pollution, and disease (mental. moral, social). Urban alienation
contains and perpetuates all other forms of alienation. In it,
through it, segregation becomes commonplace: by class, by
neighborhood, by profession, by age, by ethnicity, by sex.
Crowds and loneliness. Space becomes increasingly rare-it
is expensive, a luxury and privilege maintained and kept up
through a practice (the "center") and various strategies. The
city does indeed grow richer. It attracts wealth and monopolizes culture just as it concentrates power. But it collapses
under the weight of its wealth. The more it concen trates
the necessities of life, the more unlivable it becomes. The
notion that happiness is possible in the city, that life there is
more intense, pleasu re is enhanced, and leisure time more
abundant is mystification and myth. If there is a connection
between social relationships and space, between places and
human grou ps, we must . if we are to establish cohes ion ,
radically modify the structures of space. Moreover. is there
a structure to urban space? Isn't the large city just a chaotic
jumble once it is no longer segregation and separation? The
concep ts that seem to designate places and the qualities of
space in fact refer only to social relationships embedded
within an indifferent space: neighborhood. environment,
and so on.
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Pushing this analysis furthe r, we can say that only the village, or parish. had a social and spatial structure that enabled
a human group to appropriate its conditions of existence (environment. occupied places, the organization of time). It's
true that these harmonious (social ) bodies, or what passed
as such, were also dependent on a strict hierarchy, an equilibrium between castes. Space alone was entirely fLlled with
meaning, completely signifying, and it openly declared to one
and aU (that is. to each member of a caste, class, age. or sex)
what was permitted and what was not. The physical place
stipulated the role. The equilibrium of the community required virtues, respect, submission. and custom perceived as
an absolute. All of {his disappeared in the large city.
Although they stopped sho rt of fetishi zing the community (tribe, village, parish) or the "non~city," some Soviet
theoreticians. around 1925, formulated the p roblem of the
optimum, an issue that has been discussed interminably
since then. How can we determine, how can we quantify (in
terms of surface area, number of inhabitants) the urban
optimum? What criteria can we use? Attempts to do so have
always raised serious objections. Assume that the desirable
optimum. because it can be administered (within what bu ~
reaucratic fram ework?), is fixed at roughly three hundred
thousand inhabitants. Rarely would a city of this size be able
to maintain a large university, a large theater, an opera. welIequipped and therefore expensive hospital services.
Recent projects have been implemented in which French '
highways would become streets in a future megalopolis"
while maintaining both the relations between neighbor
hoods and a certain centrality (crossings and intersections)
as weU as wilderness areas and "virgin" spaces, distinct from
industrial zones. Which demonstrates that aU thought in this
domain is utopian! Projects such as these anticipate the pro.
cess of generalized urbanization. But if this is the case, what
authorizes us to bring urban space and rural space together

•
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by building an urban society along our old highways? What

unexploited simply because they are attached to the land, are
lmmobilized beneath layers of history, bave become eoracinated, and so forth. Such harsh truths apply globally, anywhere that economic, financial, or technological pressures
disrupt structures (local, regional, or national ) that vainly
attempt to resist.
At the P level, motivations (considerably different) converge with technological and technocratic concerns. The
enthusiasm for the ephemeral and nomadic, the fascination
with incessant departures, will supplant the earlier sense of
rootedness in the home, the traditio nal attachment to the
place of birth. What do human beings want? Shelter. No
matter where it is. Yona Friedman has built portable structures and units (boxes) that can be joined together to create
one or more rooms of different sizes, ephemeral groupings. 4
From this perspective. we could generalize and democratize
the luxury life of millionaires, who move from home to
home, villa to villa, or yacht to yacht. Which exposes them to
the pleasures of the world. Or so it seems.
Whether from above or from below, this would be the
en.!?fboth- habitin g and the· ~ban as sites of bu~dled opposition.... as ceniers. Thiseiiaof the urban\voufd be brought
about by the establish ment of industrial organization as a
system of acts and decisions-the end of historical value
with respect to values and the transformation of everyday life
with respect to cultural patterns or models.
Resistance to these two sources of pressure comes from
both reactionary and revolutionary forces, and they need to
be distinguished. In other words, criticism can come either
from
the-"right" or the "left." The s~e holds true for an
.critique of the critique. The critique of the city on behaI
of~~eI community (tribal, vifi:ige, parish) is a critiqu
ftQJn_the_dght; the critique of the city (and the non-city ,
which I have undertaken here, is a critiqu~ from the kit. Con
ventiollal attitudes and a m~~e or less' folkloric parochialism

I

motivates this movement bacJ<y.,ard, which, al~o~gh ~t doesn't
coincide with the shift toward a comnlUOItanan Ideology
(encouraged by ethnology), isn't necessarily distinct from it,

1
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either?
Arguments against the "urban" and in favor of the " 000city," and the co rresponding p.rincipi~~, have mor~ to do
with morality than any connection between the real an~e
possible. The problems have been poorly expressed. Without
trying to rekindle the controversy, I would like to point out

that general urbanization and the extension of the urban
fabric are already beyond their grasp. From now on society

must confront problems of an entirely different order: either urban chaos or urban society conceived as such. More
concretely, the attack on the (ancient) city and the (virtual)
urban, whether or not they arc intentionally confused, is
being conducted on two levels: an upper level, G, and a lower
level, P.
The attack from above, if we can call it that , includes a
global project to subject the national territory to a process
of "development" controlled by industrialization. There are
two requirements here, and two postulates: space must be
planned, and the particularities of sites and situations must
acquiesce to more general constraints that arc technologicaUy motivated. At this point, mobility becomes essential for
a population subject to changing constraints, determined
by cataloged sets of variables, energy sources, raw materials, and so forth. Residential mobility, always fairly limited,
will be resolved through increasingly greater professional
mobility. (For example, because of labor costs and investment needs, the metallurgical industry in Lorraine shifted
to Dunkirk, a port where minerals arrive from Mauritania;
the town of Mourenx will disappear or be converted once
its natural gas resources arc exhausted.) From this point of
view it is unacceptable that "sources of labor" will remain
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and regionalism protest the disappearance of the city. Protest
', based on particularities, generally of peasant origin, should
,not be confused with an op position to repressive bodies or
/ \with an awareness and acknowledgment of difference. The !!ltirmation of difference can include (selectively. that is. during
a critical check of their coh~-re""ce and authenticity) ethnic.
linguistic~oca~andJeg!onalparticula_rities,~,:t on a~r
level, one where differences are perceive'd and conceiv~s
such; that is, through their relations and no longer in isola"
tion, as particularities. Inevitably, conflicts will arise between
differences and particularities, just as there are conflicts beI twecn current interests and possibilities. Nonetheless. the
'~rban can be defined as a place where differences know one
another and. through their mutual recognition, test one anI . other, and in this way are strengthened or weakened. Attacks
I against the u rban coldly and lightheartedly antici pate the
disappearance o f differences. which are often identified or
confused with folkloric particularities. Industrial ideology,
whether technocratic or ind ividualistic, is homogenizing.
It will be difficuh for the defenders of the emerging urban
soc iety to avoid all ambi guity, to clear a path that leads
straight to a goal. Take the question of the center and cent rality. for example. There can be no city or urban reality
without a center. Moreover. u rban space is defined by the
nulJ vector. It is a space in which every point can virtually
attract to itself everything that populates the surroundin gsthings, works, people. At every point, the time-space vector.
the distance between content and container, can beco me
zero. Although this is impossible (u-topian ), it characterizes
the drrrteclTcaI moverrieh't{lne trrii'Tlai1ent conTriaiction) of
\ urban' spa"Ce-"·litrrC. Thereforc,- ifis -thcor-eiically impossible
noftos~9rtUl:.ban co ncentration;-together w iifitFte attenda"nt risks of saturation and "disorder, and1Jie oppOrtUrilties"fo~ ~-~ou nters. information, and convergence:io attack
or destr~y it im plies-a form"~fe~lpir-i~-is~ iIi;:t begins with

l'
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the destruction of thought. The center can only be dispersed
into partial and moving central ities (polycent rality) whose
concrete relations are determined circumstantially. This being
the case, we risk suppo rting decision.making and power
structures. those that involve massive co ncentrations, enor"
mous densities, of wealth and power. This means there can
be no sites for leisure. festivals. knowledge, oral or scriptural
tra nsmission, invention, or creation without centrality. But
as long as certain relationships of production and ownership remain unchanged, central ity will be subjected to those
who use these relationships and benefi t from them. At best it
will be "elitist," at worst controlled by the military or police.
Can we do anything other than accept the ambiguity and
contradictions-that is. the dialecti ca l nature of the situa~
tion and its processes? Accepting the situation does not mean
supporting the dictatorship of centers of power and authoritarian planning. Far from it. Or rather, quite the contrary.
One point worth noting is that the social and professional
mobility so desired by planners (pr imarily urban planners
and moving companies) is fundam entally superficial It does
not refer to the intense mobility that can only occur nea r a
cemer. but to the displacement of populations or materi als that leave social relatio nshi ps intact. Needless to say.
such mobility can resuJt in chaos. However. there is an even
greater risk that it will end in "equ ilibriu m" o r "stability,"
since the displacement of people and their activities is highly
programmed and "structured." This is not Lhe diso rder characteristic of information or encounters, but of boredom
and neurosis. Within this a contradiction appears, which an
intellectual strain known as "urbani sm" attempts to resolve:
order and disorder, equilibrium and movement, stability and
mobility. To succeed it must tighten any existing constraints
by imposing homogeneity. a politics of space. a form of rigorous planning that suppresses symbols. informatio n, and play.
Urbanists fail when they propose temporary co nstructions

,
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that endure: a monotonous morphology, a kind of stasis for
people passing through because they want to go so mewhere
else to find something else. In this sense the urbanist and ar~
chitect blend together. The architect thinks he is an urbanist,
or vice versa. However, both of them, whether together or in
opposition, receive orders and obey a single uniform social
order. Moreover, they soon abandon the small grain of uto·
pia, the slight touch of madness that might still dist in g~ish
their work and render thelll suspect of ill will. disobedi~nce,
or nonconformi!Y:....Thc politics of space implies a strategy
that aligns levels and dimensions. Order cloaks itself in mo·
rality and scientificity. The dictatorsh ip of the righ...! angle
\ merges with that of ind"tstri alization and the neocapitalist
1 state. Gro pius followed a similar orientation when he con·
ceived of a "logical and systematic coordination in the treat·
ment of architectural problems:' when, during the founding
of the Bauhaus, he anticipated a "total" architectonic that
could be transmitted through "coherent, operational, and
systematized" training.
What of that residential nomadism that invokes the splendors of the ephemeral? It merely represents an extreme form.
utopian in its own way, of individual ism. The ephemeral
would be reduced to switching boxes (i nhabiting). To suggest, as Friedman does, that we can be liberated through
nomadism. through the presence of a habitat in the pure
state, created with metal supports and corrugated steel (a
giant erector set), is ridiculous. If at some time in the near
future, the ephemeral becomes more prevalent, which is entirely conceivable, what would it consist of? In the activities
of groups that are themselves ephemeral, that would invent
and realize variou s works. The ir own. In which their lives
and their group existence would be realized and exhausted
by momentarily freeing themselves of the everyday. But what
works, what groups? The answer would render the fundamental question of creation irrelevant. Those groups. should
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they come into being, would invent their moments and their
actions, their spaces and times, their works. And they would
do so at the level of habiting or by starting out from that
level (without remaining there; that is, by modeling an appropriate urban space). The few attempts in this direction.
the few attempts to break through the system or systems of
things and make the impossible possible, demonstrate nothing either by their failures or their successes. Such attempts
would only be significant during the course of a revolutio nary reversal of the upside-down world. They are and will
be the work of what are referred to as "leftist" groups, whose
designs existing society will attempt to co-opt. Unless, that
is, the movement is able to win over society and push it in
anothe r direction. What about architectural initiatives? Or
those of urbanists? It would be naive to think, as Hans Meyer
did in 1928, when he replaced Gropius as the director of th~1
Bauhaus. that "buildin g means organizing social, psychological, technical, and economic life."s Architecture's demiurgic Tole is part of urban mythology and ideology, which
are difficult to distinguish. Gropius, moreover, saw things in
broad terms, suggesting that the architect serve as a coordinator who would unify problems, proceeding from "a functional study of the house to that of the street, from the street
to the city, and finally to regional and national planning."
Unfortunately, the opposite took place: structural planning
subjected lower degrees and levels to its own constraints.
Can this situation be reversed? The possible, associated with
socially transformative activities, is currently impossible. It
is not the architect who will "define a new approach to life"
or enable the individual to develop himself or herself on a
higher level by throwing off the weight of the everyday, as
Gropius believed. It is the new approach to life that will enable the work of the architect, who will continue to serve as
a "social condenser," no longer for capitalist social relationships and the orders that "reflect" them, but for shifting and
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newly constituted relationships. The architect may even be
able to function as a "social accelerator," but the economic
context that would make this possible must be examined
carefully so we are not fooled by words or appearances.
Based on the above. we can redraw the space-time diagram as foUows:

tion that custom has attenuated and made to appear normal.
According to Marx, the world upside-down is a society with
the following cha racteristics:

I

Level G (g\oballogic and

il

political strategy of space)

O____-}______~~-------------IOO%
Level M (mixed, middle. mediator)
Level P (private: habiting)

"1

~
II ~

I

First critical phase
(agriculture is subordinated
to industrialization)
Sixteenth century in Europe
(Renaissance and Reformation)

I

Second critical plTase
(a) subordination of industry
to urbani7..ation
(b) subordination of the global
to the u rban and the urban
to habiting

A twofold reversal takes place here. The subordination of
urban reality to its antecedents and conditions is overcome,
as is the subjection of habiting to so-called higher levels of
social practice. This results in a fundamental (in the sense of a
bottom and foundation) reorganization.
An especially audacious, albeit very simple, interpretation
of Marxist thought views Marx's work (Capital primarily but
also his philosophical and political works) as an expose of
tbe world turned upside down and the attempt to right it;
that is, to get it back on its feet. It is not only Hegelian philosophy and dialectic that has its head in the sand, its feet in
the air and that finds itself discomfited (alienated) by a situa-

1. The intermediary replaces the producer (worker) and

creator (artist, inventor, producer of knowledge a nd
ideas) when he ca n enrich himself at their expense by
capturing the results of their activit.ies, leaving those who
assumed the risk of creation in poverty. Who are these
intermediaries? They are merchants and the many others
who succeed in branching out into the circuit that runs
from production to consumption and back again. In the
immediate foreground would be the capitalist, whether
rentier or active.
2. The state, which should serve all of society and extend its
capacity for organization and rationality within it, manages
to achieve lhe exact opposite. It strengthens the exploitalion of society as a whole, it sets itself above society and
claims to be lhe essential element of social life, its stmcture,
whereas it is merely an accident (a superstructure).
3. Bureaucracy can develop its own interests and the means
to serve them, where competence and formal knowledge
become the means of selection for bureaucracy.
4. Effects appear as causes, and the end becom es the means
and the means the end.

I have added a few elements to the theory of the upsidedown world that strengthen the mission to reverse this world
and complete the Marxist ideal of a revolution in the system
of industrial organization with the addition of a planned
urban revolution. It isn't hard to demonstrate that any other
interpretation of Marxist thought is merely an interpretation,
a weakened version, intended to address a given aspect of
the upside-down world or a given institution: the state, philosophy, the division of labor, an existing morphology, and
so on. It is just as easy to show that without such complete
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subversion. including the subversion that foregrounds problems about the actual locations where social relationships
are conducted. whatever is being said about those relationships is nothing more than ideological discourse. It has been
said many times, in keeping with Marx, that the "essence" of
"man" cannot be found in the isolated individual but consists
of a set of relationships or concrete (practical) social relationships. Generic Man (in general) is only an abstraction. What
can we use as a reference to discern the traits of an individual?
For a long time. this reference was biological. We borrowed
it from the theory of Pavlovian reflexes, from the physiology
of the brain. The cortico-visceral defined the individual. This
reference was also, and still is today, most often technological
(and therefore economic). It is in relation to productive labor
that we can conceptualize and determine the constitutive relationships of consciousness (of personal life), assuming we
are not talking into a void and we make an effort to reach a
praxis of some sort. Would anyone deny that the references to
industrial practice or biology are relevant? References to desire and the "unconscious" are as well, providing we don't fe tishize this unconscious by substantializing it.
But can we examine such questions-about' consciousness, about the development of the individual (within the
group he or she is closest to or within groups in whjch he
or she participates, from the family to globality)-without
taking into account the morphology and forms offered by
places, or the relationship between those places and institutions (school, university, business, army, state, etc.)? Such
speculations persist, embodied within heady abstractions,
covered by a mask or veil of philosophy.6 The introduction
of topology (a nalytic considerations of topoi in the mental
and social space) can help us remain focused on the philosophical scope of these conceptions while eliminating any
traces of philosophizing, that is, speculative, attitudes.

5

II

Urban Myths and Ideologies

Th ere is little doubt as to the existence of agrarian myths
or their ideological extension. Although the myths of the
agrarian age are not necessarily agrarian myths, they incorporate elements (themes, signifying units) borrowed
either from nomadic and pastoral life or nonagricultural
productive activity (hunting, fishing, artisanship). There are
no specific dates attached to the use of these myths. H~
define the myths of the agrarian age not by the agricuituraj
nature of their therl!~~ figures, and characters but ~
that th~y respond to the questions and proble~of a peasant society (predominantly agricultural, even if it comprises '
potil'lcaJ cities). When Fourier imagined the emancipation oFJ
the community and a new model for the division of labor,
one that was not based on agricultural labor (where everyone took turns assuming responsibility for all the tasks to be
done), he was referring to an industrial myth that made use
of agricultural elements, not an agrarian myth. A myth Sq~
as this is so close to an ideology that4is difficult ~at
Lhem. At the same time, the Fourierist utopia ~epared and
a~ticipated the most po~ affirmation of the industrial
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epoch, which was taken over by Marx and made the core of
reVOlutionary thought: the transcendence of a fragmented
division of labo r. There are two aspects to the analysis of a
myth: the search for the elements of the myth and the determination of their reuse in another context. The elements
can come from a period other than the one in which they are
reunited, reused, or reworked. This, rather than the analysis.
can be used to date the myth.
Can the myth of Atlantis in Plato's Critias be considered
an urban myth. or an anticipation or presentiment of sllch?
The myth reveals the contemporaneity, the nonpacific coexistence, of town and country from the very beginnings of
Western civilization. Agricultural production and the peasants' relationship with nature give rise only to a cyclical
image of time, which has nO sense (direction), or rather, no
other sense (interpretatio n) than that of the Great Year and
the Eternal Return. As the image of a time that advances toward a final outcome or a cosmos that is harmoniously arranged within a luminous space, the City imposes its mark on
thought. AtJan!is, the m_agnificent, harmoniQULcLty, merges
with the territory tha t it organizes and_dominates. Doesn't
Plato's mythic tale contain the Greek image of the Oriental
n
city. the European echo of an "Asiatic mode of production ?
However, in Greece. the political city is forcefuUy present and
barely differs from the Oriental city. Around it are assembled
peasan t groups. villages, and producers (synoecism). It was
an Eden in an ocea n of fields, forests. jungles, and deserts.
a land devoid of oppression or exploitation. It introduced a
sense of harmony within the reciprocal tension of elements,
like Heraclitus's lyre and the arch.lt was like the memory of a
lost co ntinent, where the separation of life and work had no
meaning, no place. Plato retained the myth and gave it form,
which is to say that philosophic thought (which is based on
the division and separation of activities, precisely when it
struggles against them to restore a totality) addressed the
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problem of the ancient City and its rational, although threatened, institutions (the Logos that speaks and acts).
Conversely. the City provides philosophical reflection with
re-presentations of its political existence-that of a centerwi thin the immense rural environment. What do these reflections supply? What prophecy? What impossible-possible
future? A kind of u rban communism that would not be
ru ral, or ascetic, or artisanal . but specifi c to the City, although not dependent on existing institutions associated with the City.~ty.'oul~ be_a utopia iQherent in urban
thought, throu.g!:t w.b(dJ.th_e mythic text transcends its con",
text,~ utopia that had successors: the City of God, the City of
the Sun. Utopian communism had urban as well as agrarian
sources. If we had to classify and date the myth of Atlantis,
we would classify it among the urban myths. But wouldn't
the Critias be unclassifiable as a ph ilosophical narrative, a
mixed form of discourse consisting of myth, ideology, and
utopia? ~ co_uld..b.e_ctcilin.e!t as a lloninstitmiQtwi diicayrg
(not subject to the constraints of laws and institutions),
whose elements are tak~n tram the context. . Ideol~ would
cQnsist in an instinlti..pnaJ discoUIsc_}ustiJr.ing_anq tegltimizing (or criticizing, refusing, and refuting) existing~s.titu
ti£ll.ls but unfolding through them. Utopia woYldJranscen.d
~b.ejnstitutional by I!].a~ing use ofmyth, the. problematic of the real and the p.ossiblc;.:.i'!!!P-2-isible. Needless to say,
noninstitutional discourse cannot occur just anywhere, or
be uttered by just anyone. It arises from a specified, if not
specialist, group with anomic tendencies (the extrasocial social). Philosophers represent such a group. They elaborate a
particular code for reading texts and contexts. They situate
themselves on a cosmological level that can not be institutionaL At least not in Greece. And not before Hegel.
Faced with the triple alliance of myt~!. ~d!oJogy, and
J!!Q.p.ia, conflicts and contradictions are resolved by magic:
they are consigned to the past or put off until the future.
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They show up in works of art. How can we understand
Greek tragedy? The political city, whether small town or
organized urban core, seizes its conflictual relationship with
the cou ntryside, with its own countryside. It returns to the
themes that have been lived and played out by the peasantry;
it gives them another meaning. Tlt~ city gives birth to the

Apollonian sl?iri!ilh~_co untrysid~g!v~irth to Dionysus.
The scene of the massacred god who is devoured by his fo llowers becomes a second-o rder eve nt; it is reprod uced or
repeated at an assigned location for the re-presentation of
malefic forces. On the stage..of th~J!leat~rl th~ City.....ho me !:If
the Logos and ApolioniaE force. e~ol.cises c-.hthon!.~ yjolence
b.Y.1£.t:M!.~_Q"La~ontroll~d_a'LoLmimwS" The distan ce afforded by re -presentation and cathartic repetition serves
as a buffer for those threatened by the danger of Dionysiac
forces. It offers them a glimpse of the future of the City"The
tragedians composed for the glory of Athena, in order to resolve the dilemma of law against custom , of justice against
violence, of the individual against a brutal community. The
succession of tragedians (Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides)
can only be understood in this way, including the disappointment and bittern ess that accompany them,, ' So m any
threats weigh upon the ancient city" Traglc.them~t~~ attributed....to..the..Jlr.ban._i!Mt..~ ~gr:i~Jtural thelll£s have heen
absorbed by the"City. But these are not myths" Mo reover.
how could urban myths exist before the enormous shift that
pushed society as a whole over to the side of urban reality.
while diminishing the specific weight of agriculture, rural
life, and the problems faced by the peasantry? From this
moment o n, the modern city began to take shape. It wrote
itself into its blueprints and created a new identity for itself
through its dreams. confess ions, novels, and melodramas.
Rural elements--myths, ideologies, utopias----are here taken
up again as signifying units used with a diffe rent meaning"
In Rousseau tb.e....CiL,ws...a. . place....oLdecay.. or....m.rr.up.ti on in
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.,9 ther wo rd ~liza tion. It is contrasted with nature the
way inequality is compared with equality and wealth with
moderation. Jean-Jacques Rousseau thinks and works inside
ideology, on the institutional level.. Which is why he is im portant" Sometimes he makes use of myth, but rarely. This
stripping of peasant themes from their context and initia l
meaning. this transformation of the ancient myths into an
urban mythology, is more obvi ous in Restif de la Bretonne
than it is in Rousseau" His unsettling work is entirely mythic
and utopian (not ideological according to the definitions
given previously, because it doesn't justify or refute any institutions but tends to ignore them), which is the source of its
limitations and the reason for its greatness" Isn't it astonishing that at the very moment the physiocrats are beginning
to theorize about the waning supremacy of nature and the
countryside over the city, where this mixture of ideology
and fo rmal knowledge lags social practice, the mixture of
myth and utopia goes deeper and farther, simuJtaneously
announcing what is and what will be?
~d the. middle of th e-C.i g h.teenth-ce nt-ur~y,...NatULe .
!~ image and concept, nostalgia and hope, came into view. -.i n opposition to the City. At the same time, music. that is.
harmony. dethroned architecture as the leading art of its
time" Y~t, a century later, the City dethroned Nature" The
re-presentation of nature could no longer be elaborated except through , by, and for urban reality, which emerged as
such" Nature was reduced to being a vehicle for regret, melancholy, and seasonal decoration . If !,,£..!.ejurn to an anal):::
sis of dimensions, we could say that the ~m"bo~-, _d~m e nsion
of th~ity was discovered by Victor Hugo, its p~ra9jgmatic
rumension.by B.audelaire, and its sYIltil,gmatic dimension....hr..
the lnantlge t~ who inhabited the city all'!....wrote about their
travels: romantics and minor poets, frQ!!LG,erard de Nerval to
Lautrcamont and Rimbaud. In this way, an image of the city
tending toward a concept (that is toward an understanding)
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was discovered through myth, ideology, and utopia. And,
remarkably, this took place, dimension by dimension, form
after form. Hugo described and wrote of the symbols that
could be read on buildings, in streets, even in sewers (No treDame de Paris, Les Miserab/es). Baudelaire delivered and exposed a set o f pertinent oppositions that characterized the
urban (water and stone, immobile and mobile, the crowd
and solitude). It is also worth noting that a large city, such
as Paris, where the opposition to nature is so strong, has already entered the period of expansion. Baudelaire was present for the transformation of Paris through Haussmann's urbanism, the way Rirnbaud was present for the Commune, an
urban revolution. Ideology and utopia were already part of
narrative, a form of description that was enriched by mythic
themes. Paradise was no longer located in Nature, in the origin that preceded original sin. Through nostalgia, an artificial paradise (Baudelaire) supplanted a natural paradise, yet
these artificial paradises are clearly urban . Although nature
supplies certain elements of this paradise-wine and drugs,
fabrics and metals, carnal desire and violence-reuse alters
their meaning.
The urban looms on the horizon as form and li ght (an
iUuminating virtuality), as an ongoing practice, and as the
source and foundation of another nature or a nature that is
different from the initial nature. This takes places through
mixed re-presentations that are too quickly dissociated here
in this brief analysis: myth and utopia, ideology and science.
The urban problematic announces its presence. What will
come of this witches' cauldron, this dramatic intensification
of creative powers and violence, this generalized exchange
in which we no longer see what is being exchanged except
when it is aU around us: money, outsize and vulgar passions,
desperate subtlety? The city affirms its presence and bursts
apart. The urban asserts itself, not as some metaphysical
entity, but as a unit based on practice. World and Cosmos,
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the old themes of philosophy, meet in action in the city, or
rather, in the urban: the World, a path through shadows; the
Cosmos, a harmonious scaffold with illuminated contours.
Poetry no longer celebrates the bea uty of the cosmos, its
admirable "economy"-or the hieroglyph of the mind, the
meaning of the path taken through shadows, through a tunnel or tortuous corridor. The poetic work becomes the "selffulfillment of origin in beginning" (Maurice Blanchot). The
scholar's path is the same as the poet's.
What is there to be said today about Haussmann's urbanism that hasn't already been said? He gutted Paris acco rding
to plan, deported the proletariat to the periphery of the city,
simultaneously creating the suburb and the habitat, the gentrification, depopulation , and decay of the center. I would,
however, like to emphasize certain aspects of this urbanist
attitude. It harbors a logic that is inherent in class strategy
and tends to maximize this type of rational co herence,
wh ich originated with Napoleon I and the absolute state.
Haussmann cut through the urban fabric, was implacable
in inscribing straight lines throughout the city. This isn't exactly the dictatorship of the right angle promulgated by the
Bauhaus and Le Corbusier, but is already a regime governed
by straight lines, alignment, and geometric perspective. This
kind of rationality can only come from an institution. And
in this case it was the highest, the supreme institutio n, the
State, that intervened. It emphasized a tendency that o riginated in antiquity, in Rome, and through Rome, the Orient.
Ever since its origins, the St~~itsdf through th;void: empty space, broad avenues, plazas of gigantic proportiOns-op:~ 10· spectacular"pr6cessions. Bonapartism simply
carried on thtlf.adition. by applying-it to a historic city, to a
highly complex urban space. And it altered the city immediately. It determined its log ic, strategy, and rationality. To
Napoleon's contemporaries, the ideology that underlay and
supported that rationality and made it seem absolute looked

-"
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very different. Most of them admired it. Those who wer e
more reticent were aggrieved; they had lost the picturesque,
they had lost hope. But they were old-fashioned. No doubt
those who longed fo r the past were criticized because they
also mourned the destruction of hovels in Paris. And their
critics were not entirely wrong. However, the truth (the fragmentation of the city through gentrification) was hardly apparent to their contemporaries. What would it have taken for
the truth to become apparent? The Commune. considered as
a revolutionary urhan practice, with its myth and ideology.
its utopia (decentral izatio n, Proudho nian federalis m). The
workers, chased from the center of the city to its outskirts,
returned to the center occupied by the bourgeoisie. Through
a combination of force, luck, and good timing, they took can·
trol of it.
Socialism, when it attempts to predict or imagine the future (which Marx refused to do, since he conceived of a path,
not a model), provides us merely with an improved form
of labo r (salaries and materi al co nditions on the job). But
to offe r nothing more wouJd be shortsigh ted. For social·
ism soon fi nds itself confronted by the urban problematic,
armed with nothing but child ish concepts and ideologies.
Th e labor and sociali st movement has not yet been com·
paratively examined from this point of view. What effect,
for example, did urban problems have on the various par·
ties? Or on the Second and Third International? Municipal
socialism, shortsighted, lacking a vision, fa iled miserably,
even faster and more miserably than state socialism, which
did not produce socialism (in Marx's sense) but large, power·
ful states. What did the "municipal socialists" accomplish,
then? Their architects built subsidized housing projects. They
"precipitated" (condensed ) class relations withi n capitalism.
Wh ich proves that the reformists approached a problem that
had not yet reached its current state of ma tu rity and scope
through the eyes of reform. How was this problem studied,

I
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resolved-or not resolved-i n the Soviet Unio n after the
October revolu tion? Or in the so-called socialist countries
after the Second World War? Or in China during its ongoing
revolution? Why is it that the Commune was not conceived
as an urban revolution but as a revolution of an industrial
proletariat movin g toward industrialization, which does not
correspond to historical truth?
I can only touch on such historical and political questions
here. It appears that a nascent and uncertain socialism fai led
to avoid myth or ideology or utopia. Socialist thought, fi lled
with self-confidence and never at a loss for dogmatic statements, claimed to tran sce nd the town-country separation
along with the division of labor into intellectual and manual
labor,just as it believed it could transcend the market, moncy,
the law of value, profitability, and so forth.
How can we overcome the town-country dichotomy?
Through the disappearance of large cities, by scattering businesses throughout the countryside. The antiurban urban ist
movement made its debut shortly afte r the October revolution, according to Anatole KOpp.2 Although it resulted
in projects remarkable for their architecture, it failed as an
urban project. Soviet cities continue to grow in terms of size,
productivity, and political importance to this day. In othe r
words. in spite of the efforts of utopian thinkers at the exact
moment when they thought they were being most realist and
rational, the urban revolution in socialist countries proceeded without a concepti on of the urban that differed in any
significant way from what was fo und in capitalist countries.
Their political projects follow a distinctly anti-city line. And
this is true even today, in Cuba and elsewhere.
Some have claimed that the cultural revolution in China
will eliminate the difference between city and coun try, between the agricultural labo rer and the industrial laborer,
between manual and intellectual labor. Their approach resembles that of Marx and Soviet ideological claims. There is
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little novelty, however, in sending intellectuals to the countryside for a dose of manual labor, to work in fields o r neighboring factories. Does this overcome the division of labor?
Hardly. Can the revolutionary project be realized without
advanced technology? Wouldn't the extension of the urban
fabric. the disappearance of the countryside and agricultural
labor as such, be accompanied by industrialization, mechanization, and overall automation? So that, at this level, overcoming the earlier situation would assume a new meaning?
In the meantime, Marxist-Leninist thought in China has
denounced the city as a center of despotic power (which is
not without an element of truth). The cities harbor bastions
and fo rtresses directed against the peasantry. The large cities, the headquarters of companies and banks, trading posts,
human trading posts that attract minions of the hungry,
would be destroyed. The global city, surrounded by a global
countryside and peasantry, would serve as a background for
revolutionary activity. As for the commune (in the Chinese
sense), it would serve as a means, a step along the road to the
urbanization of the countryside and the ruralization of the
cities. The com mune supposedly has hosp itals and schools,
centers of culture, commerce, and leisure. There are no shanties, there is no overpopulation. The commune alone can
ass imilate the groups that compose it and the individuals
who compose those groups into a collective "we." It avoids
sedentarism as well as nomadism. Technology is no longer
destructive but collectively controlled. Power has limits. The
Chinese com mune would be capable of replaci ng the old
feminine city, protective and passive, as well as the old masculine city, active and oppressive. At least that's what certain
defenders of the "anti-city" project claim.
Their argument can be contested on several grounds, for
it is not only ideological and political (In the sho rt term
used to promote a give n policy or sho rt-term pol icies), but
utopian in a conventional sense. In Ch ina today, as in the
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Soviet Un ion yesterday, cit ies continue to grow along with
the economy and, possibly, the increase in speed. As they do
elsewhere. The demographic, ideologi cal, and sociological
reaso ns, the economic and political advantages of the city,
are the same in China as elsewhere. Long-term global urbanization is under way. The urban space is no differently defined
in a socialist country than it is anywhere else. The urban
problematic, urbanism as ideology and institution, urbanization as a worldwide trend, are global facts. The urban revolution is a planetary phenomenon.
Moreover, if the "global city" is of interest to the theoreticians of the "Chinese way," the eventual "suburbanization" of a large part of the world is of no less interest to
urban strategy. Can such a strategy assume, however, that
the countryside will encircle the city, that peasant guerrillas
will lead the assault on urban centers? Today, such a vision
or conception of the class struggle on a global scale appears
old-fashioned. The revolutionary capacity of the peasantry
is not on the rise; it is be ing readsorbed, although not con sistently. On the contrary, a kind of overall colonization
space bY~iJ~cision-ma~ing ce~;"~;;~; to be taking shape. ~
Centers of wealth and mformallon, ofKiiowledge and power,
are begin ning to create feudal dependencies. In this case,
the boundary line does not divide city and country but cuts \
across the urban phenomenon, benveen a dominated peri ph- i
ery and a dominating center.
-1
Globalization and the planetary nature of the urban
phenomenon-specifically, the urban problematic and critical phase-appeared in science fiction novels before they
were revealed to our understanding (o r through that ambiguous blend of ideology and knowledge that we analyze
under the name of urbanism). In scie nce fict ion, optimistic
predictions of the urban phenomenon are rare; pessimism is
much more common. The ideology inherent in these mythic
stories often extends the imperatives of industrial planning,
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without clarifying all the implications of the urban phenomenon. Nonetheless, this general pessimism is part of the
problematic. In science fiction, the city of the future is broken; it proliferates as a disease afflicting humanity and space,
a medium for vice, deformation, and violence.
For the moment, we can only acknowledge the multiplicity of lexical items (readings) associated with the urban
phenomenon. The myth has filled a void: knowledge that is
oriented toward and by practice. It continues to occupy that
place, mixed with utopia and ideology. There are various
ways of reading this highly complex phenomenon. There
is a morphological read ing (practiced by the geog rapher
and possibly the urbanist). There is a technological reading,
practiced by the administrator, the politician looking for a
means of intervention. There is a reading of the possible (and
the impossible) that provides us with an image of the variations of finite existence-that of the human being-supplied
by urban life in place of the traditional unity that encloses
"drives" and values within its narrow boundaries. Perhaps
the mythic tale, formerly the medium of the ph ilosopher
and poet, and now of the science-fiction novelist, combines
the various "lexical items" associated with the urban phenomenon, without wor rying too much abo ut classifying
them according to their provenance or signification. Perhaps
this narrative is less reductive than the fragmentary readings
and understandings it makes use of by detaching them from
their context and their isolation. Perhaps it projects an image
of the urban problematic only by dissimulating its contradictions. The scenario of the future has yet to be determined.

6 " Urban Form

What exactly is the essence, or substance, of the urban
phenomenon? Until now, I have not provided a definition
based on substance o r content. The associated functions,
structures, and form s (in the usual sense of the word), although necessary, have not appeared sufficient to define the
term. :ve have cataloged, located, and observed the growth
over hOle of the political and administrative function, the
comm ercial fu nction, the productive fu nction (artisa nal,
manufacturing, industrial) with in the classical city. These
functions have a twofold character: with respect to the terri.
tory that urban centers administer, dominate, and cover with
networks, and with respect to the city itself, which is administered, dominated (to the extent that it is and because it is
dominating), and integrated with nehvorks of production and
distribution. The characteristic of the urban phenomenon
is obviously located at the juncture of these twofold fu nctions, their point of articulation. Therefore, simply listing
those fu nctions serves little purpose. Their description, their
detailed analysis breaks apart, depending on the diScipline
(economy, politics, sociology), without ever achieving that
115
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articulation. Analysis only makes sense if it is able to distinguish organizations and institutions, to the extent th.at they
control the exterior and interior functions of the city and
can therefore combine them. Structures are also twofold:
they are morphological (sites and situations, building~, str~ets
and squares, monuments, neighborhoods) and sOCiological
(distribution of the population, ages and sexes, househol.ds,
active or passive population, socioprofessional categones,
managers and the managed). As for its form in .the conve~
tional sense of the word, that is to say geometrtc or plastic,
there is a spatial element that must be accounted for-gr id
or radial-concentric. However, such an arrangement does
not become obvious unless we turn our attention to circulation , unless we restrict the urban problematic to the problems of circulation. The invention of new forms (X-shaped,
spiral, helical. concave, etc.) is merely a simplistic solution to
the urban problematic.
As we have seen, the essential aspect of the urban phenomenon is its centrality. but a centrality that is understood
in conjunction with the dialectical movement that creates or
destroys it. The fact that any point can become central is the
meaning of urban space-time. However, centrality is not indifferent to what it brings together. for it requires a content.
And yet, the exact nature of that content is unimportant.
Pites of objects and products in ware houses, mounds of
fruit in the marketplace, crowds, pedestrians, goods of various kinds, jmctaposed, superimposed, accumulated-this is
what makes the urban urban. If the city is always a spectade
for itself, viewed from high on a terrace, a tower. a hilltop, a
vantage point (a high point that is the elsewhere where .the
urban reveals itself) . it is not because the spectator perceives
a picture that is outside reality, but because her glance is
consolidating. It is the very form of the urban, revealed.
Everything that occurs within the urban reality does so as if
everything that constituted that reality could be compared,
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and always increasingly so. In this way-in confusion-the
urban is conceived, perceived, and revealed. Agriculture
sett les into nature. It produces accord ing to the laws of physis. guiding natu re along rather than forcing it into shape.
If physis moves from the seed to the flowe r and the fruit,
beginni ng the cycle again, peasant space and time do not
break the cycle; they are integral to it. they depend closely
on its particularities: the composition of the soil, spontaneous flora and fauna, biological equilibriums. microdimates.
Industry captures nature but doesn't respect it. It exhausts its
energies, rips it apart to grab hold of its resources and raw
materials. ravages it to "produce" things (exchangeable, salable) that are not in or of nature. Industry is not subjected
to any given place but still depends on place. Although it
tends to occupy the entirety of a territory, it does so only
by combining a number of dispersed fragments. companies,
through the market.
The city is vastly different. Indeed, it is not only a devouring activity, consum ptio n; it becomes productive (means/
of production) but initially does so by bringing together
the elements of production. It combines markets (the in . .'
ventory includes the market fo r agricultural and industrial
products-local, regional. national. global: capi tal markets,
labor markets, markets for the land itself, for signs and symbols). The city brings together whatever is engendered somewhere else, by natu re or labor: fruits and objects, products
and producers, works and creations, activities and situations\ .
What does the city create? Nothi ng. It centralizes creation.
And yet it creates everyth ing. Nothing exists without exchange, without union, without proximity, that is, without
rela tionships. The city creates a situation, the urban situation, where different things occur one after anothe r and do
not exist separately but according to their differences. The
urban, which is indifferent to each difference it contains,
often seems to be as indifferent as nature, but with a cruelty
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;m its own. However, the urban is not indifferent to all difV ferences. precisely because it unites them. In this sense, the
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city constructs, identifies, and delivers the essence of social
relationships: the reciprocal existence and manifestation of
differences arising from or resulting in conflicts. Isn't this the
JUS h cation and meaning of this rational delirium known as
the city, the urban? (Social ) relationships continue to deteriorate based on the distance, time, and space that separate
institutions and groups. They are revealed in the (virtual )
negation of that distance. This is the source of the latent violence inherent in the urban. as well as the equally disturbing character of celebrations and holidays. Immense crowds
gather along the unstable border beh'leen joyous frenzy and
cruel frenzy. trancelike in the grip of ludic enjoyment. Rarely
does a celebration occur without some kind of "happening,"
some unforeseen movement of the crowd. people fainting.
trampled underfoot, dying. Centrality. an aspect of mathematics. is also an aspect of drama. It unites them the way it
unites everything. including symbols and sign s (including
those of union). The signs of the urban are the signs of assembly: the things that promote assembly (the street and its
su rface. stone. asphalt. sidewalks) and the requirements for
assembly (seats. lights). The urban is most forcefully evoked
by the consteUation of lights at night, especially when fiying over a city-the dazzling impression of brilliance, neon,
street signs, streetlights, incitements of various kinds. the
simultaneous accumulation of wealth and signs. But during its realization, this concentratio n fl exes and cracks. It
requires another center, a periphery. an elsewhere. An other
and different place. This movement, produced by the urban,
in turn produces the urban. Creation comes to a halt to create again.
The urban is, therefore, pure form: a place of encounter,
assembl Y, sim ultaneity. Th is form has no specific content,
but is a center of attraction and life. It is an abstraction, but
unlike a metaphysical entity, the urban is a concrete abstrac-
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tion, associated with practice. Living creatures, the products
of i~~ustr~, tec~nology and wealth, works of culture, ways
of hvmg, Situations, the modulations and ruptures of the
everyday-the urban accumulates all content. But it is lUore
th~n and differen~ fro~ accumulation. Its contents (things,
objects, people, SituatIOns) are mutually exclusive because
they are diverse, but inclusive because they are brought together and imply their mutual presence. The urban is both
form and receptacle, void and plenitude, superobject and
nonobject, supraconsciousness and the totality of consciousnesses. It is associated with the logic of form and with the
dialectic of content (with the differences and contradictions
of content) . It is associated with mathematical form (in
the urban, everything is calcu lable, quantifiable, programmablc; everything, that is, except the drama that results
from the co-presence and re~presentation of the elements
calculated, quantified, and programmed), with geometrical
form (gridded, circular), and therefore with symmetry and
rec~rrence (paths are reversible, in spite of the irreversibility
of time, and,. co~sequen t1y, legible. urban simultaneity being
analogous With hterature, with the rational order of coexisting elements). And yet, in spite of its socia-logic, the urban
does not constitute a system. Thcre is neither an urban system nor an incursion of the urban into a unitary system of
forms, because of the (relative) independence between form
and content. This precludes a definition of the urban phenomenon (the urban) in terms of a system or as a system. It
also precludes defining it as an object (substance) or subject
(consciousness). It is a form. Because of this. it tends toward
I. centrality, through distinct modes of production, differ-

en t productive relations-a trend that has already affected the "decision-making centers," the embodiment of
the state, along with all the attendant dangers associated
with such a movement-and
2. polycentrality, omnicentrality, the rupture of the center.
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dispersion-a trend that can be oriented eitht:r toward the
constitution of different centers (analogous and possibly
complementary) or toward dispersion and segregation.

Few would argue with the difficulty in understanding, much
less mastering, such a contradictory movement. But this
is hardly sufficient grounds for denying its existence and
substituttng either a simplified socia-logic (a "p ure" logic
of form) or the emphasis on a given content (the industrial
production of exchangeable objects such as merchandise, the
circulation of information, authoritarian decisions. automobile circulation. and 50 on),

Dialectical reason, both mental and social. inherent in
urban form and its relationship to its content, can explain
certain aspects of the urban. There are no urban "forms" in
the plastic (rather than logical) sense, silhouettes against a
dark background, like those that stand out against a natural
backdrop and make manifest the obscurity of that back ~
ground. Abundance, proliferation-cverything is distin ~
guishable. Elements that are called or summoned blend into
one another. Everything is legible. Urban space is transpa r·
ent. Everything signifies, even if signifiers float freely, since
everything is related to "pure" form , is contained in that
form. Order and form tend to blur together, even though
form is simultaneously perceived, conceived, and made
manifest (dreamed ). But we (subjects, individuals or groups,
who are also in and of the urban reality and collected there
the way things are) realize that this transparency is deceptive.
The city, the urban, is also mysterious, occult. Alongside the
strident signs of visible power such as wealth and the police,
plots are engineered and hidden powers conspire, behind ap·
pearances and beneath the transparency. Until the arrival of
a new order, the urban will never lack an element of repres·
sion, which arises from what is hidden within it and the will
to keep hidden the dramas, the latent violence, death, and the
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~uotidian. This repressive side of the urban is incorporated
the c~nception of space; it supports transgression . Here,
the relatJOn between transparency and opacity differs from
what it was either in nature or in industry. CouJdn't it be said
that there exists a dialectical relationship, a difference in con.
tradiction? Social opacity tends to manifest itself, to appear
as mental darity. If truth is hidden and loses its meaning the
meaning of. truth can fracture at any moment. Or expl~de.
Yet .urban Me hovers, ambiguous and uncertain, between
the mterpretation of messages based on a (recognized) code
and the metalanguage that is content to paraphrase rnes.
~ages tha.t are known, repeated, redundant. The city writes
Itself on Its wails and in its streets. But that writing is never
com pleted. The book never ends and contains many blank
or torn pages. It is nothing but a draft, more a coilection
of scratches than writing. Course and discourse accompany one another but never meet. Can the urban paradigm,
na.ll1ely the set of pertinent oppositions that give meaning to
thmgs (cen ter and noncenter, information and redundancy,
open and closed, public and nonpublic) ever find closure?
A.pparently not. Certain oppositions, like part icularity and
difference, which resolutely reflect lived experience, pre.
vent that set from ever terminating. The city and the urban
super-objects and super·signs, are not exactly based on th~
same ~o ncepts as objects and signs. And yet they imply and
con tam them, both objects and signs and the concepts that
refe.r to th~se objects and signs. To understand the laws governmg objects and signs in urban reality, we need to add to
tho~e concepts (system, set, division and arrangement, the
SOCIOlogy of groups and groupings) specific concepts such
as " network" (0 f exchange, communication ). For the urban
is also defined as the juxtaposition and superimposition of
networks, the assembly and union of those networks some
of which are constituted 011 the basis of the territory: some
In
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on industry, and others on the basis of other centers within

dialectic of content (including that fundamental content, the
base, the foundation that is everywhere the same and never
the same, always other and never other: desire, which, with
an overwhelming degree of competence and cunning, is able
to make use of form to recognize itself and be recognized, to
confront itself and struggle in the urban).
In this way the space-time axis, extending from the zero
point of urban reality to the completion of the process (industrialization, urbanization ), assumes meaning and scope.
Initially, when near the zero point, the urban was merely a
work in progress, a seed-somewhat like a tool, a stone or
wooden club. or language and concepts the first time they
were used to identify a place. With the first gathering and
coUection of objects existing separately in nature, from the
first cai rn or pile of fruit, centrality came into being, and
with it its virtual realization. From the very first, combining,
assembling, and gathering were essential elements of social
practice; it was a rational aspect of production that did not
coincide with productive activity but was not dissoc iated
from it, either. This concep tion of a center differs from the
reality that is manifest in nature, but also from the social
aspects of agricultural and industrial activity. These are not
based on the virtual cancellation (negation ) of distance in
time and space, on action and effort in this sense. Yet the
concept retains certain physical notions because it is associated with logico- mathematical concepts, although it cannot
be equated with them.
Physicists also conceive of a concentration of matter scattered throughout the cosmos at a single point, the density
of th is matter becoming infinite and the distances (vo ids
and spaces) between molecules and particles canceling one
another out. This impossibility clarifies the real. The urban
assumes cosmic significance; it is globalized (combining the
world as obscure path and cosmos as luminous unity). Science fiction often desc ribes this cosmic aspect of the City,

the urban fabric.
In this way the notion of a "rupture" (a relative discontinuity) ben-veen the urban and its precedents, the industrial
and agricultural spheres, is made co ncrete. Upo~ closer e~
amination , this rupture turns out to be not epIstemologIcalor philoso phical , not even and not solely poli tical or
historical. It goes much deeper than that. It simultaneously
introduces and grounds a form of knowledge, a field. Space
and time change, of course, but what distinguishes then,t is
the introduction of a form (within a form ) similar to logical
form and almost as abstract and active as that logical form
(which is associated with language, discourse, reason ing,
analysis, effective action) , as abstract and active as the for~
of exchange (of value and commodities) but different: This
form relegates certain outmoded contents to the past; .It acts
selectively through knowledge and the results (o r residues)
of history. It absorbs other contents as well, combines them
actively in a totality or virtual synthesis, which does not ~eed
philosophy for its fulfillment but can simply be recogmzed
as a channel (strategy) for action. If we want to understand
this form and the modalities of its intervention, there is no
point in starting with space as such (since it is recons~de red,
reworked) or time as such (since it is transformed ). It IS form
itself, as generator of a virtual object, the urban, the encounter and assembly of all objects and subjects, existing or possible, that must be explo red. As with co nquered space and
accumulated time, we mllst also abandon as a starting point
philosophy, ideological and institutional disco~rs~, the customary scientificity that limits thought to an eXlstmg framework and prevents it from exploring possibilities through
fo rm. And, most important, we must exclude conventional
models, which have generally been adopted, from industrialization, production ism , and economism. Where then do
we begin? We begin with a formal conception of logic and a
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a rediscovered physical space, modeled as an artifact of the
urban. Through the succession of ci ties and their types, the
urban, already present as virtuality in the germinal stage, becomes concrete-but has no need of metaphysical support
or transcendent unity. The political city, the mercantile city,
the industrial city have this twofold quality: a process that
engenders the urban (and is shaped by the urban ) coupled
with provisional limits inflicted on this process by the conditions of agricultural and industrial production. Through
this dialectical movement, the urban reacts to what has preceded it, grows out of it, and serves as its terminus, without
this implying any sense of metaphysical finality. Here, too,
the formless, the dispersed, the scattered assume form. That
form affirms itself as an end; we must rely on knowledge to
con trol the process. The unify ing power of urban form is not
infinite. In fact it re-presents the summum of the finite: finitude. This form, which is itsel f empty (sim ilar to "pu re" logical form, or tautology), does not participate in the infinite
power attributed to divinity, the transcendent Idea, absolute
Reason. The urban, because it combines fi ni te elements in
fini te places and in the finitude of place (point, cen ter), is
itself finite. It can perish. it is threatened by insignificance
and , especially, the power of poli tical society. Urban form
does tend to break the limits that try to circumscribe it. Its
movement seeks a path. But it is not immediately obvious
that any obstacles will be sidestepped or overcome. The
dialectic (contradictory) character of this movement means
that it can be thwarted, means that certain clements can be
used against the movement of the whole. The urban, a place
of drama, can be transformed into the drama of the urban.
Can segregation, the enemy of assemblies and encounters,
arrest this movement? Can uniform spacc, without "topoi,"
without places, without contrast, pure indifference, a caricature of the relation berween the urban and its components,
stifle urban reality? It ca ll. It can even assume a mantle of
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democracy. Urban democracy would imply an equal ity of
places, equal participat ion in globa l exchanges. Cen trality
would produce hierarchy and therefore inequality. And yet,
wouldn't dispersion result in segregation? Can revolutionary
~pheaval break the boundaries of urban reality? Sometimes
It can. Which is a measure of the import ance of a radical
critique of separation, segregation, the pol itics of space, and,
more generally, urbanism.
T.he abo:e helps give mea ning and scope to the theory
o f dijferentw/ space. The differences that are established in
space do not come from space as such but from that which
~ettles there, that which is assembled and confronted by and
m the urban real ity. Contrasts, oppositions, superpositions,
and juxtapositio ns replace separation, spatio- temporal distances. The theory goes so mething like this: Space (a nd
spacc-time) changes with the period, sphere. field, and dominant activity. There are, therefo re, three layers in space: rural
space, industrial space, and urba n space, superposed, telescoped, sometimes absorbed into one anoth er. At the sta rt
of the agrarian period, a given space (thoughts of and in
urban space can thi nk this "g iven" as such, as pure nature,
as geography, but they can no longer ach ieve it without reconstructing it ) was marked out, oriented, hierarchized. The
initial topoi, or place-names, once given a name, ente red a
binary grid that was mental and social, practical and verbal. These places (topol) were an immediate product of nature: the particularities of the soil (ma terial nature, flor a and
fauna, the appearance of paths and byways) served as names.
In place of the heterogeneity of the natu ral environment in
dustrial space substituted homogeneity, or rather, its will t~
homogeneity, consistent with its quantitative rationality. In a
planned space these topoi were mere accidents, vague com~o~ ities of a :olkloric language; aUplaces were homologous,
dlstmct only In their distance from one another. Objective
and measurable, space was represented only with reference
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to productivist criteria. While there is an advantage in con·
solidating all the social fun ctions of production , it is not al·
ways possible to do so. In the first place, when it is possible,
we end up with the urban phenomenon. In the secon d, there
are additional costs: the cost of space, the displacement of
objects and information. Methods of optimization can, in
principle, modify the use of space. They add a scientific veneer to the project of industrial rationality: the extension on
a global scale of the internal organization of the enterpr ise,
of the "industrial division of labor." These methods are indiffe rent to the urban phenomenon but are incorporated
in it every lime we succeed in bringing together production
and markets (labor, capital, products).
This urban space differs radically from industrial space,
precisely because it is differential (and not homogeneous).
Even if the initial property boundaries and rural names re·
main, urban space radically reshapes them. Oppositions and
contrasts replace solitary particularities (relative to the soil).
Co nsider the map of Paris. Many of the names have rural
o rigins (Butte-aux-Cailles, Grange-Bateliere, Moul in · Vert).
We know that the streets in the Latin Quarter follow the
trace of rural footpaths and roads, which the people of Paris
took to go to their prairies, vineyards, and fields on the Left
Bank. Over the centuries, however, this neh.,.ork turned into
a labyrinth, the center of the intelligentsia and its fe rment,
which contrasted with the commercial roadways and gridlike projections of state order. Haussmann succeeded in cutting up the Latin Quarter but failed to exterminate this opposition. The retail space around Les Halles was established
alo ng a north-south axis and was filled with artisanal and
manufacturing products. This social group led the assault in
extending itself toward the east of Paris, until then inhabited
by the aristocracy (the Marais) and royalty (near the Bastille,
the Arsenal, etc.). The east-west axis along the Seine was
never fully established, even after mass ive industrialization.
The site, the situation explain why. Even though the river,
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a neutral urban space, served as a means of transport for
centuries, the north-south axis had a preponderant im portance economi cally, militarily, and politically. The contrast
was remarkable. The east-west axis, between Vincennes and
Place de la Conco rde, was marked by esplanades that were
built away from local circulation, except for the most recent
(Concorde, Place de I'Etoile). They served as meeting places
and were the setting fo r festivals, games, and promenades:
Place Royale (Place des Vosges), Place des Victoi res, PalaisRoyal, Place Vend6me. In contrast, the Louvre is the starting
point for the triumphal way that leads westward. Although
originally a noncommercial route, it became a site for the
deployment of royal and imperial splendor (Tuileries, Place
Louis XV, Cours-Ia-Reine, Champs-Elysees, and later l'Etoile).
In this way, the thrust and pressure of the major social groups
model space differentially, even when we would expect homogeneity (in the case of a large capital city such as Paris).
Quite remarkably, there are no esplanades or squares along
the north -so uth axis (Rue Saint-Denis, Ru e Saint-Ma rtin ,
Boulevard Saint-M ichel, and Rue Sain t ~Ja cq u es) other than
intersections.
It's not the "elan vital " of the urban community that explains the structures of space, as Marcel Poete expressed in
the language of Bergson. It is the result of a history that must
be conceived as the work of social "agents" or "actors," of collective "subjects" acting in successive thrusts, discontinuously
(relatively) releasing and fash ioning layers of space. These
major social groups, comprising classes and fra ctions of
classes, as well as institutions that cannot be adequately defined in terms of class character (royaJty or municipality, for
example), act with and/or against one another. From their
interactions, their stra tegies, successes, and failur es arise
the qualities and "properties" of urban space. The general
form of the urban encompasses these various differences by
bringing them together. If Paris is any example, the proletariat has not yet created a space. The merchant bourgeoisie,
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the intellectuals, and politicians modeled the city. The industrialists demolished it. The working class never had any
space other than that of its expropriation, its deportation:
segregation.
I referred [0 those parts of space that were comparable,
that co uld be discussed and read (on maps, along trajectories. in ima ges that had been more or less elaborated by
"subjects") in a way that afforded direct comparison, as
isotopies. For example. there is a remarkable isotopy in the
spaces created by state rationalism: long straight lines, broad
avenues, voids, empty perspectives, an occupation of the soil
that makes a dean break with its antecedents, without regard
for either the rights and interests of the lower classes or cost.
These trai ts are distinct from the Parisian spaces ordered by
the kings to those commanded by the empire to those of the
republics. They continue to expand, except in one respect:
their mediocrity, their conscious and increasingly visible
subordination to the needs of monopoly industry, as we follow the recent axis that has commercialized and industrialized the ancient royal and imperial way. No longer do units
of production inhabit urban space, modeling it in a way
that, although it can be contested. is at least straightforl'lard.
There is nothing but offices, one after the other.
Isotopies: places of identity, identical places. Neighboring orde r. Heterotopy: the other place, the place of the other,
simultaneously excluded and interwoven. Distant order. Between them there are neutral spaces: crossroads, thoroughfares, places that are not so much nothing as indifferent (neutral). Often these are cuts/sutures (like the broad street or
avenue that simultaneously separates and joins two neighborhoods, two contrasting heterotopies). Spaces marked by different func tio ns arc superimposed on one another. Isotopy
is associated with multifunctionality (formerly embodied in
plazas). Animated environme nts, especially streets,are mwtifunctional (passage, co mmerce, entertainment). In the case
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of small streets, the suture is more important than the cut,
an~ the ~everse is true for large thoroughfares and highways,
which cnsscross and sl ice through urban space. The isotopyheterotopy difference can only be understood dynamically.
In urban space. something is always happening. Relations
change. Differences and contrasts can result in conflict, or
are attenuated, erode, or corrode.
Urban space ~s.a whole was heterotopi c compared with
r!.tral g2ace until ~~ reversal that began in the sixteenth cent~!.Yil! Europe, whi~h resulted in the invasion of the countrys~.:j~LYt~ urban fabric. During this same period, the outlying areas remained strongly heterotopic. Crisscrossed by
long, poorly equipped thoroughfares, ambiguous spaces,
they harbored populations from different origins: cart drivers and mercenaries, traders, sem illomads forced to settle
outside the cit~ limits. often suspect and sacrificed in time
of war. After a time, the city began to merge with these outlying areas, to assimilate them by annexing them to its more
active neighborhoods, inhabited by merchants and artisans.
This led to urban agglomeration and the ensuing strong
sense of popular unity that is solidified by struggles with a
monarchical state. It wasn't until the rise of the bourgeoisie that this trend reversed. Popular elements were expelled
from the center to still rural peripheral heterotopies, which
have since been changed into "suburbs," habitat receptacles,
typified by a highly visible form of isotopy. In this sense,
heterotopy corresponds-but to a limited extent-to the
anomie discussed by sociologists. Anomic groups construct
heterotopic spaces, which are eventually reclaimed by the
dominant praxis.
"that about ll:.iup.ia,_th.e..llOo : place, the place for that \
whic~ doesn't occur, for that which has no place of its own,
that IS always elsewhere? On a map of Paris (t he so-called
Turgot map of approximately 1735), u-topia can be neither
read nor seen, and yet it is there in all its glory. It is where
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the gaze that overlooks the large city is situated, a vaguely
determined place. but one that is carefully conceived and
imagined (imaged ), a place of consciousness; that is. a consciousness of totality. In general, this place~ im~and
reaUs found near the borde~s of verticality-,..th~
of desire. power. and thought. Sometimes it is found deep
within th-e's liliterranean city imagined by the novelist or
poet. the underside of the city given over to conspiracy and
crime. V-top ia combines near and distant orders.
In terms of its relationship to content, urban form creates
the contradiction (dialectic) previously mentioned, which I
would now like to discuss in greater detail. Earlier, I noted
that somethin g is always happening in urban space. The
void, the nothingness of action. can only be apparent; neutrality is a limiting case. The void (a place) attracts; it has this
sense and this end. Virtually, anything can happen anywhere.
A crowd can gather, objects can pile up. a festival unfold, an
event-terrifying or pleasant-can occur. This is why urban
space is so fascinating: centrality is always possible. At the
same time, this space can empty itself, expel its content, become a place of pure scarcity or power. It is grasped in terms
of its fixed structures, staged, hierarchized, from the apartment build in g to the urban in its entirety. defined by visible
limits or the invisible limits of administrative decrees and
orders. It can easily be divided into parties and partitions,
into basic objects and units. While it may be fascinating because of its availability, it is equally fascinating because of the
arbitrariness of its predefined units (along with office blocks
and residential neighborhoods, there are arrondissements,
the bureaucratic limits of electoral districts, etc.).
To resolve thi s contradiction, we can imagine the complete mobilization, not of the population, but of space. A
space taken over by the ephemeral. So that every place becomes multifunctional, polyvalent, transfunctional, with an
incessant turnover of functions; where groups take control
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of spaces for expressive actions and constructions, which are
soon destroyed. (An admirable example of such a conjuncturally modeled space, modified by group action. is the large
exhibition space, especially the one in Montreal. An ephemeral city rase up from a transformed si te, a magnificent city,
where everydayness was absorbed in festival, where the
urban was transparent in its splendor.)
In this way, u-topia. an illuminating vi rtualit y already
present. will absorb and metamorphose the various topoi.
U-topia is as necessary as isotopy and heterotopy. It is
everywhere and nowhere. The transcendence of desire and
power, the immanence of the people, the omnipresence of
symbolism and the imaginary, the rational and dreamlike vi~
sion of centrality accumulating wealth and human gestures,
the presence of the other, presence-absence, the need for a
presence that is never achieved-these are also the charac+
teristics of differential space. Urban form unites these differences. whether minimal or maximaL This form is defined
only in and through this consolidating unity of difference
(all differences, that is to say, differences forming a whole).
This consolidation implies three terms, three topoi: isotopy,
heterotopy. and u-topia. However, the transcendence of utopia and the overwhelming nature of monumentality and the
void (eno rmous plazas, nocturnal squares). which embody
the u+topic, require closer scrutiny. This does not imply unexam ined praise for this element. half+fictional, half-real.
which would result in a form of urban idealism. This last
point has already been touched upon: the u-topic appears
as if it were incorporated in certain necessary spaces such as
gardens and parks. It is impossible to consider these spaces
as neutral (neutral elements of the urban spatial ensemble).
Parks and gardens make the "elsewhere" sensible. visible, and
legible, intercalated in urban tim e and place. They refer to
a twofold utopia: absolute nature and pure facticity. When
the (public) park and garden are no longer subject to a form
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of rationality whose origin is productivist and industrial.
when they are no longer neutralized, no longer reduced to
being "greenery," an avaricious and parodic geometry, they
suggest an absolute and inaccessible nature-grottos, wind,
altitude, the sea, islands-as well as facticity-the trimmed
and tortured tree that serves as pure ornament. The garden,
the park, are both, absolute contrasts that have been forced
together, but in such a way that they evoke liberty, u·topian
separation. Japan has many examples of the art of the garden. Paris does as well, but there they have very different
qualities. Again, there is no urban space without utopian
symbols, without a use of height and depth that is based on
laws that are not those of utilitarian empiricism or a mediocre aesthetic horrowed fTom painting, sculpture, or any specific art, for that matter: these are the laws of urban form.
I have already said most of wbat 1 wanted to say about the
relations between difference and particularity. Differential
space retains particularities, which are experienced through
the filter of homogeneous space. A selection is made. The
particularities that are incompletely homogenized survive,
are reestablished with a different meaning. This is the source
of a major theoretical problem: the reuse of signifying units
detached from their initial co ntext. The problem has cropped
up before in ph ilosophy, ideology, and mythology. We come
across it again in the discussion of space. Once again, the role
of practice is crit ical. Only urban practice can resolve the
problem, since it was urban practice that presented us with
the problem in the first place.
In urban practice. discourse on or about the city is circumscribed. inscribed; it prescribes acts. directions. Can we
claim that this practice is defined by a discourse? By speech or
writing? The urban reality is the site of limitless speech only
to the extent that it offe rs a finite, but large. number of pathways for its expression. Tbis discourse incorporates earlier.
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natural. historic units. And although it is written and read, it
is not exhausted by the writing and reading of urban texts.
It is worthwhile to discuss the confusion between difference, distinction, separation, and segregation. Difference is
incompatible with segregation, which caricatures it. When
we speak of difference, we speak of relationships, and therefore proximity relations that are conceived and perceived,
and inserted in a twofold space-ti me order: near and distant. Separation and segregation break this relationship.
They constitute a totalitarian order, whose strategic goal is
to break down concrete totality, to break the urban. Segregation complicates and destroys complexity.
A result of the complexification of the social, the urban
promotes practical rationality, the link between jorm and information. And what about synthesis? It is given in practice,
to the extent that practice demands freedom of information,
namely the possibility that every place, every event can inform the others and receive information from them in turn.
Difference is informing and informed. It produces form,
the best form resulting from optimal information. Separation
and segregation isolate information. They produce formlessness. The order they provide is merely apparent. Only an
ideology can use it to counter the disorder of information,
encounters, or ce ntrality. Only a limited industrial or state
rationalism can mutilate the urban by dissociating it, by
projecting onto the terrain its "spectral analysis," composed
of disjunct elements, where the exchange of information can
no longer take place.
Now that we have a better understanding of urban fo rm
(including its practical aspect), I would like to turn to its
concrete manifestation in the form of an urban strategy. I
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Contemporary theory would, to some extent. have been famil~
iar to Marx. Radical criticism was already clearing a path to
thought and action. Marx, as we know, used as his starting
point German philosophy, English political economy, and
contemporary French ideas about revolutionary action and
its objectives (socialism ). His critique of Hegelianism, ceo.
nomic science, and history and its meaning enabled Marx
to conce ive of capitalist society both as a totality and as
a moment of total transformation. Negativity would give
risc to a new form of optimism. For Marx the negativity
of radical critique coincided, theoretically and practically,
with that of the revolutionary proletariat. The similarities
and differences between this situation and the second half
of the twentieth century would soon become apparent. To
the Marxist critique of philosophy and political ideology, we
can now add the radical critique of the reductive disciplines,
the fragmentary sciences, which have become specialized
and institutionalized. Only through such critique can we
distinguish the contribution of each of those sciences to the
emerging totality. We now know that this is the only way to
135
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gain access to totality, rather than through a summation
or juxtaposition of the "pos itive" results of those scien ces.
Taken alone, each of these sciences dissolves in fragments or
confusion, dogmatism or nihilism.
The dialectic betw'een urban form and content is such that
(I) the existence of this form ensures a rationality of the "real,"
which can then be analyzed concep tually; (2) form, as such,
becomes the basis for study at the highest level; (3) content is
based on analyses that will further fragment this already diverse content: the fragmentary sciences. Consequently, what
is needed is perpetual criticism (and self-criticism) of those
sciences on behalf of rational (global) form.
A critique of the specialized sciences implies a critique of
specialized politics, structures, and their ideologies. Every
political group, and especially every structure, justifies itself
through an ideology that it develops and nurtures: nationalism or patriotism, economism or state rationalism, philosophism, (conventional) liberal humanism. This tends to mask
essential problems, primarily those associated with urban
society and its mutation (transformation or revolution).
These ideologies, which are ill-suited to the use to which
they are put, were developed during an earlier period, a period characterized by industrial rationalism and the division
of intellectual labor. Here I would again like to make use of
the methodology of levels to distinguish tactics and strategies. We can state the following:
1. On the level of projects and plans, there is always some
distance between elaboration and execution . In this context,
we should make a distinction between demands and dis putes, which are frequently confused. Disputes reveal the
ideologies characteristic of the groups or classes involved,
including the ideology (or ideologies) of those who co ntribute to the development of projects, ideological urbanism.
The intervention of "disp utants" introduces conflict into
social logics (socio-Iogic as ideo-logic). The possibility of
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dispute causes these logics to manifest themselves as ideologies and promotes confrontation, which is a measure of the
degree of urban democracy. The passivity of those involved,
their silence, their reticent prudence are an indica tion of
the absence of urban democracy; thal is, concrete democracy. Urban revolution and concrete (developed) democracy
coincide. The urban practice of groups and classes-that
is, their way of life, their morphology-can only confront
urban ideology in this way. And, in this way, disputes evolve
into demands.
2. On what we might call the epistemological level, we
can raise the question of knowledge, formal or otherwise.
In terms of the way the problematic has been defined, it
secms unlikely that a "body" of acquired knowledge can be
formed. The problematic will dominate scientificity until a
new order arises. In other words, ideology and knowledge
blend together, and we must continuously strive to distinguish them. Yet every science can consider itself a party to
the understanding of the urban phenomenon, providing the
following two conditions are met: that it provide specific
concepts and a method, and that it abandon imperialism, a
requirement that implies a continuous process of cri ticism
and self-criticism.
There is no question that SOciology brings with it a large
number of specific concepts, such as "ideology" (togethe r
with its critical implications), "institution," and "anomie"
and all that they imply. Obviously, this is not an exhaustive
list, and I mention these concepts specifically only because
they are exemplary subjects for criticism. Further discussion
is needed to determine if some of the concepts developed by
Georges Gurvitch-for example, "effervescent behavior" or
the "pluraJity of timc"-would be useful for the analysis of
the urban phenomenon. I However, concepts and representations of centrality, the urban fabric, and urban space are not
restricted to the field of sociology (although my comments
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should not be interpreted as a criticism of the concepts
themselves).
On the highest theoretical level, we need to envisage the
mutation (or transformation or revolution) through which
so-called industrial society becomes urban society. Such mutations determine the problematic~that is. the problematic
character of the reaL Can we claim that the phenomena associated with industrialization within a given global framework
(institutional, ideological) have been completely supplanted
by urban phenomena? That the former are now subordinated
to the latter? Not in my opinion. We shouldn't confuse trends
with realization. Today's society is undergoing a transition
and can best be understood in this sense. The phenomena
and implications of industry are only now beginning to
wane. On this level. we find that the so-called socialist countries were the first to transform their institutions to meet the
needs of industrial production: modified rationality, planning, programming. In this. the capitalist countries have
caught up to them-up to a certain point. The urban problematic is global, but the way we approach it depends on the
economic, social, and political structure of the country. as
well as its ideological superstructures. It is not obvious that
these so-called socialist countries have shown as much initiative (more or less successful) in urbanization as they have
in industrialization.
Knowledge of the urban phenomenon can only become a
science in and through the conscious formation of an urban
praxis. along with its own rationality. to supplant the now
fully realized industrial praxis. Through this complex process, analysis can delineate "objects" or construct "models;'
all of which are provisional, all of which can be revised or
criticized. This assumes the co nfrontation mentioned earlier
betw"een urban ideology and the urban practice of social
groups and classes. It also assumes the intervention of social
and political forces and the liberation of capacities for inven -
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tion, without excluding the closest thing we have to utopianism, namely "pure" imagination.
I would again like to emphasize the need for a reversal of
the conventional way of looking at things. The possibility of
a strategy is in fact linked to this reversal, but the phase in
which it is produced makes forecasts and projects difficult.
In general, urbanization is represented as a consequence of
industrialization, the dominant phenomenon. The city or agglomeration (megalopolis) then enters into an examination
of the process of industrialization and urban space within
the genera1 space of development. In terms of Marxist terminology. the urban and the process of urbanization are
simple superstructures of the mode of production (capitalist
or socialist). It is often assumed that there is no interaction
among urban phenomena, the relations o f production, and
productive forces. The reversal of perspective Occurs when
industrialization is considered to be a step toward urbanization, a moment, an intermediary, an instrument. In such
a way that, within this twofold process (industrializationurbanization), the second term becomes dominant foll owing a period in which the first was dominant. From this
point on, our concept of the "city" can no longer be limited to "optimizing" industrialization and its consequences,
complaining about alienation in industrial society (whether
through alienating individualism or overorganization), or
wishing for a return to the urban communities of antiquity,
whether Greek or medieval. These so-called models are only
variations of urbanist ideology.
tn this context, the critique of everyday life can playa
surprising role. It is not merely a detail of sociology, an "object" that can be studied critically. or a "subject"; it has no
clearly circumscribed domain. It makes use of economy and
economic analysis, just as it does sociology. psychology, and
linguistics. Yet it does not fall into any of those categories.
And although it does not cover every aspect of praxis in the
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industrial era, it makes use of the most important results.
That era resulted in the constitution of an everydayness, a
social environment of sophisticated exploitatio.n and care~
fully controlled passivity. Everydayness is not found within
the "urban" as such but in and through generalized segregation: the segregation of moments of life and activities. The
critical approach comprises the criticism of objects and subjects, sectors and domains. In showing how people live, the
critique of everyday life builds an indictment of the strategies that lead to that result. Critical thought transgresses the
boundaries separating the specialized sciences of human
reality. It illuminates the practical uses of those sciences. It
indicates the emergence and urgency of a new social practice no longer typical of "industrial" but of urban society. In
this sense, the critique of everyday life (an ongoing critique,
sometimes spontaneously self-critical, sometimes conceptually formulated) brings together the essential elements of
the sociological study of the industrialized countries. By
comparing the real and the possible (which is also "reality"),
it draws conclusions, without, however, requiring an object
or subject. a fixed system or domain. Given this orientation.
we can even envisage urban sociology one day being given
a definable status through the critique of needs and functionalities, structures, ideologies. and partial and reductive
practices. The social practice that needs to be developed, that
of urban society. has little immediate connection with what
is currently referred to as urbanism.
As an ideology. urbanism dissimulates its strategies. The
critique of urbanism is characterized by the need for a critique of urbanist ideologies and urbanist practices (as partial, that is, reductive. practices and class strategies). Such a
critique can illuminate what is really happening in urban
practice: the clumsy and unenlightened efforts to formulate
and resolve some of the problems of urban society. For these
strategies, which arc dissimulated beneath the logic of class
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(the politics of space. economism. and so fo rth ), it substitutes a strategy that is linked to the understanding.
Co nsideration of the urban phenomenon, by pushing
philosophy to a new level and turning all the sciences to its
own account through a form of radical critique, can define a
strategy. Within this perspective. we can rationally define the
limits and point of convergence, where apparently separate
lines of thought come together.
This strategy appears in bifurcated form. However, the
disju nction cannot mask a fundamental unity arising from
the fact that full knowledge momentarily focused on a prob~
lematic becomes political in the strong sense of the term: the
science of political (urban) reality. In a relative se nse. the
strategy devolves into a strategy of knowledge and a political
strategy without any separation taking place.
Should the science of the urban phenomenon respond to
pragmatic requirements. to immediate demands? Planners.
programmers. and users want solutions. For what? To make
people happy. To order them to be happy. It's a strange way
of interpreting happiness. The sc ience of the urban phe ~
nomenon cannot respond to these demands without the risk
of validating external restrictions imposed by ideology and
power. It constitutes itself slowly, making use of theoretical
hypotheses and practical experience as well as established
concepts. But it cannot exist without imagination, that is.
without utopia. It must recognize that there are a multiplicity
of situations. In some situations. demography dominates reality and, consequently, knowledge. This does not mean that
demography will become dominant, but that it will have a
voice. rather than the right or power to determine the future.
In other situations. economics will dominate. helped by planners. But in doing so, economics lays itself open to a radical
critique, which. although inconvenient for the field. is of
undeniable utility and fecundity. Sociology and sociologists
will also playa role in these developments. It is possible that
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research on cities and the urban phenomenon would enable
us to construct macrosociological models. During this process (strategically oriented), sociology in general and urban
sociology, led to reco nsider their categories and concepts.
may be able to generate a body of scientific knowledge centered on the problematic. Within an industrial framework,
however, these "disciplines" can do no more than oscillate
between the role of servants of (private or public) interests
and the discourse between contestant and contested. In any
event, and regardless of the outcome, the means can never be
substituted for the end, or the part for the whole, or tactics
fo r strategy. Any tactic associated with a given specialization
will be severely criticized as soon as it attempts to become
strategy on a global level: imperialism.
The strategy of knowledge cannot be isolated. It strives
toward practice; in other words, the incessant confrontation
with experience and the constitution of a coherent global
practice, that of urban society (the pra ctice of adopting
time and space to the human being, a superior modality o f
freedom ).
However, until the new order, social practice wiH belong
to politicians, who will control it through institutions and
systems. More specifically, specialist politicians, like specialists themselves, wiII block the formation of a higher rationality, that of urban democracy. They operate within the
very institutional and ideological frameworks that need to
be overcome. This compl icates the situation considerably.
The strategy of knowledge is doubly constricted. Because
it cannot avoid an awareness of political strategies, it must
familiarize itself with them. How can it avoid having knowledge of those objects and subjects, systems and domains?
Political sociology and the institutional analysis of administrations and bureaucracies have a large role to play in this.
Strategic activities can include proposals to politicians, gov ~
ernment officials, fa ctions, and parties. This does not mean
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that critical knowledge should step down and give way to
these specialist politicians. Quite the contrary. How can we
provide them with projects and programs without abandon ing a critical analysis of their ideologies and realizations?
How can we persuade or constrain them if we respond to
their pressure with an opposing pressure? Although the solution is far from simple, it would be fatal if knowledge were
to abandon its right to criti cize decisions and inst itutions.
Every failure would trigger a process that would be d ifficult
to reverse. And here, it is democracy that steps down and not
just science and scientific institutions.
Strategy contains a key element: the optim al and maxi.
mal use of technology (all technologies) for solving urban
questions to improve everyday life in urban society. This
exposes the possibility of transforming everyday life as we
understand it through th e rational use of machinery and
technology (which also includes the transformation of social
relationships). The co~optation of initiatives (of every initiative) in the order of existing things by a "system" of some
kind does not mean that such proposals cannot be used to
clear and highlight a path. Economic forecas ts and state
power rarely envisage the optimal use of resources, tech.
nology, or scientific tools based on a body of contemporary
experience. They are used only when under preSSure from
opinion, emergency, or direct challenge (assu ming it can
be exercised). This is the result of budgetary and financial.
that is, "economic;' requirements. These requirements mask
other. less obvious motives. Powers have their own strategy,
systems their own interests, which all too often relegate such
important issues to the background.
The reliance on philosophy in no way implies a nostalgia
for the past. Here, the distinction between philosophic thought
and meta philosophy assumes meaning and importance. Metaphilosophy is the new context in which theories and concepts,
signifying units detached from their philosophical context,
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assume a different meaning. To gel a clearer idea of the scope
of the current problematic, that is to say, actuality as problematic, we can make use of philosophical thought-with
the understanding that we are making a transition from classical philosophy to metaphilosophy.
What about totality? Dialectically speaking, it is present, here and now. It is absent as well. In every human act
and poss ibly in the natural world as well, all moments are
contained: work and play. knowledge and repose. effort and
enjoyment, joy and sorrow. But these moments need to
be "objectivized" in reality and society; they also require a
form for their elaboratio n. Although close by in this sense,
totality is also distant: lived immediacy and horizon. Urban
society transcends the opposition between nature and culture created by the ideology of the industrial era. It puts an
end to the things that make totality impossible: unresolvable
division. absolute separation, programmed segregation. However, it only provides us with a path, not a model of totality.
This was the method of conventional philosophy, but not
metaphilosophy, for wh ich path and model are contrasting
oppositions.
The development of an urban strategy can only proceed
using general rules of political analysis, which have been
around since Marx. This analysis covers conditions and
cycles as well as the structural elements of a situation. How
and when should we separate specifically urban objectives
from those associated with industrial production, planning.
the distribution of revenue (surplus value). employment. the
organization of the enterprise and labor? The most serious
error would be the premature separation of objectives. In
fact, the industrial revolution and the urban revolution are
two aspects of a radical transformation of the world. They
arc two elements (dialectically united ) of the same process,
a single idea, that of global revolution. While it is true that
the second aspect has increased in importance so that it is
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no longer subordinate to the first. this does not imply that
the.~rst suddenly ceases to have any importance o r reality.
PohtIcal analysis of a situation has no bearing on the "real,"
in the trivial and most frequently used sense of the term, but
on the dialectical relationship of the three terms: the real,
the possible, and the impossible, so as to make possible what
appeared to be impossible. Any analysis that approaches the
real must accept political opportunism. Any analysis that
diverges and moves too close to the impossible (toward the
utopic in the banal sense of the term) is doomed to failu re.
It is a recognized fact that the Americas have entered a
phase of urban guerrilla activity. The technological adva nce
in North America and its influence on Latin America (i ncluding Mexico) have made this a privileged co ntinent in
a way, at least from the point of view I am concerned with
here. Just as Marx based his analysis on England and English
capitalism, the political analyses of the urban transformation
are based on a detailed study of North and South America.
Urban guerrilla activity doesn't have the same characteristics
in North America and Latin America. Blacks in the United
States. who are locked in urban ghettos by a form of social
segregation that is more powerful than legal integration,
have resorted to desperate acts. Many of those blacks, many
young people in general. have rejected any political program,
and consider the search for such a program to be a form
of treason. They want to unleash violence in its pure state.
Until now there has been no direct relation bet\\leen violent
acts and the urban cr isis to which American society has
fallen prey. That society did not experience any fundamental crisis during the industrial period. It attempted-and it
continues-to organize itself around the rationality of bus iness. while retaining forms (ideological, political, urban) that
antedate industrial growth. Within the overall context. the
relations between local authorities, the federal government,
and the states have become increasingly complicated. The
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largest cities (New York is typical) have become uocontrollable, ungovernable, a knot of problems that are increasingly
difficult to resolve. It is obvious that for strategy to succeed it
must combine the "negative" forces of revolt against a repressive society with social forces that arc capable of "positively"
resolving the problems of the megalopolis. This is no simple
matter. Just because this society has entered a phase of urhan
revolution does not mean that the urban problematic can be
easily resolved. It simply means that a highly industrializ.ed
society. if it fail s to respond to the urban problematic by a
transformation capable of resolving it, will collapse into a
form of chaos that is masked by an ideology of order and
satisfaction. Yet the difficulty of theoretical analysis and the
discovery of solutions shouldn't discourage either thought
or action. A similar situation occurred at the beginning of
the twentieth century with the industrial problematic. The
second half of this century may caU into question Marx's
optimistic comment that humanity presents itself only with
problems it can resolve, but it is still too early to deliberately
abandon this belief. Optimism has one thing in its favor-its
tenacity.
In South America, urban guerrilla activity is taking place
in the favcJas, or shantytowns, which have become outlets
for struggle, intermediaries ben....een the dispossessed peasants and industrial labor. In all likelihood, Che Guevara
committed an error. His attempt to create cente rs of peasant guerrilla activity came too late. A few years earlier, in
Cuba, there was stiH a possibility that this might have succeeded. The South American countryside was emptied of
its population; the best of the peasants emigrated en masse
to the outskirts of the already overcrowded cities. As of this
writing, the objectives of urban guerriJIa activity do not appear to have been very well defined (at least until additional
information is available).
What about Asia? Has Asia concluded the period of
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agrarian and industrial transformation? The existence of
large cities is an inadequate marker. It is the totality of their
relations with the countryside that n eeds to be examined.
The concept of unequal development may be useful here for
an analysis that does not coincide with the work of Lenin
but expands Oil it. The enormous numbers of peasants, the
latent or violent pressure, questions of agrarian reform and
industrialization-all continue to mask the urban problematic. This situation helps explain the theory according to
which the "global city," incapable of transformative actions,
will fall victim to the "global struggle."
With respect to the socialist countries, there are three
possibilities: First, the urban problematic, stifled by the
ideology of industrial production, will fail to enter people's
consciousness. An official urbanism, not very dissimilar from
capitalist urbanism (except that there is less emphasis on the
centrality of exchange and greater access to the soil and,
therefore, an increase in the amount of green space, the zero
degree of urban reality), will continue to pass for a solution
that realizes socialist society. Second, the pressure of urban
reality will burst the ideology of productivist socialism and
expose the absurdity of a state philosophy that claims that
production and productive labor possess a meaning and
finality no longer based on profit. It will raise awareness of
an active criticism of state socialism as weU as the fusion between civil society and political society, to the benefit of the
latter. In this way urban society will reshape civil society and
lead to the absorption of political society into civil society
(Marx's withering away of the state). Third, a strategic hypothesis: legal bodies and institutions will grow increasingly
aware of the urban problematic; the transformation will take
place gradually through legal means.
There is no Ileed to choose among these three strategies,
especially since we don't have the information to do so. The
only ones authorized to choose are those willing to take the
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risks and assume the responsibilities. Here. my intention is
simply to outline the possibilities, point out a path. and dis·
tin guish among the various strategies.
.
In France. the moment may yet arrive when urban obJcc·
tives diverge from (without actually separating· fr~m) spe·
cifically industrial objectives. This would involve .elther the
formation of a new political party or an effo rt to mvolve an
existing party in the politicization of urban issues. I.n t~is
sense, could the "crisis of the left" be explained by Its m·
ab ility to analyze these issues or the fa ct that it has fram ed
them so narrowly? The urban problem has ceased to be a
municipal problem and has become national and glob~l. The
reduction of the urban to housing and infrastructure IS part
of the shortsightedness of politicaJ life on the right as well as
the left. The most important political truth that the French
"left" (what remai ns of it) must understand if it is to remain
viable is the existence of a vast urban program, which wo uld
also be a project for the transfor mation of the everyday,
and which would have no further relationship either with
a repressive and banal urbanism or with the limitations of
national development programs.
Could Les HaIles serve as a salutary example of what
mi ght happen elsewhere in France? If so, that would ~e
very unfortunate. In actuality, the fate of the cente; of Pans
had been decided over a ce ntury ago: Haussmann s urban·
ism and the failure of the Commune sealed its fate. T his
center, the area surrounding Les Halles, has agai n shown a
surprising lack of segregat ion. Eve ry category of the po pu·
lation was represented (similar to the national avera ges:
artisans, merchants, labo rers, professionals). This con·
trasted strangely with the segregation visible in the neigh·
boring ghetto (Rue des Rosiers and the surrounding area).
However, the number of artisans and smalJ shops bega~ to
dwindle. A return to th e center of a moneyed class, slCk-
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ened by the suburbs, just as they were by traditional bour·
geois neighbo rhoods-in si mple terms, the elitist gentri ·
fi.cation of an urban center cut off from production-has
been going on for years. Only the Illost recen t arrivals,
self-employed professionals for the most part (fil m, theater,
co uture, the arts), have been able to "modernize" the houses
in these neighborhoods, which were fo rmerly the reserve of
the bourgeoisie and subsequently abandoned by them (as
in the Marais).2 Although these neighborhoods were con·
sidered to be "active" and "pictu resque," a large percentage
of this mixed population lived in slum dwellings. So what
happened? The leaders and members of the various com·
mittees opposed to speculative activities, opposed to the asphyxiation of ce ntral Paris, opposed to the deportation of
the poorest tenants, were people whose existence was not
threatened by the activities taking place. And what about
those people? What were they waiting for? Better housing,
better jobs, or simply jobs. The other groups represented
so-called private interests; they were capable of various ac·
tivities but inca pable of forceful political action. Aside from
the engineering aspect, which was technically questionable,
the attitudes of the participants were clearly drawn: those
in power wanted to build an enormous fin an ce ministry
in the center of Paris, which would become a hub for gov·
ernmen t decisions. The so-called communist opposi tion
wanted to see inexpensive residential quarters built on the
site. Two mediocrities, squared off against one another. one
bureaucratic, the other electoral.
The strategy of knowledge implies (1) a radical critique
of what is called urbanism, its ambiguity, its contrad ictions,
its variants, what it avows and what it hides; (2) the develop·
ment of a science of the urban phenomenon. beginning with
its form and content (aiming at convergence throu gh the
unity of these two approaches).
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Political strategy implies the following:
1. The introduction of the urban problematic into (French )
political life by moving it to the foreground. .
2. The development of a program that begins with a form
of generalized self-managem ent. The self-management
introduced in industry-oot without some difficultycan "trigger" urban self-management. But this can also
move into the foreground and in turn trigger the practice of self-management in industry. Yet both urban life
and industry require more than self-management. On its
own, looking at each isolated unit, it is doomed to failure.
The problems of urban self-management are related to
those of industrial self-management but far more wideranging, for they also involve markets and the control of
investments-that is, an overall program.
3. The introduction into the enlarged, transformed, concretized contractual system of a "right to the city" (the right
not to be excluded from centrality and its movement).

8 " The Urban Illusion

We can now provide an objective definition of urbanism,
which is officially defined as the "physical trace on the land
of human dwellings of stone, cement, or metal." We now
have the conceptual tools for a radical critique of an activity
that claim s to control the process of urbanization and urban
practice and subject it to its order. Our perception of this activity differs from the way it perceives itself: simultaneously
art and science, technology and understanding. This unitary
character is illusory, however. In fact, urbanism , when examined closely, breaks into pieces. There are several urbanisms:
the urbanism of humanists, of developers, of the state and its
technocrats. The first group proposes abstract utopias; the
second sells urbanism-that is, happiness, a lifestyle, a certain
social standing. The activity of the last group dissociates, like
the activity of the state, into will and representation, institutions and ideologies. The simultaneous pressures from these
two aspects of state urbanism in no way provide the unitary
and coherently ordered character it claims to possess. Some
might retort, "Without urbanists, there would be chaos." It is
chaos, but one that is the result of an imposed order. Lacking
151
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an appropriate methodology (dialectic). urbanist theory has
been unable to comp rehend the twofold process of urbanization and industrialization. one that is characterized by its
extreme complexity and conflict. It can hardly be claimed as
an asset that urbanists perceive-from afar-the sense of urgency and the problems associated with the new scarcity of
space. time, place, and natural "elements."
The urban illusion can't be separated from other illusions,
which should also be denounced, using the same strategy of
knowledge. There is noth in g especially nega tive about the
term "illusion." It is not a form of personal insult or an ad
hominem argument against anyone in particular. Those who
interpret it that way are simply suffering the pangs of a bad
conscience. Is there anyone who is free of all illusion? T he
most tenacious, the most effective illusions are the illusions
of class, whose origins are both higher and more distant than
intellectual or individual errors. Their course passes well over
the heads of those they most affect.
The philosoph ical illusion arises from the belief on the
part of philosophers that they can enclose the world in a
system of their own devising. They assume that their system
is based on precedent, since it includes everything and is hermetically enclosed. Yet there is always more in the wo rld than
in any philosophical system. Philosophical activity wasn't
only honorable. For years it rivaled art, possessing som ething of the incomparable character of an oeuvre: something
unique. infinitely precious, irreplaceable. Isn't it an illusion.
then, to go on indefinitely building systems that are forever
disappointing, always improved? From the moment the idea
of the indefinite perfectibil ity of systemization comes into
conflict with the idea of the immanent perfection of the system as such, philosophical illusion enters consciousness.
The state illusion is part of a colossal and ludicrous project. The state is capable of managing the affairs of tens of
millions of subjects. It would like to direct our consciousness

as if it were a kind of high-Ie vel administrator. Providential, a
god personified, the state would become the center of things
and conscious beings on earth. One might assume that such
an illusion would crumble as soon as it was form ulated. But
this is not the case. It seems inherent in the projec ts and
ambitions of those who want to be, and claim to be, elected
officials, high- or low-level administrators, poJiticalleaders.
The very idea of the state implies this project, which is acknowledged only in secret. Once the project is discredited,
once it is abandoned by thought and will, the state begins to
decline.
The urban illusion is closely related to the two illusions
discussed above. Like classical philosophy, urbanism claims
to be a system. It pretends to embrace, enclose, possess a new
totality. It wants to be the modern philosophy of the city,j ustified by (liberal) humanism while justifying a (tech nocrati c)
utopia.
In the case of ideology, neither good will nor good intentions are justifications. In fact, a clear conscience and peace
of mind merely aggravate the situation. How can we define
the fundamental void in urbanism, whether the product of
private intellect or public institutions? To the extent that it
claims to replace or supplant urban practice it fau s to examine that practice. But for urbanists, this practice is precisely
the blind field I discussed earlier. They live it, they are in it,
bu t they don't see it, and certainly cann ot grasp it as such.
With complete peace of mind. they substitute its rep resentations of space, of social life, of groups and their relationships for praxis. They don't know where these representations come from or what they imply-that is, the logic and
strategy that they serve. And if they do know, their knowledge is unforgivable; their ideological cover splits to reveal a
strange nudity.

In bureaucratic capitalism, productive activity completely
escapes the con trol of planners and developers. Technicians
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and technocrats are asked for their advice. People sit around
listening politely-most of the time, at least. But they are
not the decision makers. In spite of their efforts. thcy cannot escape the status that has been given to them, that of a
pressure group or caste, and they become a das~. The same
holds true for the so-called socialist countries. But for their
technocrats. space is the site of their future exploits, the terrain of their victories, so to speak. Space is available. Why?
Because it is almost empty or seems to be. Corporations,
productive units, and established networks are dispersed in
space but do not fill it. Free space belongs to thought, to action. Technocratic thought oscillates between the represcntation of empty space, nearly geometric, occupied only by
concepts, by the most rational logics and strategies, and the
representation of a permeated space, occupied by the results of those logics and strategies. They fail to perceive that
every space is a product and that this product does not arise
in conceptual thought, which is not necessarily immediately productive. Space, as product, results from relati~n
ships of production that are taken control of by an active
group. Urbanists seem to be unaware of or misinterpret the
fact that they themselves figure in these relationships of production as organizers and administrators. They implement.
they do not control, space. They obey a social command
that is not directed at any given object or any given product (commodity) but a global object, the supreme product,
the ultimate object of exchange: space. The deploymen t of
the world of commodities now affects not only objects but
their containers, it is no longer limited to content, to objects
in space. More recently. space itself has begun to be bought
and sold. Not the earth, the soil. but social space, produced
as such, with this purpose. this finality (so to speak). Space
is no longer only an indifferent medium, the sum of places
where surplus value is created, realized. and distributed. It
becomes the product of social labor, the very general object
of production, and consequently of the formation of surplus
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value. This is how production becomes social within the very
framework of neocapitalism. In the recent past this would
have been unforeseen and unforeseeable, since production
and the social nature of production were thought of only in
terms of the enterprise and the productive labor of the enterprise. Today the social (global) nature of productive labor,
embodied in productive forces, is apparent in the social production of space. In the recent past, there was no other way
to conceive of "production" other than as an object,located
somewhere in space: an ordinary object, a machine, a book.
a painting. Today. space as a whole enters into production as
a product, through the buying, selling, and exchange of parts
of space. Not too long ago, a localized. identifiable space, the
soil. still belonged to a sacred entity: the earth. It belonged to
that cursed, and therefore sacred, character, the owner (not
of the means of production. but of the Home), a carryover
from feudal times. Today. this ideology and the corresponding practice are collapsing. Something new is happening.
The production of space is not new in itself. Dominant
groups have always produced a particular space, the space
of the old cities, of the countryside (and what will become
the "natural" landscape). What is new is the global and total
production of social space. This enormous expansion of
productive activity is carried out on behalf of those who
invented it, manage it. and profit from it. Capitalism appears
to be out of steam. It found new inspiration in the conquest
of space-in trivial terms, in real estate speculation. capital
projects (inside and outside the city), the buying and selling
of space. And it did so on a worldwide scale. This is the (unforeseen) path of the socialization of productive forces, of
the production of space itself. Capitalism, to ensure its survival, took the initiative in this. The strategy goes far beyond
simply selling space, bit by bit. Not onJy does it incorporate
space in the production of surplus value, it attempts to completely reorganize production as something subordinate to
the centers of information and decision making.
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Urbanism encompasses this enormous ope ratio n, dissimulating its fundamental features, meanings, and finality.
Beneath its benign exterior, humanist and technological, it
masks capitalist strategy: the control of space, the struggle
against the trend toward lower profits, and so on.
This strategy overwhelms the "user," the "participant,"
the simple "inhabitant." He is reduced not o nly to merely
functioning as an inhabitant (habitat as function) but to
being a buyer of space, one who realizes surplus value. Space
becomes a place where various funct ions are carried out, the
most important and most hidden being that of forming,
realizing, and distributing in novel ways the surplus of an
entire society (generalized surplus value within the capitalist
mode of production).
Urban ideology exaggerates the importance of the socaUed planned activities it sanctions. It gives the impressio n,
to those who use these representations, of managing people
and things in innovative and positive ways. With considerable
naivete (genuine or otherwise), many people believe they
are determining and creating social life and social relations
(human). Here the urba n illusion awakens the somewhat
somnolent mythology of the Architect. In the new ideology
the old myths agree with and sup port one another. The result is a series of (occasionally cancerous) growths that are
grafted onto real knowledge and concrete practice (that of
users who are still attached to use value).
Ideology and its application (by the corresponding institutions) overwhelm actual practice. Use (use value), which
had been pushed aside with the development of exchange
value (the world of commodities, its logic and language, its
system of signs and significations clinging to each object ),
continues to be overwhelmed by urban representati ons, by
the encouragement and motivatio n so freely assigned to it.
Practice disappears; it falls silent, becomes passive. A surprising paradox arises from this: the passivity of vested interests.
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There are many reasons for this. Here I'll examine one of
them, .certainly not the least important: urban ideology as
reductive of practice (of habiting, of urban reality) . As with
any ideology, it does not stop at being simply reductive. It
systematically extrapolates and concludes, as if it held and
manipulated all the elements of the question, as if it had resolved the urban problematic in and through a total theory,
one that was immediately applicable.
Th is extrapolation becomes excessive when it tends to~ard a kin.d of medical ideology. The urbanist imagines
himself canng fo r and healing a sick society, a pathological
sp~ce. He perceives spatial diseases, which are initially con.
celved abstractly as an available void, then fragmented into
partial contents. Eventually, space itself becomes a subject. It
suffers, grows ill, must be taken care of so it can be returned
to (moral) health. The urban illusion culm inates in deliri.
urn. Space, and the thought of space, lead the thinker down
a danger~us path. He becomes sch izophrenic and imagines
a mental illness- the schizophrenia of society-onto which
he projects his own illness, space sickness, mental vertigo.
If we look at the various urbanist proposals, we find that
th~y don't go very far. They are limited to cutting space into
gn~s and squares. Technocrats. unaware of what goes on in
th~l: ow~ mind and in their working concepts, profoundly
mls}udgmg what is going on (a nd what is not) in thei r
blind field, end up minutely organizing a repressive space.
For all that, they have a clear co nscience. They are unaware
that space harbors an ideology (more exactly, an ideo-logic).
They are unaware, or pretend to be unaware, that urbanism, objective in appea rance (because it is a function of the
state and dependent on skills and knowledge), is a form of
class urbanism and incorporates a class strategy (a particular logic). In this domain, is "technostructure" as effective
(in m.aintaining the relationships of production that exist,
ensurmg their survival and development) as it is within the
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enterprise? There is cause to wonder. For isn't it precisely
in this sector that technostructure and the "compensatory
power" of great economic and political power structures
(Galbraith) reach their "optimal" efficiency? They manage
this by allowing logic and strategy to conceal themselves
from view-and strategy to appear logical, or necessary.
As it exists in the current framework, that is, as a functional entity (although this is not and possibly cannot be
acknowledged), urbanism has been unable to escape the
permanent crisis described above and remains stigmatized;
it is unable to find a status for itself, nor is the urbanist able
to find a role. Urbanism find s itself caught between particular interests and political interests, between those who

than an ideology that claims to be either "a rt" or "technology" or "science," depending on the context. This ideology pretends to be straightforward, yet it obfuscates, harbors things unsaid: which it covers, which it contains, as a
form of will tending toward efficiency. Urbanism is doubly
fetishistic. First, it implies the fetishism of satisfaction. What
about vested interests? They must be sa tisfied, and therefore
their needs must be understood and catered to, unchanged.
From time to time, these needs can be modified. The implicit assumption is that we can determine those needs, either because those vested interests have openly stated them
or because experts have studied them. We can classify them.
Fo r each need, an object is supplied. This assumption is in herently false, especially since it neglects to take into consideration social needs. Second, it implies the fetishism of space.
Space is creation. Whoever creates space creates whatever it
is that fills space. The place engende rs the thing and the good
place engenders good things. Which results in ambiguity,
misunderstanding, a singular oscillation.
Either the disease of space excuses people but acknowledges skills, or the disease of people in a good space is inexcusable. The fetishism of space is not withou t its contradictions, for it fails to resolve the conll ict between use and
exchange, even when it crushes both use and user.
Rather than analyzing the contradictions of space, I would
like to highlight the role played by urbanism and more generally real estate (speculation, construction) in neocapitalist
society. Real estate functions as a second sector, a circuit that
runs pa rallel to that of industrial production, which serves
the nondurable assets market, or at least those that are less
durable than buildings. This second sector serves as a buffer.
It is where capital flows in the event of a depression, although
enormous profits soon slow to a trickle. In this sector, there
are few "multipliers," few spin-offs. Capital is tied up in real
estate. Although the overall economy (so-called domestic

decide on behalf of "p rivate" interests and those who decide
on behalf of higher institutions and powers. It lives off the
compromise between neoliberalism (which participates in
planning and in activities that are referred to as "voluntary"
or "consensual" ) and neo-dirigisme (which leaves a field of
action open for "free enterprise"). The urbanist slips into
the crack between them, into the fissure between developers
and power structures. The ideal situation for the urbanist is
the (unconscious) conflict between representation and will,
and this includes elected officials. Urban reality and its problematic break apart in the face of theory and in practice into
scattered representations ("environment," "infrastructure")
and skills (consulting firm s, offices, institutions). Urbanism
and the urbanist can only accept this fragmentation; indeed,
they contribute to it. Whenever they act, it is always in an
"official" capacity. At the same Lime, urbanism claims to be
a doctrine. It tends toward unity: theory, logic, strategy. But
when a unitary function reveals itself and becomes effective,
that unity is lost. It is the strategy of profit or the logic of
industrial space, the logic of exchange and the world of commodities, or ...
As a form of representation, urbanism is nothing more

.
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economy) soon begins to suffer. the role and function of this
sector continue to grow. As the principal circuit-current industrial production and the movable property that resultsbegins to slow down, capital shifts to the second sector, real estate. It can even happen that real-estate speculation becomes
the principal source for the form ation of capital, that is. the
realization of surplus value. As the percentage of overall surplus value formed and realized by industry begins to decline.
the percentage created and realized by real -estate speculation
and construction increases. The second circuit supplants the
first. becomes essential. But as economists are accustomed
to saying, this is an unhealthy situa tion. The role played by
real estate in various countries (especially Spain and Greece)
continues to be poorly understood. poorly situated within
the general mechanisms of cap italist economy. It is a SOUIce
of problems. It is here that the "compensatory power" discussed earlier can co me into play. However, urbanism as an
ideology and as an institution (as representation and will)
masks these p roblems. It seems to conta in a response and
therefore seems to preclude the need for their theoretical investigation. Because urbanism is situated at the intersection
of these nvo sectors (the production of movable goods and
the production ofreal estate). it conceals that intersection.
Urbanism is. although unwittingly. class urbanism. When
the urbanist realizes this, when he attains this level ofknowledge, he becomes cyn ical or simply resigns. As a cynic, he
may even sell freedom, happiness, lifestyles, social life. even
community life. in phalansteries designed for the use of
modern satraps.
Urbanism is therefore subject to radical critique. It masks
a situatio n. It conceals operations. It blocks a view of the
horizon, a path to urban knowledge and practice. It accompanies the decline of the spontaneous city and the historical
urban core. It implies the intervention of power more Lhan
that of understanding. Its only coherence, its only logic, is
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that of the state-the void. The state can only separate, disperse, hollow out vast voids, the squares and avenues built in
its own image-an image of force and constraint.
Urbanism prevents thought from becoming a consideration of the possible, a reflection of the future. It encloses
thought in a situation where three terms--critical thought,
reformist ideology, leftist opposition--clash, a situation from
which thought must escape, a situation from which urbanism and the urbanist prevent it from escaping.
Yet not everything about urbanism is negative. More
specifically, it is nothing more than the opposition benveen
the "blinding and the blinded," to the extent that the urbanist believes himself to be someone capable of broad ideas,
interd isciplinary, a creator of space and human relationships. Moreover, the urbanist amasses data and information.
Urbanism provides a presentiment of new scarcities and
occasionally the opportunity to explore them: space, time,
desire, the elements (water. air, earth, the sun). Of course.
urbanists tend to avoid the concrete and funda mental question of the (social) management of sca rcities that replace
older scarcities (in the so-called advanced countries). The
urbanist often perceives the importance of the question man
asks of "nature" and nature o f man. His reading of space
encourages him to read nature-that is, to contemplate the
rape and destruction of that nature. In fact, couldn't some of
Le Corbusier's texts be read in this sense, "sym ptomatically"
(rather than literally)? Or some of the so-called urbanist
works, less well known but significant for the ideology they
transmit? Urbanist discourses are sometimes articulated
using the disco urse of urban practice. A deformed image
of the future and the possible may still contain th eir traces
and indexes. The utopian part of urbanist projects (ge nerally masked by technology and the abuse of technicism) is
not without interest as a precursor symptom, which signals
a problematic without explaining it. Thi s does not mean
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that there exists an epistemology of urbanism, a theoretical
core that can virtually generate an urban practice. Far fTom
it. In fact, the argument I' have developed would claim the
contrary. For the moment, for a long time into the future,
the problematic will outweigh our understanding. What
is most needed is {hat we categorize, that we prepare concepts (catego ries) we can verify, that we explore the possible.
impossible, and that we do so through transduction.
The question comes to mind of whether urbanism
today doesn't play the role ideology (philosophy + political
economy + utopian socialism) did around 1845, when Marxist and critical (revolution ary) thought concerning industrial phenomena were being formed. This seemingly harsh
interpretation contains an element of exaggerated praise. Do
doctrinaire urbanists possess the scope that Hegel, Fourier,
Saint-Simon, Adam Smi th, or Ricardo had? Even if we were
to compare them to minor ideologues like Bauer and Stirner
rather than the great theorists, we would stiU be aiming
too high.1 Urbanism could be more accurately compared
to common political economy than to Marxist economic
analysis. For these economists, the critical point of view
holds little interest. Sometimes, they say the same things as
the Marxists in a different language. Rostow, for example,
calls "takeoff" what the Marxists refer to as "primitive accumulation."2 Their schemas frequently contain a tactical
element, which they refer to as "operational." The character~
istics of this tactic are easily discernible through analysis or
application. More often, the abstract models used byeconomists are put safely to rest in drawers. Business executives
and politicians do as they please. Couldn't the same be said
about our urbanists?
Still, urbanism remains an impediment because of its
models. Once again, this reflects one of the inherent conflicts
in contemporary political and scientific thought, the conflict
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betw"een path and model. To dear a path, we have to destroy
the models.
Given the confusion surrounding ideology, it is worth
repeating that my criticism of urbanism is a criticism of the
left (by the left). Right.wing criticism, whether liberal or
neoliberal, attacks urbanism as an institution but extols the
ini.tiatives of developers. This leaves the path open for capitahst developers, who are now able to invest profitably in the
real·estate sector; the era of urban illusion has given them an
opportunity to adapt. The radical critique of urban illusion
opens the way to urban practice and the theory associated
with this practice, which will advance together during the
process of overall development (if this development assumes
greater importance than growth, together with its ideologies
and strategies).
This "leftist" critique involves much more than a rejec.
tion of liberalism or neoliberalism by challenging private
enterprise and the state, individual initiative and political
paternalism. Such a critique can only become radical by
rejecting the state, the role of the state, the strategy of the
state, and the politics of space. It does so by demonstrating
that the promotion of the urban is tied to the rejection of
economic (quantitative) growth seen as an end in itself, the
orientation of production fo r other purposes, the primacy of
(qualitative) development over growth, the limitation of the
state (the quintessential limiter) to a subordinate functionin short, a radical critique of the state and politics.
The worst utopia is the one that remains unnamed. The
urban illusion belongs to the state. It is a state utopia: a cloud
on the mountain that blocks the road. It is both antitheory
and antipractice.
What is urbanism? A superstructure of neocapitalist society, a form of "organizational capitalism," which is not the
same as "o rganized capital"-in other words, a bureallcratic
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society ofcontrolled consumption. Urbanism organizes a sector
that appears to be free and accessible, open to rational ac·
tivity: inhabited space. It controls the consumption of space
and the habitat. As superstructure, it must be distinguished
from practice. from social relationships. from "Society itself.
There has been some confusion between urbanism and the
"urban," namely urban practice and the urban phenomenon.
This confusion would explain the pseudo· Marxist theor y,
apparently vigorously critiqued, that claims that the urban
phenomenon is itself only a superstructwe. These ideologies
co nfuse practice with ideology, social with institutional rela·
tions. It is only from an ideological and institutional point of
view, however, that urbanism reveals to critical analysis the
illusions that it harbors and that foster its implementation.
In this light, urbanism appears as the vehicle for a limited
and tendentious rationality in which space, deceptively neu·
tral and apolitical, constitutes an object (objective).

9

II

Urban Society

The concept developed earlier as a (scientific) hypothesis
can now be approached differently. I hope that readers will
have a better understanding of it now that it has been freed
som~what of its earlier theoretical status. However, the process 1.S far from complete, and it would be dogmatic to claim
tha<~ It was. To .do ,~~ would mean inserting the concept of
an urban SOCiety mto a qu estionable epistemology that
we should be wary of beca use it is premature, because it
~Iaces the categorical above the problematic, thereby haltmg, and possibly shifting, the very movemen t that brought
the urban phenomenon to the threshold of awareness in the
first place.
The concept of an urban society has freed itself from
the myth~ and ideologies that bind it, whether they arise in
the agranan stages of history and consciousness or in an un·
warranted extension of the representations borrowed fro m
the corporate sphere (industrial rationalism). Myths become
a part of literature; their poetic and utopian character in no
way diminishes their attract ion. We also know that ideology has played a large part in the development of a body of
165
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doctrine known as urbanism. To continue our exploration
of the blind field, we had to jettison that opaque. heavy body:
the urban phenomenon in its totality.
The unconscious (the boundary between the misunderstood and the one who misunderstands) appears sometimes
as a deceptive and blinding emergence of a rural and industrial past, sometimes as a sense of loss for an urban reality
that is slipping away.
In this way, the notion of a critical zone or phase comes
into view. Within this zone. the terrain flies before us, the
ground is booby-trapped. Although the old concepts no longer
work, new concepts are beginning to take shape. Reality isn't
the only thing to go; thought itself begins to give way.
Still, we have succeeded in elaborating a coherenl discourse that is non ideological and that is both of th e urban
(inside an emergent urban universe) and about the urban
(describing it. outlining its contours). This kind of discourse
can never be completed. Its incompletion is an essential part
of its existence. It is defined as a reflection of the future,
implying operations in time as well as space: transduction
(construction of a virtual object) and the exploration of the
possible-impossible. The temporal dimension, evacuated by
epistemology and the philosophy of knowledge. is victoriously reintroduced. Yet transduction is not long-range planning. Like urbanism, it has been called into question; like
urbanism it contains a strategy. It mixes ideology and scientificity. Here. as elsewhere, scientificity is an ideology, an
excrescence grafted onto real. but fragmentary. knowledge.
And like urbanism. long-range planning also extrapolates
from a reductive position.
During this exploration. the urban phenomenon appears
as something other than. as something more than, a superstructure (of the mode of production). I say this in response
to a form of Marxist dogmatism that manifests itself in a
variety of ways. The urban problematic is worldwide. The
same problems are found in socialism and in capitalism-
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along with the failure to respond. Urban society can only be
defined as global. Virtually. it covers the planet by recreating
na~ure, which has been wiped out by the industrial explo itation of natural resources (material and "human"), by the
destruction of so-called natural particularities.
Moreover, the urban phenomenon has had a profound
effect on the methods of production: productive forces, relationships of production, and the contradictions between
them. It both extends and accentuates, on a new plane, the
social character of productive labor and its conflict with the
ownership (private) of the means of production. IL continues the "socialization of society." which is another way of
saying that the urban does not eliminate industrial contradictions. It does not resolve them for the sole reason that it
has become dominant. What's more. the conflicts inherent
in production (in the relationships of production and capitalist ownership as well as in "socialist" society) hinder the
~rban phenomenon, prevent urban development, reducing
It to growth. This is particularly true of the action of the state
under capitalism and state socialism.
To summarize then: Society becomes increasingly complex with the transition from the rural to the industrial and
from the industrial to the urban. Th is multifaceted COmplcxification affects space as well as time, for the complexi fication of space and the objects that occupy space can not
occur without a complexifi cation of time and the activities
that occur over time.
This space is occupied by interrelated networks. relationships that are defined by interference. Its homogeneity corresponds to intentions. unified strategies. and systematized
logics, on the one hand, and reductive, and consequently
simplifying. representations, on the other. At the sa me time,
differences become more pronounced in populating this
space, which tends. like any abstract space. toward homogeneity (quantitative, geometric, and logical space). This.
in turn. results in conflict and a st range sense of unease. For
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this space tends toward a unique code. an absolute system,
that of exchange and exchange value, of the logical thing and
the logic of things. At the same time. it is filled with subsys*
tems, partial codes, messages. and signifiers that do not bc*
come part of the unitary procedure that the sp~ce stipulates,
prescribes. and inscribes in various ways.
The thesis of complexification appears philosophical. And
sometimes it is. at least for certain authors (Teilhard de Char*
din. for example). Here it is related to a fragmentary but cffec*
tive scientific understanding: theories of information. mes*
sage theories, encoding and decoding. We can. therefore. again
state that this thesis is metaphilosophical-simultaneously
global and articulated through the understanding.
The concept of cornplexification continues to be of service. ft is theoretically based on the distinction between
growth and development. a distinction imposed by the ~e
riOO, by experience. by a consideration of results. Marx dIStinguished growth and development only because he wanted
to avoid any confusion between quantity and quality. But for
Marx the growth (quantitative) and development (qualitative) of society could and must occur simultaneously. Unfortunately. history shows that this is not the case. Growth can
occur without development and sometimes development can
occur without growth. For half a century. growth has been at
work just about everywhere. while rigid social and political
relations have been maintained. Although the Soviet Union
undenvent a period of intense development between 19 2 0
and 1935. objective "facto rs." namely the productive forces
that were left behind by this "superstructure" explosion and
the growth targets used as strategic objectives-means construed as ends-soon took their revenge. Wasn't the same
true of France after the explosion of May 1968? The law of
unequal development (Lenin ) should be extended, expanded. and formulated in such a way that it can account for the
conflict between growth and development that was revealed
during the course of the twentieth century.
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The theory of complexification anticipates the revenge of
development over growth. The same is true for the theory of
urban society. This revenge is only just beginning. The basic
proposition, that growth cannot continue indefinitely and
that the means can remain an end without a catastrophe occurring. still seems paradoxical.
These considerations evoke the prodigious extension
of the urban to the entire planet. that is. urban society. its
virtualities and potential. It goes without saying that this
extension-expansion is not going to be problem-free. In deed. it has been shown that the urban phenomenon tends
to overflow borders. while commercial exchange and industrial and financial organizations. which once seemed to
abolish those territorial limits (through the global market,
through multinationals). now appear to reaffirm them. In
any event. the effects of a possible rupture in industry and
finance (a crisis of overproduction. a monetary crisis) would
be accentuated by an extension of the urban phenomenon
and the formation of urban society.
I have already introduced the idea of the "global city,"
generally attributed to Maoism. if not Mao Tse-tung himself.
1 would now like to develop this idea. The global city extends
the traditional concept and image of the city to a global
scale: a political center for the administration, protection,
and operation of a vast territory. This is appropriate for the
oriental city within the framework of an Asian mode of production. However. urban society cannot be constructed on
the ruins of the classical city alone. In the West. this city has
already begun to fragment. This fragmentation (explosionimplosion) may appear to be a precursor of urban society. It
is part of its problematic and the critical phase that precedes
it. However. a known strategy. which specifically makes use
of urbanism. tends to view the political city as a decisionmaking center. Such a center is obviously not limited to
collecting information upstream and distributing it down stream. It is not just a center of abstract decision making but
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a center of power. Yet power requires wealth, and vice versa.
That is, the decision-making center, in the strategy being analyzed here, will serve as a point of attachment to the soil for
a hyperorganized and rigidly systematized state. Formerly,
the entire metropolitan land area played a central role with
respect to the colonies and semicolonies, suckiOg up wealth,
imposing its own order. Today, domination is consolidated
in a physical locale, a capital (or a decision-making center
that does not necessarily coincide with the capital). As a result, control is exercised throughout the national territory,
which is transformed into a semicolony.
Part of my analysis may appear at first glance to correspond to the so-called Maoist interpretation of the "global
city," but th is interpretation raises a number of objections.
There is nothing that prevents emerging centers of power
fro m encountering obstacles and failing. What's more, any
contradictions that occur no longer take place between city
and country. The principal contradiction is shifted to the
urban phenomenon itself: between the centrality of power and
other forms of centrality, between the "wealth-power" center
and the periphery, between integration and segregation.
A complete examination of the critical phase would far
exceed the scope of this book. As an example, what remains
of the classic notions of history and historicity? The critical
phase can leave neither these concepts nor the corresponding
reality intact. Does the extension of the urban phenomenon,
the formation of a time-space differential on a global scale,
have any relationship to what is still called "historicity'''?
This phase is accompanied by the emergence of complex
entities, new functions and structures, but this does no t
mean that the old ones necessarily disappear. For this reason, what is called for is a repeated, and repeatedly refined,
analysis of the relations between form and content. Here I've
limited myself to the barest outline, consisting of a handful
of markers and directional arrows. What is most important
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is to demonstrate that the dialectic method can exercise its
revenge. And why not? Swept aside by the strategy (ideological and institutional) of the industrial period and corporate
rationalism, replaced by an advocacy of the operational,
deprecated by procedures that are reductive and generalizing (primarily structuralism), dialectical thought reasserts
its rights. As I stated earlier, the key issue, in the fullest and
most accurate sense of the word, that of centrality, demands
a dialectic analysis. The study of the logic of space leads to
the study of its contradictions (and those of space-time).
Without that analysis, the solutions to the problem are merely dissimulated strategies, hidden beneath an apparent scientificity. On the theoretical level, one of the severest critiques
of urbanism as a body of doctrine (not altogether successful)
is that it harbors a socio-Iogic and a strategy, while it evacuates dialectical thought in general and the dialectical movements specific to urbanism in particular-in other words,
internal contrad ictions, both old and new (one aggravating
and masking the other).
Is the urban phenomenon the total social phenomenon
long sought for by sociologists? Yes and no. Yes, in the sense
that it tends toward totality without ever achieving it, that
it is essentially totalizing (centrality) but that this totality
is never effected. Yes, in the sense that no partial determinism, no fragmentary knowledge can exhaust it; it is simultaneously historical, demographic, geographic, economic,
sociologic, psychologic, sern iologic, and so on. It "is" that
and more (thing or non-thing) besides: form, for example.
In other words, a void, but one that demands or calls forth a
content. If the urban is total, it is not total in the way a thing
can be, as content that has been amassed. but in the way
that thought is, which continues its activity of co ncentration endlessly but can never hold or maintain that state of
concentration, which assembles elements continuously and
discovers what it has assembled through a new and different
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form of concentration. Centrality defines the u-topic (that
which has no place and sea rches for it). The u-topic defines
centrality.
But neither the separation of fragment and content nor
their confused union can define (and therefore express) the
urban phenomenon. For it incorporates a toted reading, combining the vocabularies (partial readings) of geographers,
demographers. economists. sociologists. semiologists. and
others. These read ings take place on different levels. The
phenomenon cannot be defined by their sum or synthesis
or superposition. In this sense, it is not a totality. Similarly,
it overcomes the separation between accident and necessity, but their synthesis doesn't determine it, assuming such
synthesis can be dete rm ined. This is simply a repetition of
the paradox of the urban phenomenon, a paradox that in
no way gives it precedence over the fundamental paradox
of thought and awareness. For it is undoubtedly the same.
The urban is specific: it is localized and focused. It is locally
intensified and doesn't exist without that localization, or
center. Thought and thinking don't take place unless they are
themselves localized. The specificity of the fact, the event, is
a given. And, consequently, a requirement. Near order occurs
around a point, taken as a (momentary) center, which is produced by practice and can be grasped through analysis. This
defines an isotopy. At the same time, the urban phenomenon
is colossal; its prodigious extension -expansion cannot be
constrained. While encompassing near order, a distant order
groups distinct specificities, assembles them according to
their differences (heterotopies). But isotopy and heterotopy
clash everywhere and always, engendering an elsewhere. Al though initially indispensable, the transformed centrality that
results will be reabsorbed into the fabric of space-t ime. In
th is way the dialectical movemen t of the specific and the
colossal, of place and non -place (elsewhere), of urban order
and urban disorder assumes form (reveals itself as form ).
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The urban is not produced like agriculture or industry.
Yet, as an act that assembles and distributes, it does create.
Similarly. manufacturing at o ne time became a productive
force and economic category simply because it brought together labor and tools (technology), which were formerly
dispersed. In this sense, the urban phenomenon contains a
praxis (urban practice). Its form, as such, cannot be reduced
to other forms (it is not isomorphous with other forms and
structures), but it absorbs and transforms them.
The procedure for accessing urban reality as a form is
reversed once the process is complete. In this way we can
use linguistics to define isotopy and heterotopy. Once they
have been identified in the urban text, these concepts assume
a different meaning. Isn't it because human habitations assume the form that they do that they can be recognized in
discourse? The urban is associated with a discourse and a
route, or pathway. And it is for this reason, or formal cause,
that there are different discourses and pathways in language.
One cannot be separated from the other. Although different,
language and dwelling are indissolubly combined. Is it surprising then that there is a paradigm of the urban (high and
low, private and public), just as there is for habiting (open
and closed, intimate and public), although neither the urban
nor habiting can be defined by a simple discourse or by a system? If there is any logic inherent in the urban and the habiting it implies, it is not the logic of a system (or a subject or
an object).lt is the logic of thought (subject) that looks fo r a
content (object). It is for this reason that our understandi ng
of the urban requires that we simu ltaneously abandon our
illus ions of subjectivity (representa tion , ideology) and objectivity (causality, partial determinism).
Although the urban consolidates differences and engenders difference within the things it brings together. it cannot
be defined as a system of differences. Either the word "system" implies fulfillment and closure, intelligib ihty through
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completion, or it implies nothing more than a certain kind
of coherence. But the urban phenomenon is made manifest
as movement. Therefore, it cannot achieve closure. The centrality and the dialectical contradiction it implies exclude
closure, that is to say, immobility. Even if langu,!ge appears
to be a closed system, the use of language and the production of discourse shatter this perception. Consequently, we
cannot define the urban by means of a system (definite); for
example, as a series of deviations around invariant points.
In fact, the very concept precludes our ability to mandate
anything that reduces or sup presses differences. Rather, it
would imply the freedom to produce differences (to differ
and invent that which differs).
The urban consolidates. As a form, the urban transforms
what it brings together (concentrates). It consciously creates
difference where no awareness of difference existed: what
was only distinct, what was once attached to particularities
in the field. It consolidates everything, including determin isms, heterogeneous materials and contents, prior order and
disorder. conflict, preexisting communications and forms of
communication. As a transforming form. the urban destructures and restructures its elements: the messages and codes
that arise in the industrial and agrarian domains.
The urban also contains a negative power, which can
easily appear harmful. Nature, a desire, and what we call
culture (and what the industrial era dissociated from nature,
while during predominately agrarian periods, nature and
culture were indissoluble) are reworked and combined in
urban society. Heterogeneous, if not heteroclite. these contents are put to the test. Thus, by way of analogy. agricultural
exploitation (the farm) and the enterprise (which came into
existence with the rise of manufacturing) are put to the test,
are transformed. and are incorporated in new forms within
the urban fabric. We could consider this a form of secondorder creativity (poiesis), agricultural and industrial produc-
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tion being forms of first-order creativity. This does not mean
that the urban phenomenon can be equated with secondorder discourse, metalanguage, exegesis, or commentary on
industrial production. No, second-order creation and the
seco ndary naturality of the urban serve to multiply rather
than reduce or reflect creative activity. This raises the issue of
an activity that produces (creates) meanings from elements
that already possess signification (rather than units similar
to phonemes, sounds or signs devoid of signification). From
this point of view, the urban would create situations and acts
just as it does objects.
There is no model for determining the urban through its
elements or conditions (what it brings together-contents
and activities). Models borrowed from the fields of energy
(devices that capture finite. but considerable. quantities of
energy) and information (which llses minute amounts of energy) are also inappropriate here. In other words, if we want
to find a model, an analytic study of the urban can supply
them. But in practice, this has more to do with a path (sense
and direction. orientation and horizon ) than a model.
This means that there is nothing harmonious about the
urban as form and reality, for it also incorporates conflict,
including class conflict. What is more, it can only be conceptualized in opposition to segregation , which attempts to
resolve conflicts by separating the elements in space. This
segregation produces a disaggregation of material and social
life. To avoid contradiction, to achieve a purported sense of
harmony, a certain form of urbanism prefers the disaggregation of the social bond. The urban presents itself as a place of
conflict and confrontation, a unity of contradictions. It is in
this sense that the concept incorporates dialectical thought
(deeply modified, it is true, because it is now attached to a
mental and social fo rm rather than a historical content).
We could therefore define the urban as a place where conflicts are expressed, reversing the separation of places where
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expression disappears, where silence reigns, where the signs of
separation are established. The urban could also be defined as
a place of desire, where desire emerges from need, where it is
concentrated because it is recognized, where Eros and Logos
can (possibly) be found side by side. Nature (desire) and culture (categorized needs and induced facticity) come together
during the course of a mutual self-criticism that engend ers
impassioned dialogues. In this way the immature and premature character of the human being is formed, handed over
to the struggles of Eros and Logos, although this formation is
not necessary for the development of the mature adult. The
urban as a practical medium would, paradoxically, serve a
pedagogical role that is quite diffe rent from the customary
pedagogy based on the authority of acquired knowledge, the
finished adult.
From this point of view, the industrial era (in other words,
what passes for industrial society) looks quite different than
it looked to itself. From its own perspective, it was productive and creative, in control of nature, substituting the
freedom of production for the determin ism of matter. In
fact-in truth-it was radically contradicto ry and conflictual. Rather than dominating nature, industry ravaged it,
destroyed it completely. Claiming to substitute a consistent
rationality fo r the chaos of spontaneity, it separated and
dissociated everything it touched, it destroyed connections
by instituting a reign of homogeneous order. For industry,
the means became an end and the end a means: production became strategy, productivism a philosophy, the st ate
a divinity. The order and the disorder of the industrial era
reproduced the ea rl ier, blood-filled chaos; indeed they aggravated it. Ideologues (especially urban ideologues) th ink
they can still base the principle of superior o rganization on
the industrial era and its rationality. For them the problem
is to overcome that order and disorder and create a higher

order, but from established principles. Extending the prin_
ciples of the enterprise unchanged to society as a whole is a
strategy that has now been judged and condemned. Because
there is something else (a different non-thing) that we must
acknowledge, that calls everything into question, that is itself
question ...
The separation brought about by industrial rationality
also occurs among a number of subsystems: va lues, decisions, models of action and behavior. Could the pluralism
of those subsystems accommodate or create a certain coherence? The sense of cohesion of the whole appeared to
come from the ideology of the enterprise and the ideology
of the state. And yet, something else was needed so that
this juxtaposition of isolated fu nctions-decidi ng, wishing,
projecting-could operate. Sociologists were righ t when they
isolated those subsystems as being fu nctionally and structuraUy distinct. They failed because they failed to show how
that order and its immanent disorder, those units and their
disjunctions, could contain a self-regulatory mechanism and
constitute a whole, and in some cases a totality. It would be
easy to show where the reductive approach of American and
Soviet (to the extent that we are familiar with them ) ideologues failed. However, this immanent cohesion could only
arise from a logic. This socio- Iogic was hidden beh ind or beneath sociology. It was and still is the logic of commodity and
the world of commodities, dissimulated (absent) as such in
the language of commodities yet still present in every object
that is bought, sold, and consumed. It was also, and still is,
the implacable logic of the state, of power conceived (or conceiving itself) as omniscient and om nipresent-logic that
was also dissimulated as such, beneath the ethical prestige of
the state.
The logic of repress ive space reestablished coherence.
This resulted in the complication and anxiety inherent in a

.
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society that was destroyed, slowly but surely, by mban society and its transparent logic, a logic that comes into view as
soon as we are able to express it. Similarly, we need only fo rmulate those other socia-logics for them to disappear (this is
theoretically self-evident).
We can now identify and formulate a number of urban
l(lws. These are not positive laws, th e laws associated with
an "order of orders," or a model of equilibrium or growth
that sho uld be followed or imitated, the laws of an initial
affi rmation from which consequences can be deduced, or
some final analysis that would result in vario us propositions. No, these arc primarily. essentially, negative laws and
precepts.

These negative laws in turn imply a number of positive laws.
1. T~e urban (urban life, the life of urban society) already im-

plies the substitution of custom for contract. Contract law
~etermines the frameworks of exchange and of reciprocity
In

exchange. This law comes into being in agrarian socie-

ties once they begin to exchange their relative surpluses
and (once the world of commodities is in place) achieves
its highest expression in logic and language. However,
use, in the urban, comprises custom and privileges
custom over contract. The use of urban objects (this
sidewalk, this street, this crosswalk, this light fixture) is
customary, not contractual, unless we wish to postulate
the existence of a permanent quasi contract or pseudo-

1. We must break down the barriers that block the path
and maintain the urban field in thrall to the blindingblinded (especially in terms of the quantitative aspects
of growth).
2. We must put an end to separation, to the separation between people and things, which brings about multiform
segregations, the separation between messages, information, codes, and subcodes (in short, the forms of separation that block qualitative development). But in the existing order. what separates imagines itself to be solid; what
dissociates is conscious of its power; what divides judges
itself to be positive.
3. We must overcome the obstacles that enhance the opacity
of relationships and the contrasts between transparency
and opacity, that relegate differences to distinct (separate)
particularities, that restrict them to a prefabrica ted space,
that mask the polyvalence of ways of living in urban society (modalities and modulations of the everyday and
habiting), that outlaw the transgression of norms that
stipulate separations.

contract fo r sharing those objects and reducing violence
to a minimum. This does not, however, imply that the
contract system cannot be improved or transformed.
2. The conception of the urban also strives for the rtappropriation by human beings of their conditions in
time, in space, and in objects---<onditions that were, and
continue to be. taken away from them so that their recovery will be deferred until after buying and selling have
taken place.
(Is it reasonable to assume that time-the plact of
values-and space--the medium of exchange-ca n be

reunited in a higher un ity. the urban? Yes, providing we
clearly point out what everyone already knows: that this
unity is a u-topia, a non-place. a possible-impossible, but
one that gives meaning to the possible, to action. The
space of exchange and the time of values, the space of
goods and the supreme good, namely time, cannot be
articulated and go their own way, reflecting the incoherence of so-caUed industrial society. Creating space-time
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unity would be a possible definition, one among many,.of
the urban and urban society.)
3. Politically, this perspective cannol be conceived without
extensive self-management of production and the enterprise with in territorial units. A difficult proposition.
The term "poLitically" is a source of confusion because
generalized self-management implies the withering away
of the state and the end of politics as such. In this sense,
the incompatibility between the state and the urban is
radical in nature. The state can only prevent the urban
from taking shape. The state has to control the urban
phenomenon, not to bring it to frui tion but to retard its
development, to push it in the direction of institutions

Conclusion

that extend to society as a whole, through exchange and
the market, the types of organization and management
found in the enterprise, institutions developed during
periods of growth, where the emphasis is given to quantitative (quantifiable) objectives. But the urban can only
establish and serve "habiting" by reversing the state order
and the strategy that organizes space globally, through
constraint and homogenization, thereby absorbing the
subordinate levels of the urban and habiting.

As I have tried to show, urbanism is a mask and a tool: a

mask for the state and political action, a tool of interests that
are dissimulated within a strategy and a socio-Iogic. Urbanism does not try to model space as a work of art. It does not
even try to do so in keeping with its technological imperatives, as it claims. The space it creates is political.

Throughout this book I have examined various aspects of
the urban problematic. However, one of the most disturbing problems still remains: the extraordinary passivity of
the people most directly involved, those who are affected
by projects, influenced by strategies. Why this silence on
the part of "use rs"? Why the uncertain mutterings about
"aspirations"-assuming anyone even bothers to co nsider
them? What exactly is behind this strange situation?
In this book I have criticized urbanism as ideology and
institution, representation and will, pressure and repression,
because it establishes a repressive space that is represented as
objective, scientific, and neutral. It is obvious that this explanation, although necessary, is incomplete. It is only one part
of the explanation or interpretation of one paradoxical fact
among a number of paradoxes. To conclude, I would like to
tie up some loose ends in my argument and add a fewadditional thoughts on urbanism.
L Couldn't the passivity of those who inhabit, who could
and should "dwell poetically" (Holderiin), be compared to
the strange impasse that architectural and urbanist thought
181
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has come up against? It is as if their projects were under
the influence of some strange curse. It seems that the only
progress they have made involves the use of graphics and
technology. The imagination is hampered in its flight. The
authors of these projects have clearly not succeeded in locating the intersection of the following two principles: (a) there
is 00 thought without u-topia, without an exploration of the
possible, of the elsewhere; (b) there is no thought withou t
reference to practice (here the practice of habiting and usc,
but what if the inhabitant and the user remain silent?).
The massive involvement of those affected would alter this
state of affairs. Would it enable those thoughts and projects
to cross the threshold before which they seem to hesitate?
Possibly. But that involvement has never taken place. Here
and there we see scattered signs of renewed interest. But there
has been no trace of any political movement-that is, the politicization of the problems and objectives of "construction."
Where does this blockage come from? The question cuts
to the heart of the matter. The mechanism is fairly obvious
on the theoretical plane: concrete space has been replaced
with abstract space. Concrete space is the space of hab iting:
gestures and paths, bodies and memory, symbols and meanings, the difficult maturation of the immature-premature (of
the "hu man being"), contradictions and conflicts between
desires and needs, and so forth. This concrete content, time
inscribed in space, an unconscious poiesis that misunderstands its own conditions, is also misunderstood by thought.
Instead, it takes off into the abstract space of vision, of geometry. The architect who draws and the urbanist who composes a block plan look down on their "objects:' buildings
and neighborhoods, from above and afar. These designers
and draftsmen move within a space of paper and ink. Only
after this nearly complete reduction of the everyday do they
return to the scale of lived experience. They are convinced
they have captured it even though they carry out their plans

and projects within a second-order abstraction. They've
shifted from lived experience to the abstract, projecting this
abstraction back onto lived experience. This twofold substitution and negation creates an illusory sense of affirmation:
the return to "real" life. In this way the blinding-blinded operates on a field that may appear to be illuminated but is in
fact blind.
How can we put an end to this ideo-logic of substitution,
hidden beneath technical arguments, justified by professional skills, without the rebellion of lived experience, of the
everyday, of praxis? The technicians and specialists who "act"
are unaware that their so-called objective space is in fact ideologic and repressive.
2. There are historical reasons for this situation. The
town, the city, has fascinated people for centuries. They have
developed a sense of parish pump politics, or parochialism.
Only in this sense did they take an interest in the organization of space, form groups that produced space. Generally,
these were "notables," who, quite naturally, took an interest
in the morphological and social framewo rk of their "interests." This attitude has far from disappeared in towns and
small cities. However, it has lost or is losing its most powerful
incentives. Its offensive, productive attitude (of social space
and time, that is to say, the use of time) has changed into
a defensive attitude, has become passive. Battles are fought
against the encroachments of a central authority and state
pressure. But we know that the real problems lie elsewhere,
that the most important decisions are made elsewhere. This
creates a sense of disappointment in urban reality because
we know that there is something outdated about the reality
of the town or small city, that it is becoming an embarrassment. How can we make the transition from the city, which
maintains its image, which has a heart, a face, a "soul," to
urban society, without a long period of disorientation?
Between 1920 and 1930, Russia experienced a tremendous
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spurt of creative activity. Quite amazingly, Russian society,
turned upside down through revolution, managed to produce superstructures (out of the depths ) of astonishing
novelty. This occurred in just about every field of endeavor,
including politics. architecture, and urbanism. These superstructures were far in advance of the existing structures
(social relations) and base (productive forces). The existing
base and superstructures would have had to follow, make
up for their delay, and reach the level of the superstructures
that had come into existence through the process of revolutionary creativity. This was a key problem for Lenin during
his last years. Today, however, it has become painfully obvious that those structures and the "base" did a poor job of
catching up. The superstructures produced by revolutionary
genius collapsed on top of a base (peasant, backward) that
had been badly or inadequately modified. Isn't this the great
drama of our era? Architectural and urbanist thought cannot
arise from thought or theory alone (urbanistic. sociological,
economic). It came into being during this total phenomenon known as revolution. The creations of the revolutionary
period in the Soviet Union quickly disappeared; they were
destroyed and then forgotten. So why did it take forty years,
why did we have to wait until today (an age that some claim
is characterized by speed, acceleration, vertigo) and the
work of Anatole Kopp to acknowledge the achievements of
architectural and urban thought and practice in the Soviet
Union?l In spite of the favorable circumstances (in France,
in 1968, there also occurred a "total phenomenon" that
was, to some extent, comparable to the phenomena that
took place in Russia between 1920 and 1930), it is not clear
that this knowledge has been assimilated. We live with the
consequences: the remains of revolutions buried under the
remains of technology.
There arc several histor ical reasons for passivity and
obstruction. And aren't we, faced with the urban phenome-

non, in a situation comparable to the one faced a century
ago by those who had to accommodate the growth of industrial phenomena? Those who hadn't read Marx-which
is to say, nearly everyone-saw only chaos, unrela ted facts.
This was true not only of "ordinary" people, but "cultivated"
individuals as well, including economists. All they saw were
separate units, enterprises, each of which was under the control of a manager (boss, owner, entrepreneur). Before their
eyes, society was being atomized, dissociating into individuals and fragments. Even the market seemed like a series or
collection of unconnected accidents. Since totality was not a
part of thought or action, sin ce the concept of planning was
still somewhat vague, there were no objections to this atomistic and molecular vision of the social. There was no way
to account for the facts, to act on them. Isn't the same true
today with respect to the urban phenomenon and urban society? We don't know how to approach them. Contemporary
thought and action can only accommodate empty spaces and
the void of space. Plenitude is resistant. It escapes our grasp.
Or rather, it fragments indefinitely before any thought or action that attempts to comprehend it. Thought floats between
a self-annihilating plenitude and the void that defies it.
The political reasons for passivity need to be taken seriously. Enormous pressure is at work to maintain awareness
within fixed boundaries. Ideologically, technically, and politically, the quantitative has become rule, norm, and value. How
can we escape the quantifiable? Even in business, bodies that
represent the working class express their demands and aspirations in quantifiable terms: salary and work week. The qualitative is worn down. Anything that cannot be quantified is
eliminated. The generalized terrorism of the quantifiable accentuates the efficiency of repressive space, amplifies it without
fear and without reproach, all the more so because of its selfjustifying nature (ideo-logic), its apparent scientificity.ln this
situation, since the quantitative is never seriously questioned,
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the working class has no scope for political action. In terms of
urbanism, it can offer nothing of consequence.
In spite of its inability to construct a body of doctrine,
in spite of its internal discord (between humanists and technocrats, private entrepreneurs and government representatives), urbanism reflects this overaU situation and plays an
active role in applying ideo-logic and political pressure. This
much is obvious. But it can only be avoided through an ongoing process of self-criticism.
3. What about the theoretical aspects of passivity? These
are associated with the fragmentation of the urban phenomenon. As I indicated earlier, there is a paradox here: the
urban phenomenon can only be comprehended as a totality,
but its totality cannot be grasped. It escapes us. It is always
elsewhere. Little by little, I've tried to elaborate the nature
of this paradox, which signifies centrality and the dialectic
of centrality, urban praxis, and finally urban revolution.
This threefold character, rejected by ideology and positivist
pseudoscientificity,justifies the most extreme fragmentation,
motivates the most cynical forms of compartmentalization.
Some pseudoconcepts, which appear to be precise (operational) and global, legitimate fragmentation and compartmentalization. Take the pseudoconcept of the environment,
for example. What exactly does it refer to? Nature? A milieu?
This much is obvious but trivial. The surroundings? Yes, but
which? No one seems to know. The city has an environment;
it's caUed the countryside. Individuals have an environment:
it's the succession of envelopes, skins, and shells (Abraham
Moles) that contain them, from their habits to their neighborhood.2The apartment block and the neighborhood have
their environments and serve as environments in turn. Is it
the city's boundary or the city as boundary that we refer to
as an environment? If not, why not? As soon as we try to be
specific, we turn to a specialist, a technician. Thus, there is a
geographic environment, a site, landscape, ecosystem. There

is a historical environment, an economic and sociologic environment. The semiologist describes symbolic systems and
the signs that environ individuals and groups. The psychosociologist describes the groups that serve as environments
for individuals. And so on. In the end, we have access to a
number of partial descriptions and anaJytic statements. We
spread them out on the table before us or dump them all into
the same sack. That's our environment. In fact, the image is
borrowed from ecological and morphological, which is to
say limited, description, and this has been extended carelessly because it is simple and pliable. It has been used for the
conventional and weU-known (although officially unknown
as such ) operations of extrapolation and reduction.
The concept of infrastructure, although more technical,
yields the same result: isolated functions, projected sepa rately onto the terrain; analytic fragments of a global reality
that the very process destroys. Urban life is said to be located
within diverse and diversified infrastructures that satisfy any
number of problems. In fact, functional location overlooks
so large a number of elements and so rarely achieves its
goals that it is hardly worth the trouble to criticize it from
the point of view of theory. Similarly, we need only mention
the growing number of authorities, skills, services, and offices associated with the separate "elements" of urban reality.
Here, too, the only limits the bureaucrat and bureaucratic
fragmentation encounter are internal. These continue to
proliferate until they stop functioning, caught up in the in extricable interlocking of skills that are themselves localized
in offices. This situation would be comic if it didn't imply
a practice: the segregation, projected onto the terrain, of all
the isolated elements of the whole.
4. There are sociological reasons, as well, for this phenomenon, namely the passivity (the lack of participation)
of those affected, which the ideology of participation will
in no way change. We have a long history of delegating our
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interests to our representatives. Political representatives have
not always played their part, and sometimes their part has
been eliminated. So to whom should we delegate power and
the representation of practical and social life? To experts and
those with skills. They in turn can confer with one another
and rule on everything that concerns a functionalized "habitat." Habiting and the inhabitant play no role in their decisions. Decisions are placed in the hands of decision makers.
Activity withdraws to the everyday, to static space, to the
reification that is initiaUy endured, then accepted.
How could the user not feel excluded from the diaJogue
(assuming there is diaJogue) between the architect and the
urbanist? Sometimes these are found in the same individual,
sometimes they are separate, and sometimes they disagree.
Frequently, they establish a contract, a quasi contract, or a
gentleman's agreement between them. What is the best situation for the user? A not-too-violent conflict between these nyo
individuals. How often is the user present to take advantage
of this circumstance? Ra rely.
Who is this user? It's as if they (the skilled, the agents, the
authorities) had so excluded use for the sake of exchange that
this use came to be confused with usury. So how is the user
perceived? As a fairly repulsive character who soils whatever
is sold to him new and fresh, who breaks, who causes wear,
who fortunately fulfijJs the function of making the replacement of a thing inevitable, who successfuUy carries out the
process of obsolescence. Which is hardly an excuse.

Notes

,

The French text of The Urban Revolution was published in 1970. The
original notes are reproduced here but may refer to more recent editions of dted references.

1. From the City 10 Urban Society
1. The bibliography on the subject is now rather extensive. The
initial research was sparked by a well-known article entitled "Asiaticus," published in RilJascira (Rome), 1963- The standard reference still
remains K. A. Witlfogel, Oriental Despotism: A Comparative Study
of Total Power (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1957). See
also the articles by J. Chesneaux in La Pen see, nos. 114 and 122, and
M. Godelier in Les Temps modernes, May 1965. and Marx's Grundrisse
and Capital.

2. ["Habit ing'" is my translation of the highly unusual fo rm
/'habiter. Although the term is far from euphonious, even somewhat
jarring, it accords well with the author's usage. Lefebvre employs an
infinitive (hab iter) that has been made to serve as a noun (/'habiter).
Such forms obviously contravene correct grammatical use-even in
French. Although Lefebvre doesn't explicitly say so, the term is derived
from Heidegger's use of the verb wohmm, from which das Wohllell, the
verbal noun, is formed. This in turn has been translated as "dwelling"
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(the gerundive form rather than the noun synonymous with "house"
or "abode"). One of the underlying reasons for my decision to translate
/'habiter as "habiting" is the author's frequent juxtaposition of l'habiter
with French habitat, which is paralleled in English "habiting" and
"habitat." Moreover, both "to habit'" (the verb from which "habiting" is
fonned ) and French habiter are derived from the same Latin infinitive,
habitare. An additional argument for the use of " habiting" is its un·
expectedness (a verbal noun used as an ordinary noun) for the reader.
Additional suppo rt for this translation can be found in Heidegger
himself, at least as he has been interpreted by his translators. In "Building, Dwelling, Thinking," Heidegger writes, "Building as dwelling, that
is, as being on the earth, however, remains for man's everyday experience that which is from the outset '/labirua/'- we illhabit it" (my emphasis). "Habitjng" captures some of the echoes of the terms "habitual"
and "inhabiting," which stem from similar roots; "habitual" from Latin
habitus, "inhabit" from Latin illhabitare (ill + habitare).
One criticism that has been leveled at the use of "dwell" as a
translation of wohllell is that the term implies a sense of temporal
duration, something Heidegger did not intend. "Habiting" is less dura·
tive and therefore more consonant with Heidegger's own usage. For
examples of the use of "dwelling" in Heidegger, see Being a71d Time,
trans. Joan Stambaugh (Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York
Press, 1996), and "Building, Dwelling, Thinking," in Poetry, La71guage,
Thoug/It, trans. Albert Hofstadter (New York; Harper Colophon Books,
1971).-Tra71s.]

city, can be read in various ways. It gives rise to different vocabularies and different types of discourse, just as it encourages recourse to
4ifferent paths through the city. The term "isotopy" and its correlate
~heteroto py" indicate the suitability of bringing together a plurality
of discourses and vocabularies by situating them in one place. These
paths through the city can engender numerous discourses with varying
forms, functions, and urban structures. Who is talking? Who is acting? Who is moving in space? A subject (individual or collective) who
participates in social relations (ownership, production, consumption).
The description of isotopies and heterotopies goes hand in hand with
the analysis of the acts and situations of these subjects and their relation to objects populating the urban space. This leads to the discovery,
or rather re-cognition, of the presence·absence that contributes to the
population of urban space, of an elsewhere, a utopia (a place without
-_
place that has not taken place).
3. Using borrowed concepts and terms, we can say that the urban
(as opposed to urbanism, whose ambiguity is gradually reveal~d) rises
above the horizon, slowly occupies an epistemological field. and becomes the episterr£of an epoch. H~,tory ~nd the i:t.i§toric grow further
apart. Psychoanalysis and linguistics, like economy and politics, reach
their apogee and ~~in to decline. The urban begins its ascendance.
The important thing is not to classify the fields, the domains, the topoi
of the understanding but to influence their movement. We can, if we
prefer, refer to this activity as "theoretical practice," but it has nothing
in common with a scientism that asserts itself as a criterion, pushing
aside the "lived" and praxis.

I

2. Blind Field
1. Cf. J. T. Desanti, Id~alitts math~matiques (Paris: Seuil, 1968).

2. Isotopy is defined as "a redundant set of semantic categories
that makes it possible to read a story as something uniform, this read·
ing being the result of partial readings of the utterances after re59lution of their ambiguities, this resolution itself being guided by the
search for a single reading" (Algirdas Julien Greimas. "Elements pour
une theorie de I'interpretation du recit," in Communicatioll, no. 8,30;
see also Stfllctural Semmztics, 96) . The concept is thus associated with
a reading of u rban space (and the time inscribed in this space). This
space, which is more or less legible in the image and on maps of the

3. The Urban Phenomenon
I. The urban center displays the fo llowing characteristics: the
simultaneous presence of elements in the urban inventory (objects,
people) that are fixed and separate within the periphery based on a (redundant) order, the interaction of these elements and, consequently,
disorder and maximum information. This creates complexi fication
with res pect to the periphery as well as the risks and dangers arising
from this influx. Decentrality is fix ed in redundancy. The analytic
and formal (mathematical) study or these phenomena runs the risk of
masking the dialectic of celltrality. No single center is self·sufficient or
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sufficient. Saturation makes this impossible. It directs us toward a dif-

ferent u nter, a different centrality.
2. See the work of Christopher Alexander in Architecture, Mouye~

ment, Continuitt! (1967), nO.13. This is the biggest stumbling block for the application of post ~
Saussurian linguistics and the Saussurian model to the theory of myths
and mythology, literature, stories, and so forth. See in particular the
work of L~vi ~Strauss and Roland Barthes. This is why other models
are needed. [N. Trubetzkoy (1890-1938) was one of the founders of the
Prague School of slructuralism.- Trans.]
4. See R. Boudon: The Uses of Structuralism, trans. Michalina
Vaughan (London: Heinemann, 1971).
5. [Louis Balk (1866-1930) was a Dutch anatomist who formu~
lated a theory of "fetalization ," according to which humans developed
by retaining the juvenile features of their ancestors. Unlike those of
primates, human features are assumed to be fetal conditions tha t have
become permanent.- Tram. ]

4. levels and Dimensi ons
1. Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra, part 3, "On Vir-

tue that Makes Small," trans. Walter Kaufmann ( Harmondsworth,
England: Penguin Books, 1978).
2. This grid has been constructed and verified based on informa~
tion collected in Kyoto, Japan, a remarkable urban space, where city architects and urban ists supplied the author with the needed information:
historic, cadastral, demographic, et cetera. During my all-too·brief stay
in Japan (a pproximately two months), I attempted a first approximation for a study of urban and architectural space in the country, using
the analytic categories of Western thought. The potential advantages
of s uch a study, which would have included a knowledge of ideograms
and their associated time~space components, as well as Asian modes of
production and their variants (including an understanding of China) ,
were barely touched upon. This is a historic space, which predates
capitalism and industry, but is highly complex.
An analysis of space (or rather of time~space ) undertaken here
would focus on:
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a. the principle of interaction, interpenetration, and superposi tion
of spaces (paths)
b. the concepts of polyfunctionality and transfunctionality
c. the dialectics of centrality
d. the contradictions of space
e. the concept of the production of the space of ( tim e~s pace ),
and so on

In light of this ~q uence (proceeding from the abstract to the concrete,
from logistics to the dialectic exploration of the cont radictions of
space), can we really talk about an urbanistic epistemology? Possibly,
but only with certain re~rvations. Developing the supposedl y d e fin i~
tive "cores" or "centers" of formal knowledge is never without risk. Ra~
tional solidity and "purity" tend toward a strange kind of segregation,
even in terms of theory.

3. See Anatole Kopp, TOWn and Revolution; Soviet Architecture
and City Planning, 1917-1935, trans. Thomas E. Burto n (New York:
Brazilier.1970).
4. [Yona Friedman was born in Budapest, Hungary, in 1923 and
graduated from the Technologicallnstitute of Haifa, IsraeL He has lived
and worked in Paris since 1956. In 1958, he publis hed his manifesto,
L'Architecture mobile. He is the author of a number of urban projects
promoting the idea of a spatial architecture that implicates the parti c i~
pation of the users.- TrallS.]
5. See the texts from the 1919 Manifesto and the Bauhalls review
(no. 4, 1928), which appeared in the Bauhaus exhibition at the Museum
of Modern Art in Paris, 1969, as well as the catalog for the exh ibition.
6. My remarks are aimed at Roger Garaudy and his b rand of
KMarxist humanism." as well as at Louis Althusser (For Marx, tra nslated from the French by Ben Brewster INew York: Pantheon Books,
1969]) and Lucien ~ve (Marxi5tn and the Theory of Human Personality
[London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1975]) and others. It is especially
strange to follow in Marxist (so-called Marxist) thought th e co nse~
quences of this philosophizing attitude, the efforts to main tain and
sustain it, to retain its abstraction as the private property of an appara~
tus (which also ensures the privatization of ideas).
By studying social relationships without considering places (which
are filled with these relationships) and morphology (material), aren't
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we at risk of applying a purely idealist approach? The attitude or these
philosophers, who claim to be materialists, can only be explained by
the ideological power of the apparatus.

These topics will be discussed in fu rther detail in my Thiorie de l'espace
urbain.

5. Urban Myths and Ideologies
1. I don't want to belabor a point already highlighted but left unresolved: how do already signifying units become part of other units? Is
meaning transformed, invented, or created? Are heretofore unknown
combinations now brought to light through new relationships? Or is
it only metalanguage, a discourse about an initial discourse? I fee l that
the first solution, effected through the relationship between text and
context, is the most reasonable.
2. (Anatole Kopp is the author of Town and Revolution: SovietArchitectu re and City Plant/il1g, '917-1935. trans. Thomas E. Burton (New
York: BraziUer (19701), and Constructivist Architecture in the USSR, trans.
Sheila de Vallee (London: Academy Editions; New York: SI. Martin's

Press,198s)·-Trans.]

6. Urban Form
I. This theory of form envelops and develops the analysis I
provided in Right to the City, ed. Joan Ockman (New York Columbia
Books of Architecture/Rizzoli International Publications, 1993). In Right
to the City, the city is understood as (a) a (spatial) object, (b) mediation
(between near and distant order), (c) a work (similar to the work of art,
formed by a group). Form unifies these three aspects of the city. The
"right to the city" becomes the right to centrality, the right to not be
excluded from urban form, if only with respect to the decisions and actions of power. Talso demonstrated
a. that the tree, that is, a graph of the tree, is a rigorous, limiting
structure that only provides access to predetermined pathways
b. that this structure is both mental and social
c. that it projects onto the terrain a bureaucratic conception (hierarchic) of society
d. that its "scientificity" dissimulates an ideology
e. that this schema is reductive of urban reality
f. that it is generally adopted by urbanists as rep resentative of the
urban order, although it is segregating

7. Toward an Urban Strategy
I. [Georges Gurvitch (1894-1965) was a French sociologist born
in Novorossiysk, Russia. He is the author of numerous works of sociology, including The Social Frameworks of Knowledge, trans. Margaret A. Thompson and Kenneth A. Thompson (New York: Harper and
Row [1971]), and Sociology of Law (London: Paul, Trench, Trubner,
1947).-Trans.j
2. [The Marais, one of the many historic districts of Paris, is located in the third and fourth arrondissements. The area became one of
the most fashionable parts of Paris in the seventeenth century following the construction of the Place des Vosges and was soon populated
by the nobility and wealt hy Parisians. The region became a center of
art and culture. However, the Marais experienced a period of decline
that lasted from the eighteenth to the mid-twentieth century, sparked
by the relocation of many of its residents to the more fashionab le
Faubourg Saint-Honore and Faubourg Saint-Germain. These new
neighborhoods offered light and open space, which were in short supply in the Marais's narrow streets and small courtyards. After the flight
of the aristocracy. the area was occupied primarily by light industry
and artisans, and it housed a large Jewish community, primarily along
Rue des Rosiers. The Marais was classified a historic district in 1962.,
when efforts at restoration were begun. In recent years it has--once
again-become one of the most fashionable neighborhoods of central
Paris.-Trans. ]

8. The Urban Illusion
1. [Bruno Bauer (1809-'82) was a German rationalist philosopher

and theologian. Prior to the 1848 revolution, he was a Left Hegelian and
developed a republican interpretation of Hegel's ideas. As a theologian,
he described religion as a form of alienation. After the revolution,
Bauer repudiated Hegel and predicted a crisis of European civilization. His writings are said to have influenced Nietzsche, Engels, and
Karl Kautsky. Bauer was a prolific writer, but little of his work has been
translated into English. The follow ing, however, are available: Christ
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and the Caesars: The Origin of Christianity from Romanized Greek
Culture, trans. Frank E. Schacht (Charleston, S.c.: Davidonis, c. 1998),
and The Trumpet of the Last Judgemelft against Hegel the Atheist and
Antichrist: An Ultimatum, trans. Lawrence StepeJevich (Lewiston, NY.:

Mellen Press, 1989).
Max Stirner (1806-56) is a pseudonym for Johann Kaspar Schmidt,
a German anti·statist philosopher in whose writings many anarchists
of the late nineteenth and the twentieth centuries found ideological
inspiration. He is sometimes regarded as a source of twentieth-century
existentialism. Like Bauer, Stirner started out as a Left Hegelian but attacked what he perceived as the radicalism of Bauer, Feuerbach, and
Marx. He thought the only reality was that of the individual ego. His
best-known work in English is The Ego and His Own: The Case of the
Individual agaimt Authority, trans. Steven T. Byington, ed. James J.
Martin {New York: Dover [1973]).-Tratls.]
2. [W. W. Rostow, American economic historian. developed a
five-stage economic growth model that incorporated what he termed
~takeoff," which was based on Western (primarily British) economic
development in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. See The Stages
of Economic Growth: A Non-Communist Maldfesto (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1962).-Trans. ]

Conclusion
1. [For Kopp, see ch. 5, n. I.-Trans.]
2. [Abraham A. Moles ( 19~1) was an influential French engineer and sociologist who was head of research at the CNRS (Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique) (1945-54) and later directed
Hermann Scherchen's Laboratory of Electronic Music in Switzerland.
He taught in several countries and founded the Institute of Social
Psychology in Strasbourg in 1966. He is the author of numeroUS" publications, including Information Theory and Esthetic Perception, trans.
Joel F. Cohen (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1966). - Trans.)

Henri Lefebvre (1901-1991) was a noted French philosopher
and sociologist. His treatment of modern urban society resulted in the production of several works that have become
classics of urban studies, and he was among the first scholars
to recognize the implications of alienation and disaffection in
modern life and their impact on rural traditions. His books
include Everyday Life in the Modem World, Introduction to
Modernity, The Production of Space, and Writings on Cities.
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